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Welcome, and thank you for
selecting our brochure.
At African Pride, our passion and expertise
is in designing the perfect holiday for you.
Our knowledge of southern and east Africa is
unmatched and many discerning travellers and
travel agents continue to put their faith in us.
You can trust our impartial advice. As an
independent company we are best placed to
offer our clients the most suitable holiday and
travel arrangements to match their individual
requirements without being influenced by any
particular hotels or lodges.
We would love to share our passion for Africa
with you. Just contact us, or ask your travel agent
to do so, it will be our privilege to create your
perfect holiday.

Liz Hall
Managing Director
African Pride
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04 | Choose your African holiday

CHOOSE YOUR
AFRICAN HOLIDAY
AFRICA – THE EXPERIENCE
Travellers to Africa have one thing in
common – once experienced, they all
fall under its spell. Africa is different to
anywhere else on earth. We believe its
mix of scenery, people, accommodation,
food and of course nature, provide the
visitor with something unique, almost
spiritual. It is often said that we feel this
uniqueness because millennia ago, we
all came from here and this experience
is what visitors feel in the air and from
the earth. This land of fertility and fire,
of wildlife and wine, of history and
heroism is what we feel on every visit.
And you can, indeed must, feel it too.

and the experienced safari hand.
We will help you choose wisely.

AFRICA – THE DESTINATION
How to choose where to go and what
to see? The choice is vast and covers
all tastes. The ever popular wonders of
South Africa always excite. Botswana
with its superlative game viewing is
beyond compare. Victoria Falls in
all its glory. The sweeping vistas and
sheer numbers of wildlife in Kenya
and Tanzania. And everywhere in
between from Namibia to Mozambique,
Malawi to Ethiopia. All have something
to offer both the first time visitor

AFRICA – TAILOR MADE FOR YOU
All of our holidays are tailor made and
no two are alike. In doing so, most of
our itineraries allow you to choose your
standard of hotel, guest house or lodge,
and to mix and match from our selected
properties as you prefer. We will use
our experience to craft a holiday that
suits you perfectly. To do this well, we
like to talk to you or your travel agent
in depth, to fully understand what you
want, what you like and what your
preferences and expectations are.

AFRICA – THE KNOWLEDGE
Your choice of holiday and safari to
Africa will be just that – your’s. And it
will differ from everyone else’s. Using
our extensive knowledge, expertise
and passion for Africa built up over
many years, we are perfectly placed to
create your perfect holiday. Our team
visits Africa many times each year
ensuring that our knowledge is always
up to date on our long established
favourites and the newer entrants
offering a different look and feel.

AFRICA – OUR PRICES
You will see no prices in this portfolio.
While this at first glance may appear
strange, prices change all the time with
exchange rates, special offers from
hotels, airline offers and other factors.
Using these enables us to provide you
with the very best price for your holiday
on that day to ensure that you are
getting the very best value for money.
We also have access to great airfares
with leading airlines and are a British
Airways Appointed Operator.

AFRICA – TRAVEL ADVICE
We take your safety and security
seriously and it is important that
you are sure of the situation in each
of our destinations. The Foreign &
Commonwealth Office (FCO) issues
travel advice on destinations, which
includes information on passports,
visas, health, safety and security. We
urge you to visit their website www.
gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice
before deciding to book and travel.
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AFRICA – YOUR FINANCIAL
PROTECTION
All holidays with flights are ATOL
protected by the Civil Aviation Authority
(CAA) under ATOL number 11344
for which you will receive an ATOL
Certificate when you book. This is an
important document and should be kept
with you at all times until your return
to the UK. Any holiday booked without
a flight is protected by our membership
of ABTA W156X and as a member,
we adhere to its Code of Conduct and
maintain the highest standard of service
to you and our travel agent partners.
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AFRICA – OUR ASSURANCE
OF QUALITY
We are members of the Association of
Independent Tour Operators which
represents Britain’s leading independent
tour operators and encourages high
standards of quality and service. We abide
by the Association’s Code of Conduct
and adhere to the AITO Quality Charter
which may be viewed at www.aito.com
or from AITO on 0208 744 9280.

5166
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BE INSPIRED
Africa never ceases to amaze and inspire, with wildlife spectacles, encounters and
experiences that will last a lifetime.

SEE THE BIG 5 IN THE WILD
There are numerous wildlife reserves
and National Parks, where the game
viewing is exceptional. In nature, nothing
is ever guaranteed, but we can steer you
in the right direction.
KISS A GIRAFFE
The Giraffe Sanctuary in Nairobi and
the excellent Giraffe Manor hotel allow
close encounters with these majestic
creatures.
SLEEP UNDER THE STARS
You might be deep in the African bush or
on the edge of a vast saltpan; on the sands
of an Indian Ocean island or simply on
a bed that rolls out from your suite –
wherever you are, sleeping under the
African stars is magical.
WITNESS THE GREAT MIGRATION
The Masai Mara and the Serengeti
provide the stage for this incredible
wildlife spectacle.
GO WHALE WATCHING
Whales migrate annually to the
waters off South Africa, Mozambique,
Madagascar and Mauritius. See them
from the sea, from the air or from the
land – South Africa offers some of the
best land-based whale watching in the
world (in season).

DIVE AT NIGHT
The Indian Ocean waters offer
spectacular diving and at Mozambique’s
Nuarro Lodge you can dive at night with
UV lights.
RIDE HORSES IN THE BUSH
A fabulous way to mingle with the herds
– horseback safaris can be arranged in
South Africa, Botswana and Kenya.
MEET THE LOCALS
Whether it is an encounter with
Maasai villagers, Samburu warriors,
a traditional Zulu healer, the colourful
tribes of Ethiopia’s Omo region, San
bushmen in the Kalahari, ancient
tribes in Madagascar’s forests or the
communities supported by our lodge
and hotel partners, meeting local people
on your travels offers a fascinating
insight into different cultures.
TRACK CHEETAH ON FOOT
At Samara Lodge in South Africa’s
Karoo you can head out on foot to track
the cheetah, Africa’s most endangered
cat species.
SIT WITH MOUNTAIN GORILLAS
Head to Rwanda or Uganda to spend a
memorable hour in the presence of these
remarkable primates.

CONQUER A SAND DUNE
Sossusvlei in Namibia offers some of
the highest sand dunes in the world,
climbing is challenging but the views are
rewarding. Experience the thrill of dune
driving in South Africa, Namibia, Dubai
and Oman.
SOAR IN A HOT-AIR BALLOON
As the sun rises, glide silently over the
Masai Mara, the plains of the Serengeti
or Namibia’s vast dunes.
SPEND TIME WITH MEERKATS
These fascinating creatures can be
observed at close quarters in South
Africa and Botswana.
CLIMB MOUNTAINS
Kilimanjaro would be the obvious
choice, Table Mountain a less strenuous
option. On Reunion Island it is even
possible to visit an active volcano.
ENCOUNTER LEMURS
To see them in their natural habitat it
has to be Madagascar, where over 100
species exist only on the island.
WALK WITH ELEPHANTS
Stay at Stanley’s or Baines Camps in
Botswana and walk alongside their herd
of semi-habituated elephants as they
forage in the bush.
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TOUR AFRICA

Most holidays to Africa will involve an element of touring, taking in several destinations
in one trip. How you do this depends very much on your personal preferences – here
we have outlined some of the main options to consider and we are happy to make
recommendations based on our years of experience.
want to see, how long you want to
spend in each area and how much
travelling you want to do

ESCORTED TOURS
*

Generally small group tours, ranging
in size from 2 to 12 people depending
on the operator

*

Well-planned out itineraries, often
including lesser-known gems that
you may not have come across
independently

*

Accompanied by a qualified
driver/guide

*
*

Travel by road so you see a lot
of the country

*

Drive yourself (we will happily
recommend areas where this is easily
done) or use a driver/guide, whose
inside knowledge will add greatly to
the experience

*

Very flexible, no set departure
days and accommodation chosen
to suit you

*

Scheduled departure tours available
in South Africa, Namibia, Botswana,
Kenya, Tanzania & Uganda

Freedom to just stop when you see
something that interests you – and to
move on when you’re ready

*

Choice of staying in lodges/hotels or
in basic tents

*

A sense of adventure and exploration

*

Wide range of itineraries throughout
southern and east Africa, with some
longer itineraries covering multiple
countries

FLY-IN SAFARIS
*

Save time when covering long
distances

*

Seeing Africa from the air offers
a different perspective and
spectacular views

*

Small group, set departure safaris
available in Namibia, Botswana,
Kenya & Tanzania

*

Private, flexible options available in
most countries

OVERLAND TOURS
TAILOR-MADE TOURING
*

Bespoke itineraries designed
uniquely for you, based on what you

*

Generally operated on larger,
purpose-built touring vehicles that
can take up to 24 travellers
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CRUISE AFRICA

The combination of an African safari with a luxury cruise is surely the perfect way to enjoy one of the
world’s best holiday experiences. A number of cruise lines operate into and out of Africa and we have
partnered with some of the best to be able to create a perfect itinerary by combining the cruise with
tailor-made arrangements on land. We also partner with other cruise lines, please contact us for details.
SILVERSEA CRUISES

SILVERSEA EXPEDITIONS

CUNARD CRUISES

Silversea’s small luxury ships are
designed for those who delight in the
thrill of discovery while indulging mind
and body in the most lavish surroundings
imaginable. Silversea cruises between
the Indian Ocean and South Africa in
December and January, visiting various
destinations.

For the more adventurous traveller,
Silversea offers exciting Expeditions
visiting some of the world’s more remote
regions. Carefully crafted cruising
itineraries are designed to immerse
travellers in the culture and landscapes
of the destination, in the company of
experts.

A cruise on one of Cunard’s ships is all
about relaxation and making exactly
what you want of your day. Liners visit
a number of destinations in Africa and
the Indian Ocean between January and
April, often as part of a longer cruise.

*

Smaller ships that can sail closer to
shore

*

Small ships accommodating 100248 guests

All suites have ocean view, minibar
stocked with guest preferences and
butler service; most have a veranda

*

Itineraries visit thrilling, remote
destinations such as smaller
Indian Ocean islands and atolls,
Madagascar, Zanzibar, Mozambique,
St Helena, Sao Tome and Principe
South Africa and Namibia

*

*

Reputation for culinary excellence

*

The Restaurant is the main dining
venue, with a range of speciality
restaurants (reservation fee applies
to some)

*

Complimentary in-suite dining

*

Fitness Centre with classes,
spa and pool

*

Entertainment in the theatre

*

Britannia Suites feature satellite
TV and minibar, choice of inside or
ocean facing, some have balcony

*

Britannia Club staterooms have a
balcony

*

Grill Suites are the largest, with
balcony, butler service, in-suite
dining if desired

*

24 hour room service

*

Inflatable boats for exploring

*

Array of dining venues and bars

*

Services of the Expedition Team
including lectures with highly
qualified experts

*

Signature afternoon tea experience

*

Daily activity programme

*

Tours and activities are included

*

*

All suites with ocean view and butler
service; many with veranda

Entertainment programme with live
performances at the theatre

*

Pool, spa and Kids’ Club

Left to right:
Silver Spirit, Britannia Club Stateroom, Queen Mary 2

SOUTH
AFRICA
From the majestic scenery to the beautiful coastline, the magnificent
game viewing to the lush winelands and haunting battlefields, South
Africa and its people can truly claim to be ‘A World in One Country’.
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SOUTH AFRICA
This stunning country offers breath-taking scenery, experiences and attractions
for all its visitors and is a real favourite of all who spend time here. We have
explored every corner and can create your own individual holiday to this
amazing and diverse country, both as a destination in its own right or as a
combination with other African countries and Indian Ocean islands.
HIGHLIGHTS
chocolate tasting to wine safaris and
wine tasting by horseback. The region
also has many exceptional restaurants.

CAPE TOWN

Often fondly referred to as the ‘Mother
City’, Cape Town’s attractions are
well known, from Table Mountain
and Robben Island to beaches, coastal
resorts and historical attractions. The
city has a cosmopolitan ambience with a
vibrant dining scene led by exciting and
innovative chefs.

NATIONAL PARKS

From coast to mountain and arid desert
to rivers, South Africa’s national parks
offer a wide range of vistas and incredible
experiences.

THE WINELANDS

NATURE

Big 5 safaris, flower safaris, mountain
walks, whale watching – the wildlife,
birdlife and plant life abound in unique
habitats, many of which are indigenous
to South Africa. Springtime in the
Western Cape sees the fynbos come
alive, a beautiful sight.

Easily accessible and with demarcated
wine routes to follow, the Winelands
are a joy to explore, travelling through
stunning scenery with hills covered
in vines and charming villages. There
are a myriad of wine estates to visit
with varying activities from wine and

HISTORY

The old Cape settlements, Boer and Zulu
battlefields, townships and museums
combine to provide visitors with a sense
of South Africa’s sometimes turbulent
past.

TOURING

With excellent air links, numerous
self-driving options, luxury rail journeys,
overland adventures and small group
tours, touring around the country is both
simple and convenient. There are many
beautiful drives, such as Route 62 from
Robertson to Oudtshoorn, the famous
Garden Route, the Panorama Route in
Mpumalanga, Chapman’s Peak and the
Cape Peninsula.

ZIMBABWE

BOTSWANA

Limpopo

NAMIBIA

Kgalagadi
Transfrontier
Park

Game Reserves

Madikwe
Pretoria

North West

Nelspruit

Johannesburg

Gauteng

SWAZILAND

Free State

KwaZulu-Natal

Upington

Game Reserves

Kimberley

Augrabies
National Park
Namaqua
National Park

ATLANTIC
OCEAN

Paternoster

LESOTHO

SOUTH AFRICA
Karoo

Western Cape

Cape Town

Agulhas
National Park

Richards Bay

Pietermaritzburg

Eastern Cape

Addo Elephant
National Park

Paarl

Worcester
Stellenbosch

Battlefields

Bloemfontein

Northern Cape

Cederberg

MOZAMBIQUE
Kruger
National Park

Waterberg

East London
Grahamstown

Durban

INDIAN
OCEAN

Climate
South Africa’s climate varies depending on
where you are in the country – please see
the temperature and rainfall guides on the
following pages for information relevant to the
geographical area.

Essential Information

Game Reserves

Garden Route

Port Elizabeth
George Plettenberg Bay

Visa – British Citizen Passport Holders do not
require a visa
Time difference – GMT+2
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UNIQUE EXPERIENCES
STARRY SLEEPOUTS

KALAHARI MEERKATS

COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES

Have you ever dreamed of sleeping in
a treehouse under the stars? Now you
can do so, with the added excitement
of being deep in the African bush. This
experience is available as an add-on
to stays at a selection of lodges in the
Kruger, Madikwe Game Reserve and
the Kalahari. You will be transported
there at sunset where your elevated
bush bedroom, with a proper bed and
bathroom amenities, is yours for the
night. Enjoy a picnic dinner with drinks
and a night like no other.

In the north of the country towards the
border with Botswana is a very special
place – Tswalu, South Africa’s largest
private game reserve, located in the
vast Kalahari region. There are two
superb lodges with excellent food and
wine backed by the incredible sights
and sounds of the mystical Kalahari.
Activities include horse riding,
tracking black rhino, game drives,
spa relaxation, and the opportunity
to spend time observing a colony of
meerkats, a fascinating experience.

Throughout South Africa there are
incredible projects and initiatives
supporting local communities, where
a visit can often be a highlight of a
holiday. Many lodges will arrange a visit
to their community or village school. In
Cape Town, we can arrange for you to
spend a half day visiting local projects
– examples include veterinary clinics
in the townships, dance workshops for
under-privileged children and vegetable
growing schemes to supply local
restaurants and hotels.
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Clockwise from top:
Cape Town, Lion, Robberg Beach, Penguins at Boulders
Beach, Winelands, Ostriches

CLASSIC SOUTH AFRICA
This fly drive itinerary is especially popular with first time visitors to South Africa
as it combines some of the country’s top attractions – Cape Town, the Winelands, the
Garden Route and a game safari, travelling through non-malarial areas throughout.
TAILOR-MADE ITINERARY
The itinerary below can be enjoyed
exactly as described, or it can be
adjusted at any point to cater for your
own preferences. The accommodation
choices are up to you – we will happily
make recommendations, based on your
preferences, availability and budget.
Details of accommodation options may
be found in the following pages.
DAY 1
Evening flight from Heathrow airport.
DAY 2
Arrive in Cape Town and transfer to
your chosen accommodation for a stay
of 4 nights.
DAYS 3-5
At leisure for local sightseeing. There’s
much to explore in Cape Town. Table
Mountain is a must and we highly
recommend you go up at the first
available opportunity, don’t leave it until
the last day as the weather can make it
inaccessible. A host of shops, arts and
crafts and entertainment await at the
V&A Waterfront, as well as local food
markets at the weekends. The Cape
Peninsula is worth a visit, stopping off

to see the penguins en route. There are
numerous optional half and full day
tours available.
DAY 6
Take delivery of your hire car and set
off for the Winelands (approx. 60
minutes) for an overnight stay. There
are a number of wine estates to stop off
at along the way and Franschhoek is a
charming village to explore.
DAY 7
Drive across to Mossel Bay then inland
to Oudtshoorn (approx. 4 hours). Stay
for 2 nights.
DAY 8
Visit an ostrich farm and the Cango
Caves or spend the day at leisure.

Garden Route. Perhaps drive through
Nature’s Valley to Storms River Gorge
or walk through Tsitsikamma Forest.
Depending on the season, you might
want to enjoy time on some of the Blue
Flag beaches.
DAY 12
Return the car to Port Elizabeth airport
(approx. 21/2 hours) and be transferred
late morning to your chosen Eastern
Cape game reserve for 3 nights. You
should arrive in time for the afternoon
game drive by open safari vehicle led by
a ranger.
DAYS 13-14
Early morning and late afternoon game
viewing drives with your ranger.

DAY 9
Cross the scenic Outeniqua Pass and join
the Garden Route at George. Drive along
the coast passing through Wilderness
and Knysna to Plettenberg Bay (approx.
21/2 hours) for your 3 night stay.

DAY 15
Early morning game drive before
breakfast. Later that morning, transfer
to Port Elizabeth airport for the
afternoon flight to Johannesburg.
Connect with the evening flight to
London.

DAYS 10-11
At leisure to explore the surrounding

DAY 16
Arrive Heathrow airport early morning.
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FAMILY FLY DRIVE
From penguins to lions, with ostriches and a host
of outdoor activities in between.
DAYS 1-5 – Overnight flight to Cape Town and 4 nights at
More Quarters.
DAYS 6-7 – Drive to the Winelands, 2 nights at Spier. Enjoy
picnics in the grounds and a programme of kids activities.
DAYS 8-9 – Drive to Oudtshoorn, 2 nights at Hlangana
Lodge, and time to visit an ostrich farm and the Cango
Caves.
DAYS 10-12 – Drive along the coast to Plettenberg Bay,
3 nights at Hog Hollow. The area’s attractions include
Monkeyland, the Elephant Sanctuary, forest walks and
canopy tours, not to mention beaches and the pool.
DAYS 13-14 – Drive to Shamwari Game Reserve, 2 nights
on safari at Riverdene Lodge.
DAYS 15-16 – Drive to Port Elizabeth, overnight flight home
via Johannesburg.
The properties suggested above are excellent for families.

A CULINARY
ADVENTURE
A fly drive feast for the taste buds, exploring some
of South Africa’s gastronomic delights.
DAYS 1-4 – Overnight flight via Johannesburg to Port
Elizabeth. Drive to Hunters Country House for 3 nights. A
dining experience at Zinzi restaurant is a must.
DAY 5 – Drive along the Garden Route to Swellendam, 1 night
at Schoone Oordt. Book a table for a home-cooked South
African menu with wine pairings.
DAYS 6-7 – Drive to the Winelands, 2 nights at Bartholomeus
Klip, a working farm in a nature reserve famed for its cuisine
and cookery courses.
DAYS 8-9 – Drive to Babylonstoren, a wine estate and gardens
with exceptionally creative dining experiences, for 2 nights.
DAYS 10-11 – Drive to Hermanus, 2 nights at Schulphoek
Guesthouse where the chef-patron delights in discussing his
locally sourced menu and wines.
DAYS 12-14 – Drive to Cape Town, 3 nights at Glen Avon
Lodge. Savour fine dining at the lodge or enjoy Cape Town’s
vibrant dining scene.
DAYS 15-16 – Overnight flight home.
The hotels above are all renowned for their cuisine.
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THE HONEYMOON
Cape Town, the breath-taking Victoria Falls,
safari in the Kruger and a beautiful beach – ideal
honeymoon ingredients.
DAYS 1-5 – Overnight flight to Cape Town for a 4 night stay.
Plenty of time to relax on arrival before exploring the city.
Watch a beautiful sunset on Signal Hill, have a gourmet
picnic in a vineyard, dine in some of the city’s exceptional
restaurants. We can arrange a host of activities to suit.
DAYS 6-7 – Fly to Livingstone for 2 nights at Victoria Falls.
DAYS 8-10 – Fly to Kruger for 3 nights on safari in this
premier wildlife destination.
DAY 11 – One last game drive, then fly to Johannesburg for
an overnight stay.
DAYS 12-16 – Fly to Mauritius for 5 nights of pure
relaxation on an Indian Ocean beach.
DAYS 17-18 – Overnight flight home.
Peruse the following pages for some accommodation
suggestions, or call for our advice.

CAPE TOWN,
VICTORIA FALLS
AND SAFARI
A three centre itinerary combining city, nature and
the bush, three different and impressive experiences.
DAYS 1-6 – Overnight flight to Cape Town for a 5 night stay.
Explore the city at your own pace or if you’d rather have some
local activities arranged, we can organise days out in advance.
DAYS 7-9 – Fly to Livingstone for 3 nights on the banks of the
Zambezi River. Visit the impressive Victoria Falls on foot or by
air and take a sundowner river cruise.
DAYS 10-12 – Transfer to Chobe in Botswana for 3 nights on
safari in an area famed for its huge herds of elephants.
DAYS 13-14 – Overnight flight home.
Choose hotels or lodges from the following pages or call
for some recommendations.
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SMALL GROUP TOURS
Experience the grandeur of South Africa on a
small group tour led by qualified and experienced
driver/guides. These tours are a small example from
a wide selection, many can be linked together or
combined with individual arrangements to create
your own personal itinerary.

THE GARDEN
ROUTE
A four day escorted tour along the coast linking Cape Town
with Port Elizabeth and focusing on the main highlights
of the Garden Route including the Cango Caves, Knysna,
Plettenberg Bay and the Tsitsikamma Forest. Visits to the
Elephant Sanctuary, Birds of Eden and a cruise on the
Keurbooms River are included.
Duration: 4 days, departing Cape Town on Thursdays or
departing Port Elizabeth on Mondays throughout the year.
Accommodation: 1 night Hlangana Lodge, Oudtshoorn, 2
nights Hog Hollow Country Lodge, Plettenberg, or similar.

MOUNTAINS,
BATTLEFIELDS
& GAME
A 7 day tour from Durban, created to highlight the best that
KwaZulu-Natal has to offer – from the dramatic scenery
of the Drakensberg Mountains to historic battle sites and
finishing on safari in a game reserve. Visits to the caves at
Giant’s Castle, Nelson Mandela’s capture site at Howick,
the battlefields of Islandlwana and Rorke’s Drift, the Siege
Museum at Ladysmith and game drives are included.
Duration: 7 days, departing Durban on Tuesdays, on
selected dates throughout the year.
Accommodation: 2 nights Champagne Castle,
Drakensberg, 2 nights Rorke’s Drift Hotel, 2 nights Falaza
Game Lodge, Hluhluwe, or similar.
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Clockwise from top left:
Blyde River Canyon, Garden Route Beach,
Bo Kaap in Cape Town, Leopard

SOUTH AFRICA PANORAMA
From the aptly-named Panorama Route to Cape Town, via the Kruger, Swaziland, the Garden
Route and the Winelands – this grand tour is an ideal choice for a first time visitor as many
attractions are included and you have the benefit of an experienced driver/guide throughout.
ESCORTED TOUR ITINERARY

DAY 1 – Travel east from Johannesburg
along the fabled Panorama Route, with
views of the Blyde River Canyon. 2
nights at Perry’s Bridge, Hazyview, or
similar.
DAY 2 – Head into the Kruger National
Park for a game drive on an open safari
vehicle.
DAY 3 – Enter the Royal Kingdom of
Swaziland, a tiny mountainous kingdom
steeped in African traditions and
culture. 1 night at Royal Swazi Spa, or
similar.

DAYS 4-5 – Back into South Africa,
and Zululand, with a visit to a Zulu
homestead and a game drive in
Hluhluwe-Imfolozi Game Reserve.
2 nights at Ghost Mountain Inn, or
similar.

DAYS 11-13 – Visit the Cango Caves
before heading to Cape Town. Two
full day trips, to the stunning Cape
Point and the beautiful Winelands, are
included. 3 nights at Southern Sun
Waterfront, or similar.

DAY 6 – Visit the St Lucia wetlands en
route to Durban. 1 night at Benjamin
Boutique Hotel, or similar.

DAY 14 – A guided city tour then
transfer to the airport.

DAY 7 – A city tour of Durban, then fly
to Port Elizabeth. 1 night at Radisson
Blu, or similar.
DAYS 8-9 – To Plettenberg Bay, via
Tsitsikamma Forest and Storms River.
2 nights at Hunter’s Country House
Hotel, or similar.
DAY 10 – Visit Knysna, cruise on the
Keurbooms River and stop at an ostrich
farm in Oudtshoorn. 1 night at De
Opstal Country Lodge, or similar.

The tour departs Johannesburg on Mondays
throughout the year, so we recommend at
least one night in Johannesburg beforehand.
Extensions from Cape Town at the end are
easily arranged.
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Touring with a private driver/guide means getting off the beaten track, discovering hidden gems,
tailoring your days and travelling at your own pace. The following are 2 suggestions – itineraries of
any length and to any destination can be designed around individual requirements.

SECRETS OF THE
GARDEN ROUTE
A 7 day exploration of the Garden Route,
taking the path less travelled.
DAYS 1-2 – Meet your driver/guide in Cape Town for the
scenic drive to Hermanus and a 2 night stay, stopping en route
to visit a large breeding colony of African Penguins. Tour the
vineyards around Hermanus, an alternative and less busy
wine route.
DAY 3 – Drive along the scenic Route 62 to Oudtshoorn for
an overnight stay.
DAYS 4-6 – Sit back and enjoy the magnificent views along
the Robinson Pass. Continue along the Garden Route to
Plettenberg Bay for 3 nights. Two days with your driver/guide
to explore the area.
DAY 7 – Transfer to Port Elizabeth. Fly onto another
destination or transfer to a game reserve on the Eastern Cape.

WINE AND THE
WEST COAST
Visit wine estates of your choice then head to
the coast and discover an area much loved by
South Africans.
DAY 1 – Meet your driver/guide in Cape Town and head to
the Winelands, visiting a selection of wine estates en route
to Franschhoek or Stellenbosch for an overnight stay.
DAY 2 – Sample more award-winning wines and visit Paarl.
Stop in the Wellington area overnight.
DAYS 3-4 – A scenic drive through the West Coast National
Park to Paternoster for 2 nights. Relax on the beaches of
this charming coastal village, go kayaking in the sea or take a
picnic and explore the beautiful Columbine Nature Reserve.
DAY 5 – Return to Cape Town via Clanwilliam – or extend
with a stay at Bushmans Kloof in the Cederberg Mountains.
Choose hotels or lodges from the following pages or call for some
recommendations.
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Travelling across South Africa by land or rail allows you to experience the country at a gentler pace,
with visits to many attractions along the way. Some very special journeys combine South Africa with
neighbouring countries Zimbabwe and Namibia.

SHONGOLOLO
EXPRESS
Operated by Rovos Rail, the unique Shongololo tours by
rail use the train as your transport and hotel during the
night, while daytime touring is carried out on its own airconditioned vehicles that are transported on the train. The
cabins are all en-suite.
Good Hope – 15 days, Cape Town to Pretoria and v.v.
From the Cape to the Highveld taking in the Winelands,
Garden Route, Battlefields, St Lucia and Hluhluwe,
Swaziland, Drakensberg Mountains, Kruger National Park,
the Panorama Route and Pretoria.
Southern Cross – 12 days, South Africa to Zimbabwe and
v.v.
Pretoria to Victoria Falls, via the Drakensberg Mountains,
Kruger National Park, Mozambique, Swaziland, the Great
Zimbabwe Ruins, Matobo National Park, game viewing in
Hwange and Victoria Falls.
Dune Express – 12 days, South Africa to Namibia and v.v.
Crossing the hinterland of South Africa into Namibia,
visiting Fish River Canyon, Lüderitz, Sossusvlei’s dunes
and Sesriem canyon, Windhoek, Etosha National Park and
Swakopmund.

OVERLAND
TOURING
A great way to see more of the country is on an overland tour.
Travelling on an adventure truck that seats up to 24 people,
you have the option of camping (which means erecting your
tent each night) or staying in lodge/hotel accommodation
throughout. A luxury version caters for smaller groups of
12. There is generally a great sense of camaraderie among
fellow travellers. Choose from a wide choice of itineraries
throughout southern and east Africa.
South Africa Explorer – 20 days, Johannesburg to Cape
Town and v.v.
From Johannesburg along the Panorama Route though
Swaziland to KwaZulu-Natal, visiting iSimangaliso Wetland
Park, Hluhluwe-Imfolozi Game Reserve, Durban and the
Drakensberg Mountains, then through Lesotho to the Great
Karoo, along the Garden Route and Winelands to Cape Town.
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Clockwise from top left:
Suite, Dining Car, Train Exterior

THE BLUE TRAIN
Experience elegance and luxury while
traversing South Africa in style on
board the world famous Blue Train. The
regular service operates between Cape
Town and Pretoria – with 1 night on
board and 2 days travelling through the
countryside, the journey can be built into
a tailor-made touring itinerary, or used
as an alternative to flying between these
two cities.
*

All compartments are a lounge by 		
day and converted into a bedroom
at night

*

De Luxe Suite has either twin beds,
en suite with shower or double bed,
en suite with bath

*

Luxury Suite is 1 metre longer than
De Luxe Suite, with double or twin
beds, en suite with bath

*

All suites are air-conditioned with 		
safe, digital entertainment system 		
and complimentary wifi

*

24 hour butler service

*

Lounge Car with bar and
afternoon tea

*

Wood-panelled Club Car with bar,
small library, card tables and cigars

*

Elegant Dining Car serving gourmet
cuisine and South African wines

*

Dress code is formal in the evening
and more casual during the day

*

All meals and drinks (excluding 		
Champagne) are included

TOURING ITINERARIES
PRETORIA TO CAPE TOWN AND V.V.

1 night, 2 days, this is a regular
journey with sightseeing stops
in Kimberley on the southbound
journey and Matjiesfontein when
travelling north. As the train departs
early in the morning and arrives
mid-late afternoon, we recommend
at least a night in Cape Town and
Pretoria either side.
PRETORIA TO HOEDSPRUIT AND V.V.

1 night, this is a journey from Pretoria
to the gateway to Kruger National
Park, operating on just a handful
of dates each year and allowing
travellers to combine the experience
of a night on the Blue Train with their
safari. Guests will get to their chosen
game lodge in time for the afternoon
game drive and if travelling in the
opposite direction, will be able to
enjoy their last morning game drive
before heading for the station.
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Clockwise from top:
Afternoon Tea, Train Exterior, Deluxe Suite

ROVOS RAIL
Rovos Rail fully deserves its reputation
as one of the most luxurious trains in
the world, offering around 150 journeys
across Africa each year in beautifully
restored carriages that conjure up
memories of the golden age of travel.
*

Pullman Suite has a sofa that 		
converts to a bed, en suite with 		
shower

*

Deluxe Suite has a lounge area and
twin or double bed, en suite with 		
shower

*

Royal Suite is a spacious suite with
lounge, twin or double bed and en 		
suite with bath and shower

*

All suites are air-conditioned with 		
fridge-bar, safe, writing desk

*

24 hour room service

*

Formal dining car, excellent meals 		
accompanied by fine South African
wines

*

Lounge Car with bar

*

Smoking Lounge

*

Observation Car with open verandah

*

Dress code is formal in the evening
and more casual during the day

*

All meals and drinks (excluding 		
Champagne) are included

REGULAR JOURNEYS

EXCEPTIONAL JOURNEYS

PRETORIA TO CAPE TOWN
AND V.V.

CAPE TOWN TO DAR-ES-SALAAM
AND V.V.

2 nights on board, with stops at
Kimberley and Matjiesfontein.

14 nights (11 on board, 3 in hotel/game
lodge), travelling through South Africa,
Botswana, Zimbabwe, including Victoria
Falls, Zambia, into Tanzania, winding
down through the Great Rift Valley and
the Selous Reserve to Dar-es-Salaam.

PRETORIA TO VICTORIA FALLS
AND V.V.

3 nights on board, crossing the Tropic
of Capricorn and stopping for a game
drive in Hwange National Park.
PRETORIA TO DURBAN VIA THE
BATTLEFIELDS AND V.V.

2 nights on board, with stops for
game drives in Nambiti Private Game
Reserve, a Battlefields site tour at
Spionkop and a visit to Ardmore
Ceramics Gallery.

NAMIBIA SAFARI AND V.V.

8 nights (6 on board, 2 in hotel/game
lodge), an evocative journey from
Pretoria via Kimberley into Namibia
taking in the spectacular sights
including the Fish River Canyon,
the Kalahari Desert, the incredible
sand dunes of Sossusvlei and Etosha
National Park.
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CAPE TOWN
Hugging Table Mountain and the rugged Atlantic shoreline,
Cape Town rightfully lays claim to being one of the most beautiful
cities in the world.

V&A Waterfront

Green Point
Sea Point
Bantry Bay

HIGHLIGHTS

Camps Bay

CAPE TOWN
Table Mountain
National Park

Kirstenbosch

Constantia

Cape Town has it all. It is a year round destination with
many world-renowned attractions to visit and enjoy and
is a popular choice with visitors of all ages, many of whom
return time and again.

Hout Bay

Simon’s Town
Penguin Colony

Cape Point – a full day trip takes in the scenic coast, seals
at Hout Bay, baboons, the immense ocean itself, penguins at
Boulders Beach and lovely towns and villages along the way.

Cape
Peninsula

Robben Island – Nelson Mandela’s prison for many years
and now a World Heritage Site. Take the tour from the V&A
Waterfront guided by ex-prisoners and warders.

Kirstenbosch Gardens – world-renowned gardens on
the slopes of Table Mountain where thousands of species
of flora abound.
The V&A Waterfront – Cape Town’s vibrant shopping and
entertainment area.

Fish Hoek

Kommetjie

Table Mountain – take the cable car to the top for spectacular
views.

Constantia Valley – steeped in wine-making tradition and
brimming with award-winning wine estates.

Muizenberg

Noordhoek Beach

Cape of Good Hope

Climate
ºC
Rain

JAN
26
2

FEB
26
2

MAR
25
3

APR
22
5

MAY
20
7

JUN
18
9

ºC
Rain

JUL
17
10

AUG
18
7

SEP
19
5

OCT
21
4

NOV
23
2

DEC
25
2

°C = Average daily maximum temperature in Celsius
R = Average monthly rainfall in centimetres
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CITY BOWL

V&A WATERFRONT & CITY BOWL

BELMOND MOUNT NELSON

Cape Town’s heartbeat, the V&A buzzes with life and
activity from mid morning until after midnight. It is
renowned for its extensive range of shops, restaurants and
bars that are open seven days a week.

With nine acres of colourful gardens and an afternoon tea
that’s the envy of many, the Nellie is one of Africa’s most
famous and cherished hotels.

The city centre is known as ‘The Bowl’ where you can
stroll through the beautiful gardens, explore the boutique
shops and attractive buildings, visit the cafés and vibrant
market at Greenmarket Square and take the cable car to
the top of Table Mountain.

* 2 outdoor pools & spa

* 198 rooms and suites in 7 wings
* Kids Club and Teens Lounge
* Fine dining and chef’s table at Planet Restaurant
* City Bowl, free shuttle to the Waterfront

WATERFRONT

WATERFRONT

CAPE GRACE

ONE&ONLY CAPE TOWN

A 5 star hotel set on the V&A Waterfront, with a high level
of service, a great choice of whiskies and an extremely
impressive breakfast buffet.

Just steps from the myriad attractions of the V&A
Waterfront, this is a stylish hotel with its own private island,
renowned restaurants and an enviable cocktail list.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

120 rooms and suites, many with Table Mountain views
Fine dining and Tasting Menu at Signal
Bascule Bar serving tapas and a wide range of whiskies
Stylish outdoor pool and deck
Spa and fitness area

131 spacious rooms and suites
World class dining at Nobu and Reubens
Cocktail Bar and Wine Loft
Infinity-edge pool and spa
KidsOnly programme for children
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WATERFRONT

WATERFRONT

THE TABLE BAY

THE COMMODORE

This elegant V&A Waterfront hotel has a bustling ambience,
very spacious rooms – including family rooms – and a
reputation locally for great food.

Enjoying a good location close to the V&A Waterfront, this
4 star hotel is a comfortable and convenient base from which
to explore Cape Town.

* 329 rooms and suites
* Views to Robben Island, Table Mountain or the harbour
* Mouth-watering high tea served in The Lounge and 		
extensive buffet breakfast at The Atlantic
* Spa and gym
* Free shuttle into the city area

*
*
*
*
*

WATERFRONT

WATERFRONT

QUEEN VICTORIA HOTEL

LAWHILL APARTMENTS

Combining stylish creativity and contemporary design,
this 5 star boutique hotel is a short 5 minute stroll to the
V&A Waterfront.

A collection of stylish apartments overlooking the V&A
Waterfront marina offering a home-away-from-home
experience – a great choice for families and repeat visitors.

* 32 rooms and 3 suites
* Located within an area of heritage buildings
* 4 unique suites at the adjacent Manor House,
each with Table Mountain view
* Pool and spa at neighbouring sister hotel, Dock House
* Dash restaurant and bar

*
*
*
*
*

236 rooms and suites
Casuarina Spa and gym
All-day dining at the Clipper Restaurant
Cocktail Bar and lounge
Outdoor pool – and access to pool at sister hotel,
The Portswood

28 luxury apartments with 1-3 bedrooms
5 pools for guests’ use
Daily housekeeping, concierge and 24-hour security
Fully equipped kitchen and open plan living area
Access to spa and restaurants at the adjacent
One&Only hotel
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CITY BOWL

CITY BOWL

CITY BOWL

MORE QUARTERS

FOUR ROSMEAD

ABBEY MANOR

Sample authentic Cape Town living in
these tastefully converted one and two
bedroom apartments, full of character
and just off vibrant Kloof Street with its
boutique shops, cafés and restaurants.

A stylishly remodelled boutique guest
house on the slopes of Table Mountain,
where antique and modern furnishings
blend with original South African
artworks.

Nestling on the slopes of Table
Mountain, this 5 star guest house was
built over 100 years ago and exudes
grandeur and old-world charm – the
views are impressive too.

* 18 fully-serviced apartments
* Complimentary high tea and evening
port in the lounge
* Family friendly
* Breakfast room (daily breakfast 		
included)
* Free shuttle to the V&A Waterfront

* 10 rooms on the ground and first floors
* A short walk to fashionable Kloof Street
* Landscaped gardens with heated pool
and deck
* Excellent value for money
* Warm and welcoming staff, a home 		
from home ambience

* 9 elegant rooms with air conditioning
* Located in the upmarket Oranjezicht
suburb
* Within easy reach of the V&A 		
Waterfront and Camps Bay
* Outdoor pool and garden
* Rooftop terrace with views

CITY BOWL

WATERFRONT

CITY BOWL

CLOUD NINE

RADISSON BLU
WATERFRONT

THE THREE

These heritage buildings house a
contemporary boutique hotel with a chic
rooftop bar overlooking Table Mountain
and the city.

Right on the edge of the Atlantic Ocean
and close to Cape Town’s amenities, with
spectacular sea views from the Business
Class rooms.

A beautifully restored 4 star boutique
hotel in Oranjezicht with views of Table
Mountain and rooms arranged around a
central square.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

47 stylish rooms
Secluded inner courtyard
Rooftop bar with small pool and views
Small spa with sauna, Jacuzzi and gym
Choice of restaurants close by

177 rooms and suites
Restaurant with outdoor terrace
Pool at the ocean’s edge
Spa with indoor pool
Shuttle to the V&A Waterfront

18 rooms
Rooftop deck
Small pool and outdoor seating
Dining room
Quiet residential area
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SEA POINT

CAMPS BAY

ATLANTIC OCEAN
COASTLINE

WINCHESTER
MANSIONS

AZAMARE

Cape Town boasts a variety of fine
beaches but be warned, the Atlantic
water can be cold due to the current
from the Antarctic. Chapman’s Peak
drive is a spectacular coastal toll
road heading towards Cape Point,
hugging the coastline and providing
stunning views. Around Camps Bay
and Clifton are a number of golden
sand beaches and coves. In addition
to the properties shown, we offer a
large number of apartments, villas
and private homes in this area.

Just across the road from Sea Point’s
promenade and the Atlantic Ocean, this
Cape Dutch style hotel is a short drive
from the V&A Waterfront.

Contemporary chic best describes this
stylish boutique guest house in Camps
Bay, surrounded by the 12 Apostles,
Table Mountain and the ocean.

* 51 rooms and 25 suites, most with sea
or mountain view
* Tranquil courtyard with palms and 		
fountains
* Sunday Jazz brunches at Harvey’s
* Heated pool and spa
* Free shuttle to the V&A Waterfront

* 7 rooms with balcony and sea view
* Nautilus Suite has private pool and 		
terrace
* Pool and Jacuzzi
* Lounge and sun deck
* Complimentary evening wine
& snacks

CAMPS BAY

CAMPS BAY

NEAR CAMPS BAY

SEA FIVE

THE BAY

TWELVE APOSTLES
HOTEL & SPA

A fusion of Mediterranean and South
African colours, this is a beautifully
furnished boutique beach house hotel,
just 300 metres from Camps Bay beach.

A long-established landmark in the heart
of Camps Bay and just steps from the
beach, this hotel has a relaxed feel and is
popular over the summer months.

On the edge of the Atlantic Ocean
with the magnificent Twelve Apostles
Mountains as a backdrop, this 5 star
hotel offers a unique experience.

* 7 rooms and suites with private 		
terraces
* Penthouse Suite with living and
dining areas
* Stylish décor with designer touches
* Views to the ocean and mountains
* Outdoor pool and bar serving snacks

* 78 rooms and suites with mountain
or ocean views
* Airy breakfast room facing the sea and
poolside Bistro
* 4 pools, sundecks and loungers
* Seasonal private beach club
* Spa and gym

*
*
*
*

70 rooms and suites
Fine dining at the Azure Restaurant
Leopard Bar for incredible sunsets
Spa, 2 pools, walking trails, cinema 		
and helipad
* Free shuttle service to Camps Bay 		
and the V&A Waterfront
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CONSTANTIA

CONSTANTIA VALLEY

STEENBERG

Lying 15 to 30 minutes south from the city centre is
‘Cape Town’s Vineyard’, the Constantia Valley. The
idyllic rural landscape will make you forget that you are
actually in a big city, yet the V&A Waterfront and Cape
Town’s many other attractions remain within easy reach.
Wine-making here dates back to 1685 and there are a
host of award-winning wine estates and excellent
restaurants in the area. The world famous Kirstenbosch
National Botanical Gardens are also worth a visit.

Surrounded by gardens and its own vineyard, the 5 star
Cape Dutch-style hotel blends comfort, heritage, excellent
facilities and fine dining.
*
*
*
*
*

24 rooms and suites in 5 buildings
Catharina’s Restaurant and Bistro Sixteen82
18-hole championship golf course
Spa and outdoor pool
Free transfers to local restaurants, shuttle to the V&A 		
Waterfront and wine tasting

CONSTANTIA

CONSTANTIA

THE CELLARS-HOHENORT

GLEN AVON LODGE

A long-standing favourite, the 5 star Cellars-Hohenort
is a Relais & Châteaux hotel with a restaurant that is
consistently ranked as one of South Africa’s finest.

An owner-managed Cape Dutch Manor-style hotel that
has been tastefully furnished in keeping with its beautiful
Constantia Valley surroundings.

* 51 rooms and suites in the main house and historic Manor
House with Table Mountain or garden views
* 2 pools, tennis court and spa
* Nine acres of beautifully manicured gardens
* The Conservatory and Greenhouse restaurants
* Award-winning executive chef

* 16 garden facing rooms and suites
* Rooms are individually designed with air conditioning and
balcony or patio
* 2 outdoor pools set in colourful, manicured gardens
* Elegant dining room with fine dining evening menu
* 30 minutes from the centre of Cape Town
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WINELANDS,
COAST &
ROUTE 62
The area surrounding Cape Town is a smorgasbord of views and attractions
with fine dining and fine wines at every turn – a real taste of South Africa.

HIGHLIGHTS
Paternoster

Many visitors opt to hire a car and explore – the area is easily
accessible by road and very popular so planning ahead is the
key to getting the most out of your visit. Guided tours are also
an option.
Stellenbosch – an old university town with a vibrant café
culture and attractive blend of old and new.
Franschhoek – this arty village has become the gourmet
capital of South Africa, full of fantastic restaurants, hotels
and wine estates. The wine tram is a fun day out and a great
way to explore the local vineyards.
Paarl – an historic old town with some beautiful buildings and
links to the wine-growing industry. Taste craft beer, chocolate,
wines and artisan gin at the Spice Route.
Whales – from July to December whale watchers flock to
Hermanus to see the whales in Walker Bay.
North of Cape Town – discover the West Coast National Park
and the Cederberg Wilderness Reserve.

Worcester

Wellington
Paarl

Robben
Island

Stellenbosch
CAPE TOWN
Hout Bay
Simon’s Town

Brandvlei
Dam

Franschhoek

Robertson
Montagu
Swellendam
Bontebok
National Park

Threewaterskloof
Dam

Kogelberg
Nature
Reserve

Hermanus
Stanford

De Hoop
Nature Reserve
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R = Average monthly rainfall in centimetres
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NEAR PAARL

FRANSCHHOEK

BABYLONSTOREN

MONT ROCHELLE

Feel the very essence of the Winelands at this working
wine and olive farm, with beautifully restored Cape Dutch
buildings, acres of space and an incredible kitchen garden.

Part of Sir Richard Branson’s portfolio, this stylish hotel
enjoys stunning views of the vineyards and mountains and is
walking distance from Franschhoek.

*
*
*
*

22 suites and cottages and the Owners House
Dine at Babel, the Greenhouse and the Bakery
Spa, gym and outdoor pool
Walking and biking trails, canoeing on the dam and
garden tours
* Located between Franschhoek and Paarl

* 22 rooms and suites in the hotel
* Manor House for exclusive use
* Cosy bar and 2 restaurants – Miko and the more
informal Country Kitchen
* Wine cellar and wine tasting
* Outdoor pool, spa and gym

FRANSCHHOEK

FRANSCHHOEK

THE LAST WORD FRANSCHHOEK

LEEU HOUSE

Less than 5 minutes stroll from the village centre and
with views of the mountains, this intimate 5 star historic
residence is a charming retreat.

Both elegant and relaxed, Leeu House is a family-friendly
boutique hotel in a tastefully renovated Cape Dutch-style
house in the centre of Franschhoek village.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

8 superior rooms
2 large suites with private pool and courtyard
Outdoor pool and tree-lined courtyard
Comfortable lounge
Drinks (local wines, beers and spirits) are included

12 rooms
Secluded gardens with outdoor pool
Conservatory with indoor and outdoor dining
Country guest house look and feel
Access to facilities at sister property, Leeu Estates
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FRANSCHHOEK

FRANSCHHOEK

FRANSCHHOEK

AVONDROOD
GUEST HOUSE

MAISON CHABLIS

FRANSCHHOEK
COUNTRY HOUSE

This 4 star guest house is a charming
Victorian Cape Dutch-style house built
in 1870; tastefully renovated, it combines
modern comforts with original features.

A superior 4 star, Georgian-style
boutique guest house in a tranquil
location, a short stroll from cafés,
restaurants, shops and galleries.

This restored Manor House, dating back
to 1890, is relaxed, family-friendly and
set in beautifully mature gardens with
fountains and water features.

* 8 individually-themed, air-		
conditioned rooms
* Lounge with grand fireplace
* Secluded gardens with loungers
* Swimming pool and heated Jacuzzi
* Short walk from the centre of 		
Franschhoek

* 8 en suite rooms in contemporary style
* Quiet garden surrounded by ancient
oak trees
* Outdoor pool and loungers
* Breakfast room
* Double suite in adjacent annex 		
offering privacy and private pool

*
*
*
*

STELLENBOSCH

STELLENBOSCH

STELLENBOSCH

OUDE WERF

SUMMERWOOD
GUEST HOUSE

SPIER HOTEL

A modern-meets-vintage 4 star
hotel located right in the centre of
Stellenbosch on the site of the country’s
first church.

This unique, late-Edwardian 5 star
guest house dates from 1904 and has
been artfully restored to meet the
requirements of today’s travellers.

Surrounded by lawns and vineyards, a
stay at this 4 star hotel and well known
wine estate just outside Stellenbosch
offers a real sense of place.

* 58 rooms in the original building and
later additions
* Restaurant overlooking the courtyard
* Swimming pool
* Valet parking
* A great base for exploring 			
Stellenbosch and the neighbouring 		
wine estates

* 8 rooms decorated in contemporary
style
* Breakfast served in the dining room or
patio
* Swimming pool with loungers
* Gardens and secure parking
* Stellenbosch, a 15 minute walk from
restaurants and cafés

* 153 rooms and suites with river or 		
courtyard views
* 6 private courtyards each with a pool
* Kids Clubhouse with activities during
school holidays
* Various dining venues including 		
outdoor picnics
* Spa, wine tasting and walking trails

14 rooms and cottages
12 spacious villa suites with lounge
2 pools, 1 heated, in the gardens
Fine wine and contemporary cuisine at
Monneaux Restaurant
* On the outskirts of Franschhoek, free
shuttle to the village
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HERMANUS & ROUTE 62
Hermanus is a thriving coastal town year round,
however many people visit for the opportunity to
see whales in the sheltered waters of Walker Bay.
Whales usually come inshore to calve from August to
November. The low cliffs and deep water mean they
can be seen from land and close views are not unusual.
The most numerous is the Southern Right, weighing
up to 80 tonnes, with other species sometimes seen.
The R62 is a scenic route that takes you from the Atlantic
coast at Cape Town through the Winelands and the semi
desert terrain of the Klein Karoo, eventually as far as
the warmer Indian Ocean waters of the Eastern Cape.
Visit wineries in towns such as Worcester, Robertson
and Montagu; sample incredible port in Calitzdorp
or visit the ostrich farms and famous Cango Caves in
Outdshoorn. Enjoy game drives on a wildlife reserve
and drive along spectacular mountain passes and
gorges – the route encompasses 5 mountain ranges.
An exciting journey even for the well-travelled.

GANSBAAI

GROOTBOS NATURE RESERVE
An award-winning, private, 5 star eco-reserve overlooking
Walker Bay with stylish lodges, great food and wines and a
host of nature-based activities for all ages.
*
*
*
*
*

2 lodges, each with restaurant and pool
Garden Lodge – 11 suites; Forest Lodge 16 suites
2 private villas
Horse-riding, walks, mountain biking, 4x4 flower safaris
Land based whale watching Aug to Nov
(or by boat, extra charge)

HERMANUS

HERMANUS

THE MARINE

OCEAN ELEVEN

Occupying a superb position on the cliffs and just a short
walk to the centre of Hermanus, this 5 star hotel has an
enviable location.

With access to the cliff path on the outskirts of Hermanus,
this stylish guest house enjoys all-encompassing views of
Walker Bay.

*
*
*
*
*

40 rooms and suites, many with sea view
Outdoor pool in the courtyard
Relaxed modern dining at Origins
Lounge and Beauty Spa
Less than 2 hours’ drive from Cape Town

*
*
*
*
*

8 rooms and 2 loft suites
Colonial-style old house with newer additions
Outdoor pool
Sea view breakfast room
15 minutes’ walk to the centre of Hermanus
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SANDBAAI

SWELLENDAM

SWELLENDAM

SCHULPHOEK SEAFRONT GUESTHOUSE

SCHOONE ORDT
COUNTRY HOUSE

ROTHMAN MANOR

In a spectacular setting overlooking a
bay where, in season, whales often play,
this lovely 5 star property embodies
contemporary elegance.

Dating back to 1853 this Victorian
landmark, on a quiet tree-lined street in
Swellendam, is now a highly regarded 5
star intimate country house hotel.

A 5 star guest house retreat on a 31/2
hectare estate where you can relax and
unwind by the pool or sit back and watch
the zebra and springbok.

* 15 well-appointed rooms with garden
or sea views
* Outdoor pool and terrace
* Coastal paths down to the beach
* Locally sourced food and wines
* 10 minute drive from Hermanus

* 10 rooms, including a family cottage
* The Conservatory Restaurant
* Lounge and bar in the restored Manor
House
* Outdoor pool
* Complimentary afternoon tea

*
*
*
*

6 rooms and suites
3 Cape Dutch style houses
Outdoor pool and Jacuzzi
Gardens and eco reserve with zebra 		
and springbok
* 1 km from the Bontebok National Park

NEAR MONTAGU

OUDTSHOORN

OUDTSHOORN

SANBONA WILDLIFE
RESERVE

ROSENHOF COUNTRY
HOUSE

HLANGANA LODGE

Just 3 hours’ drive from Cape Town and
you can be off on a big game safari in a
4x4 vehicle with a ranger in a 58,000
hectare, malaria-free reserve.

This 5 star hotel, located on the road to
the famous Cango Caves, is a lovingly
restored, antique-filled Victorian house
named after the beautiful rose garden.

Located just 1 km from the centre of
Oudtshoorn, this 4 star, family run guest
house greets each day with a champagne
buffet breakfast.

* 6 suites at Tilney Manor
* 12 suites at Gondwana Family Lodge
* 9 spacious tents with Jacuzzis at 		
Dwyka Tented Lodge
* Seasonal Explorer Camp
* Game drives, bush walks, bird 		
watching and star gazing

* 12 air-conditioned rooms
* 2 suites with patio and private pool
* Mature gardens with large outdoor 		
swimming pool
* Restaurant serving traditional country
cuisine
* Gym and wellness centre

* 18 rooms and 1 suite
* Swimming pool and loungers
* Leafy gardens with palm trees
and rose bushes
* Small gym
* Walking distance to some of 		
Oudtshoorn’s restaurants
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WEST COAST & CEDERBERG
A pleasant 2 hour drive north from Cape Town will take
you to the pristine beaches of the West Coast National
Park and Paternoster, a delightful, whitewashed fishing
village with a beautiful beach and excellent restaurants –
this is a coastal hideaway that Capetonians would prefer
to keep to themselves! In season, whales and dolphins can
often be seen from the shore and the Cape Columbine
Nature Reserve is right on the doorstep.

CEDERBERG

A further 90 minute drive north of Paternoster will
see you immersed in the dramatic scenery, nature and
wilderness of the Cederberg Mountains. This is the home
of the indigenous Clanwilliam Cedar Tree and the rare
Cape Leopard. Explore hiking and mountain biking trails
through twisted rock formations, go canoeing or visit sites
of ancient bushman rock art dating back 10,000 years.
Spot Cape Mountain zebra and red hartebeest on nature
drives, travel along wine routes or visit the Rooibos Tea
Factory in Clanwilliam.

BUSHMANS KLOOF
WILDERNESS RESERVE

PATERNOSTER

PATERNOSTER

PATERNOSTER DUNES

STRANDLOPER OCEAN HOTEL

Nestled on the dunes and just 10 metres from the beach,
uninterrupted sea views are assured at this boutique 4 star
guest house.

An exquisite fusion of beach style and contemporary luxury
epitomises this 5 star boutique hotel with 8 kilometres of
pristine beach right on its doorstep.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

6 rooms and suites, with courtyard or sea views
Courtyard pool and beauty clinic
Lounge and cocktail bar
Direct beach access
Within easy reach of Paternoster’s restaurants

Three hours’ drive north of Cape Town is a 5 star luxury and
wellness retreat, situated on the edge of the dramatic yet
beautiful Cederberg Wilderness Area.
*
*
*
*
*

16 rooms and a private villa
Several dining areas both indoors and under the stars
Pool and Spa
Hiking, biking, canoeing and swimming
Nature drives, bird watching, tours to ancient rock art sites

14 rooms and suites with courtyard, nature or ocean views
Chic, stylish and bright décor
20 metre lap pool
Leeto restaurant serving local cuisine
Short distance to Paternoster’s shops and restaurants
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THE GARDEN
ROUTE
Offering ever-changing scenery and a wide choice of places to stay
and visit, the Garden Route has rightly become one of South Africa’s
premier destinations.

HIGHLIGHTS
Eastern
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Scenery – an ever-changing mix of farmland, rolling
countryside, towering mountains and scenic coast roads.

Addo

Tsitsikamma

George

Western
Cape

Addo Elephant
National Park

Baviaanskloof
Wilderness Area

Cango Caves

s
Mo

Now generally accepted as the whole of the journey from
Cape Town to Port Elizabeth, the Garden Route proper is
the 200 kilometres (120 miles) between Mossel Bay and
Storms River. The N2 hugs the dramatic coastline and skirts
along the edges of forests, passing through coastal towns and
resorts along the way. Drive yourself, join a small group tour
or hire a private guide – allow between four and seven days to
take it all in.

Beautiful towns and villages – Wilderness, Knysna and
Plettenberg Bay, to name just three, are worth a visit.
Nature – Wilderness National Park, Knysna Lagoon, Storms
River and Tsitsikamma Forest showcase nature’s bounty.
Adventurous pursuits – hiking, biking or Segway trails,
horse riding, zip wiring, there are numerous ways to explore.
Beaches – discover beautiful little coves and enjoy the
incredible beaches atPlettenberg Bay and Wilderness.
Whales & dolphins – in season (July – November) large
numbers of whales migrate along the coast; sightings of
dolphins are common year round.

Climate
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°C = Average daily maximum temperature in Celsius
R = Average monthly rainfall in centimetres
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PLETTENBERG BAY

PLETTENBERG BAY

THE PLETTENBERG

HUNTER’S COUNTRY HOUSE

A renowned 5 star hotel with high levels of comfort and
service and a unique location on the headland overlooking
two of Plettenberg’s beautiful beaches.

A charming country house hotel, elegantly furnished and
surrounded by beautiful, secret gardens, just a short drive
from Plettenberg Bay and Knysna.

* 33 rooms in two buildings and 2 villas
* 2 swimming pools
* SeaFood restaurant with relaxed indoor dining area, 		
outdoor terrace and ocean views
* Stylish cocktail bar and lounge
* Deliciously modern high tea menu

* 23 thatched cottage suites, some with private plunge pool
* All suites have patio and garden area
* Several dining areas including the Conservatory and 		
dining room
* Swimming pool
* Boma for high tea and sunset cocktails

NEAR PLETTENBERG BAY

PLETTENBERG BAY

HOG HOLLOW COUNTRY LODGE

THE OLD RECTORY

An extremely popular lodge set in forested grounds with
great views of the Tsitsikamma Mountains and a welldeserved reputation for friendly service and good food.

This intimate boutique hotel and national monument in
Plettenberg Bay, is a beautiful blend of local heritage and
designer flair.

*
*
*
*
*

16 suites set in the gardens and a private villa
Main lodge with lounges, dining areas and boma deck
Swimming pool
Walking trails (horse riding can be arranged)
18 kms from Plettenberg Bay

*
*
*
*
*

18 luxury rooms in contemporary style
Bar and restaurant
Spa and outdoor pool
Sun deck with comfy loungers
Short walk to The Wedge beach
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PLETTENBERG BAY

PLETTENBERG BAY

NATURE’S VALLEY

BOSAVERN GUEST
HOUSE

LAIRDS LODGE
COUNTRY ESTATE

LILY POND COUNTRY
LODGE

A stylish and up-market 4 star guest
house on a hill with views of Robberg
beach – the shops and restaurants of
Plettenberg Bay are a short drive or 15
minute walk away.

An elegant Cape Dutch-style homestead
set in the landscaped gardens of a 10
hectare estate, renowned locally for its
excellent gourmet meals paired with
selected local wines.

Overlooking three lily ponds and
surrounded by indigenous forest, this
stylish and contemporary 4 star hotel
has a beautifully tranquil location in a 12
hectare nature reserve.

* 6 spacious rooms
* Panoramic views from the main 		
lounge and patio
* Pool and sun deck
* Breakfast area with floor-to-ceiling 		
windows
* Comfortable lounge and honesty bar

* 16 Colonial style rooms in the main 		
house
* Courtyards and verandahs to relax in
* Swimming pool
* Two lounges for pre or post dinner 		
drinks and a dining room
* Short drive from Plettenberg Bay

* 10 rooms and suites each with private
patio
* Zen-style rimflow pool
* Heated outdoor Jacuzzi
* Nature trails
* Nature’s Valley, between Plettenberg
Bay and Storms River

PLETTENBERG AREA

TSITSIKAMMA

CAPE ST FRANCIS

APARTMENTS
& VILLAS

THE FERNERY

CAPE ST FRANCIS
RESORT

Families and group of friends travelling
together may find that an apartment or a
private villa is more suited to their needs
– please call with your requirements.

At the base of Tsitsikamma Mountain
with stunning views to the rugged coast,
the lodge and log chalets are surrounded
by the forest.

A gated resort community right on
the Cape St Francis beach with hotel
rooms, apartments, family cottages and
beachfront villas.

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

Cost effective for groups
Child-friendly option for families
Self-catering or fully staffed
Apartments or private homes, many 		
with pools
* Available along the Garden Route

7 suites in the main lodge
8 wooden chalets
Swimming pool, Jacuzzis and saunas
Dining room and decks
Walking trails within the estate, with
bicycles available to rent

Bed and breakfast or self-catering
Some villas with private pool
Restaurant and bar
Swimming pools
Golf & watersports available in the 		
local area
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KNYSNA

KNYSNA

KNYSNA

LEISURE ISLE

THE ST JAMES OF
KNYSNA

BELVIDERE MANOR

The appeal of this sophisticated 4 star
hotel lies in the warmth of the welcome
and its location, just steps from Bollard
Bay beach on exclusive Leisure Isle.

A traditional 5 star hotel set in extensive
gardens right on the edge of the Knysna
Lagoon with views across the water to
the Knysna Heads.

A collection of whitewashed Cape-style
cottages and a gracious Georgian manor
house surrounded by the Belvidere Estate
on the west shore of Knysna’s lagoon.

* 11 spacious and individually furnished
rooms and suites
* Bar, library and various spots to relax
* Pool, spa and beach garden
* Fine dining with lagoon views at 		
Daniela’s
* Kayaks and bikes available locally

* 15 spacious rooms in the Manor 		
House and adjacent Courtyard
* 3 acres of gardens
* 2 swimming pools
* Restaurant and bar in the
Manor House
* Light lunches on the terrace

* Cottages with 1-3 bedrooms, kitchen
and private balcony/terrace
* Swimming pool and colourful gardens
* Caroline’s Bistro (evenings only)
* The Bell Tavern, Knysna’s smallest pub
* 10 minutes’ drive from the centre of 		
Knysna

WILDERNESS

WILDERNESS

GEORGE

VIEWS BOUTIQUE
HOTEL & SPA

CINNAMON BOUTIQUE
GUEST LODGE

FANCOURT HOTEL
& MANOR HOUSE

A light and contemporary 5 star hotel
styled in blues and aquamarines with lots
of glass to make the most of the dramatic
views over Wilderness’s pristine beach.

Located in the town of Wilderness, this
comfortably furnished 5 star guest house
is a short distance from shops, cafés and
the breath-taking beach.

* 26 modern suites with inland or sea 		
views
* Spa with vitality pool, gym, Rasul 		
steam room and sauna
* Rooftop pool and sun terrace
* Glass-fronted restaurant
* Panoramic cocktail deck

* 13 air-conditioned rooms, most with
balcony
* Open plan breakfast area leading onto
the patio
* Outdoor pool and gardens
* Two lounges and a bar
* Secure parking on site

Just outside George, there’s a village feel
to Fancourt, with its extensive leisure
facilities, full service resort, multiple
restaurants and three renowned golf
courses.
* 115 rooms and suites in the hotel
* Adults-only Manor House with 18 		
butler-serviced suites
* Spa with Roman bath and sauna
* Outdoor pools and Kid’s Club
* 3 Gary Player-designed golf courses
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EASTERN CAPE
GAME RESERVES
The area around Port Elizabeth offers a variety of scenery and attractions
but undoubtedly one of its key draws are the game reserves.

LESOTHO

KwaZuluNatal

HIGHLIGHTS
It is a pleasant and relatively short drive from Port Elizabeth
to the Game Reserves of the Eastern Cape, and as the area is
malaria-free, the reserves here are a great choice for families.
Wildlife – many of the reserves are home to the Big 5, though
the ever-elusive leopard is rarely spotted. However, the game
drives with experienced rangers are rewarding and thrilling.
Scenery – the Indian Ocean coast offers spectacular views
with superb bays and beaches. Head inland and you will find
rolling hills merging into mountains interspersed with old
settlements, nature reserves and scenic drives.
Getting there – access is mainly by road as an add-on at the
end of a Garden Route tour or by air into Port Elizabeth or East
London, both of which serve as gateways to the reserves.
Sardine Run – In June and July, thousands of sharks, whales,
dolphins, seals and gannets can be seen making the sea along
the Wild Coast ‘boil’ as they gorge on millions of migrating
sardines – we’d be happy to recommend lodges in this area.
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°C = Average daily maximum temperature in Celsius
R = Average monthly rainfall in centimetres
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EASTERN CAPE

SHAMWARI GAME RESERVE
A Big 5 reserve with a variety of eco-systems, landscapes and
game viewing. There are family friendly lodges and a Manor in the
southern end of the reserve while the hills in the north house three
very different lodges, one of which is tented.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Eagles Crag, a luxury lodge with 9 rooms and a spa
Bayethe Lodge, 12 tented suites with plunge pools
Lobengula Lodge, 6 suites, ideal for exclusive rental
Long Lee Manor, an Edwardian-style house with 15 rooms
Riverdene is family friendly with 9 interconnecting rooms,
a playroom and jungle gym
Sarili is contemporary in style with 5 rooms
All lodges have pools
Morning and afternoon game drives
Guided walks
Visit the Born Fee Big Cat Sanctuary
Spa treatments available
1 hour from Port Elizabeth

EASTERN CAPE

KARIEGA GAME RESERVE
A 10,000 hectare Big 5 reserve bordered east and west by two
dramatic river valleys with a range of diverse habitats that
make for scenic game drives. There’s a range of 4 and 5 star
accommodation options and the opportunity to cruise on the
Kariega or Bushman’s rivers.
* Main Lodge, 24 air-conditioned log chalets, some with 		
plunge pool
* River Lodge, 10 thatched suites on Bushman’s River
* Ukhozi Lodge, 10 superior suites with plunge pool and views
* Settlers Drift, a stylish and contemporary 5 star tented lodge
with 9 suites
* The Homestead, a 7 bedroom home for exclusive use
* All lodges have pools
* Morning and afternoon game drives
* River cruises, canoeing and fishing
* 90 minutes from Port Elizabeth
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EASTERN CAPE

PUMBA PRIVATE GAME RESERVE
In addition to the Big 5, hippo, hyena, cheetah, giraffes and
various antelopes, this 10,000 hectare reserve is home to a pride
of rare white lions. Accommodation is in two intimate lodges
with views over the lake or immersed in the bush.
* Water Lodge, 12 air-conditioned stone and thatch chalets
that overlook Lake Kariega, each with viewing deck and
plunge pool
* Msenge Bush Lodge, 11 stylish glass-walled suites immersed
in the bush with 4 poster beds, viewing decks and plunge
pools that overlook the waterhole
* Each lodge has a main area with lounges, dining area and pool
* Twice-daily game drives – night drives are available locally
* Spa and gym
* Activities include bass fishing, star gazing and archery
* Bird hide on the lake
* Guided walking safaris
* 90 minutes from Port Elizabeth

EASTERN CAPE

EASTERN CAPE

KWANDWE PRIVATE RESERVE

SIBUYA GAME RESERVE

Understated luxury, 22,000 hectares of space and
exceptional scenery ensure that Kwandwe remains a much
sought after Big 5 game reserve.

The Kariega River meanders through this scenically
beautiful, 3,000 hectare, Big 5 reserve with 2 tented
eco-camps and a thatched lodge.

*
*
*
*
*

Great Fish River Lodge, 9 suites with private plunge pools
Ecca Lodge, 6 family friendly suites
3 exclusive use safari villas
Twice daily game drives
Walking safaris

*
*
*
*
*

Forest Camp, 8 tents
River Camp, 4 tents, family friendly
Bush Lodge, 5 suites, just outside the reserve
Game drives, canoeing, fishing and swimming
Arrive by boat along the river
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EASTERN CAPE

EASTERN CAPE

KICHAKA PRIVATE GAME RESERVE

AMAKHALA GAME RESERVE

Set in 7,500 hectares of rolling landscape, this is a Big 5
reserve with a 5 star lodge that overlooks a large waterhole,
just over an hour from Port Elizabeth.

A 7,500 hectare reserve with a range of different
accommodation options, from country houses to tented
camps and exclusive safari lodges.

* 10 spacious thatched chalets with plunge pool
* Welcoming main lodge with lounge, fireplaces and dining
area
* Rimflow pool with viewing deck
* Day and night game drives and walks
* Wellness suite overlooking the waterhole

* 10 lodges, from 3 to 5 stars
* 5 star Bush Lodge has 5 thatch and canvas suites with 		
plunge pools
* Intimate Hillsnek Safari Camp has 4 tented suites
* Activities include game drives and river cruises
* 1 hour from Port Elizabeth

EASTERN CAPE

ADDO ELEPHANT PARK

SAMARA PRIVATE GAME RESERVE

ELEPHANT HOUSE

Set in the stark and beautiful, semi-arid vastness of the
Karoo, Samara offers a safari experience with a difference –
here you can track cheetah on foot.

On the edge of Addo Elephant National Park, this beautifully
decorated thatched lodge is a great base from which to
explore Addo’s wildlife – including the elephants.

*
*
*
*
*

Karoo Lodge, colonial style, with 9 rooms
The Manor, exclusive use villa with pool
Sleep out on the romantic star bed
Game drives, guided walks and Kids programme
3 hours from Port Elizabeth

*
*
*
*
*

8 air-conditioned rooms
Family-friendly
2 pools, gardens and courtyards
Guided activities available locally (at extra charge)
45 minutes from Port Elizabeth
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KWAZULU-NATAL
Affectionately known as ‘KZN’, the area is famous for its beautiful
scenery, historic battlefields, game reserves, National Parks and Indian
Ocean beaches.

HIGHLIGHTS

Mpumalanga

SWAZILAND

Tembe

Kosi Bay
Maputaland

South Africa in a nutshell, this is the perfect place to explore
on a self-drive holiday or as part of a small group tour. Touring
itineraries can be tailored to suit but a combination of beach,
mountains, battlefields and safari is hard to beat.

Mkuze
Phinda

Free State
Dundee
Ladysmith

Battlefields
Nambiti Reserve

Hluhluwe
iMfolozi

Spionkop

Durban and the beaches – the gateway to KwaZulu-Natal,
with the popular coastal areas of Umhlanga and Ballito just to
the north of the city.

Battlefields – the sites of the Anglo-Boer and Anglo-Zulu wars
resonate with history and sacrifice.
Game Reserves and Parks – an abundance of fine wildlife
viewing in private reserves and parks, including the
iSimangaliso St Lucia Wetland Park, a World Heritage Site.
Zulu Culture – the homeland of the Zulu, proud and
independent people who uphold much of their colourful
culture and traditions.

Ukhahlamba
Drakensberg Park

Midlands Meander

Howick

The Drakensberg Mountains – a spectacular backdrop
through the region with stunning vistas at every turn and plenty
of mountain walks and hikes.
The Midlands Meander – an 80 km (48 mile) scenic arts and
crafts trail through the towns and villages of the Midlands.

St Lucia

Richards Bay

Royal Natal

LESOTHO

Sodwana Bay

iSimangaliso
Wetland Park

Pietermaritzburg

Umhlanga
Durban

Eastern Cape

Climate
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2
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4
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23
7
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9
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12
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27
10

°C = Average daily maximum temperature in Celsius
R = Average monthly rainfall in centimetres
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A TASTE OF
KWAZULU-NATAL
With beaches, mountains, battlefields and Big 5
game reserves, KwaZulu-Natal sums up South
Africa beautifully.
DAYS 1-3 – Overnight flight via Jo’burg to Durban and
4 nights at Umhlanga Rocks, a vibrant coastal resort.
DAYS 4-6 – Drive up into the Drakensberg Mountains
for 3 nights and enjoy guided walks and outdoor activities.
DAYS 7-8 – Head down to Spionkop for 2 nights and visit
the scene of the great Anglo-Boer battle.
DAYS 9-10 – Drive on to Fugitives Drift for 2 nights and
listen to emotional tales of the Anglo-Zulu battles of
Isandlwana and Rorke’s Drift.
DAYS 11-13 – Drive to Nambiti Game Reserve for
3 nights on safari.
DAYS 14-15 – Overnight flight home.
Choose hotels or lodges from the following pages or call
for some recommendations.

UMHLANGA

UMHLANGA

UMHLANGA

SANDALS GUEST
HOUSE

TEREMOK MARINE

THE OYSTER BOX

A friendly, owner-run 5 star guest house
in Umhlanga Rocks, just a short walk
from the beaches, shops, restaurants and
iconic lighthouse.

This 5 star boutique hotel is a peaceful
haven with beautifully styled suites,
eclectic touches throughout and a large
pool in the secluded gardens.

On Umhlanga’s prestigious beachfront,
overlooking the Indian Ocean and iconic
lighthouse, is one of South Africa’s finest
hotels: the much loved, 5 star Oyster Box.

* 4 individually decorated rooms
* All rooms air-conditioned and en suite
* Bar leading out to swimming pool and
patio
* Bright breakfast room
* 20 minutes from Durban

*
*
*
*

* 86 rooms and suites
* Dining options include the famous 		
Curry Buffet and Chef’s Table
* Extensive breakfast buffet
* Indulgent high tea
* 2 pools and award-winning spa

8 unique suites
Spa with extensive treatment list
Honesty bar and coffee stations
Complimentary transfers to local 		
restaurants
* 1 km from Umhlanga village centre
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THE MIDLANDS &
THE ELEPHANT
COAST
Explore the Midlands Meander: five
sign-posted routes extending over
50 miles that lead to local artisans,
arts galleries and boutiques,
restaurants, activities and historic
landmarks. The Nelson Mandela
capture site near Howick is worth
a visit.

THE MIDLANDS

THE MIDLANDS

CLEOPATRA MOUNTAIN
FARMHOUSE

FORDOUN HOTEL
& SPA

An eclectic farmhouse on a lake tucked
away in the mountains renowned for its
outstanding seasonal country cuisine: a
gourmet getaway.

Surrounded by beautiful countryside
and overlooking a dam, Fordoun is a
charming 5 star hotel with a fine dining
restaurant and excellent spa.

* 11 themed rooms and suites in rustic
farmhouse style
* Sumptuous 7 course dinner and wellstocked wine cellar
* Substantial 3 course breakfast
* 2 hours from Durban
* Mountain hiking and scenic walks

*
*
*
*

ELEPHANT COAST

ELEPHANT COAST

ELEPHANT COAST

THONGA BEACH
LODGE

KOSI FOREST
LODGE

MAKAKATANA BAY
LODGE

Set above a secluded bay and nestled into
a beautiful coastal dune forest, this lodge
is on the edge of iSimangaliso St Lucia
Wetland Park.

Centred around a massive Zulu Podberry
tree, this lodge nestles in sand forest
on the shores of the Kosi Lakes system,
north of iSimangaliso.

On the shores of Lake St Lucia in
iSimangaliso Wetland Park, this
beautiful lodge provides a unique bush
and beach experience.

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

Stretching from Lake St Lucia to
Kosi Bay is the Elephant Coast, an
area of pristine beaches, wildlife
reserves and untouched wetlands.
The World Heritage iSimangaliso
St Lucia Wetland Park is an
exceptional place to visit for a truly
unique experience.

12 thatched bush suites
Ocean or forest views
Diving at Mabibi Bay (charges apply)
Turtle tracking (Nov-Feb, charges 		
apply)
* Kayaking on Lake Sibaya

8 forest rooms with outdoor baths
Family friendly lodge
Small pool overlooking the lake
Canoeing, snorkelling, fishing,
boat trips
* Guided walks and excellent birding

22 rooms and suites
Mountain bike and walking trails
Spa with indoor and outdoor pools
Met with traditional Zulu healer, Dr
Ndlovu
* Great location for exploring the 		
Midlands Meander routes

8 air-conditioned suites
Stylish main lodge with pool
Dine on the deck or at the boma
Game drives in the park
A full day trip included in stays of 2 		
nights
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KWAZULU-NATAL
GAME RESERVES
The N2 highway from Durban
leads north-east along the coast to
many of KwaZulu-Natal’s national
and private game reserves. Flights
operate into Richards Bay airport
or charter flights go directly to
the lodges’ private airstrips. A
conservation success story, the
world’s largest population of white
rhino resides in Hluhluwe iMfolozi
National Park, South Africa’s oldest
nature reserve.

NAMBITI RESERVE

PHINDA RESERVE

ESIWENI LUXURY
SAFARI LODGE

PHINDA PRIVATE
GAME RESERVE

Perched on the side of a cliff in the
northern part of the Big 5 Nambiti
Reserve, the views from this exclusive 		
Relais & Châteaux lodge are spectacular.

A scenically beautiful, 28,555 hectare
private reserve with seven distinct eco
systems, managed by respected safari
operator andBeyond.

* 5 luxuriously furnished suites 		
overlooking the river
* Main lodge with bar, terrace, boma
and infinity pool
* French chef and fine cuisine
* Game drives, bush dining
* Close to the famous battlefields

* 5 lodges and 1 villa in various locations
throughout the reserve
* Family-friendly, children’s activities
* Sand forest, mountains, plains and 		
wetlands
* Game drives, abundant wildlife
* Bush walks, rhino tracking, sleep-outs

ZULULAND

ZULULAND

ZULULAND

AMAKHOSI SAFARI
LODGE

GHOST MOUNTAIN
INN

THANDA SAFARI

Located in a private Big 5 reserve in
northern KwaZulu-Natal, this lodge is
strung out along the banks of the Mkuze
River.

This 4 star hotel at the foot of the
legendary Ghost Mountain is an ideal
base from which to explore Maputaland
and the Elephant Coast.

A Big 5, private game reserve on 14,000
hectares of bushveld, with the choice of
a 5 star luxury lodge or sleeping under
canvas.

* 8 suites, 2 with plunge pool, and an 		
exclusive use house
* Main lodge with pool and camp fire
* River Spa with infinity pool
* Game drives and bush walks
* Seasonal walking safaris

*
*
*
*
*

* Safari Lodge, 9 bush suites with 		
plunge pools
* Tented Camp, 15 solar-powered tents
* Exclusive use villa iZulu
* 2 spas, large pool at the lodge
* Game drives and cultural activities

The malaria-free, Big 5 Nambiti
Game Reserve is the perfect add on
to a battlefields trip, lying just 25 km
(15 miles) east of Ladysmith.

50 air-conditioned rooms
Extensive gardens
2 pools and spa
Dining room and boma
Game drives, walks, boat cruises 		
(charges apply)
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SPIONKOP

BATTLEFIELDS & SURROUNDS

THREE TREE HILL LODGE

An area rich in history, brought alive by expert local
guides with a passion for storytelling. The main battle
sites are at Blood River (1838: Zulu & Boer); Isandlwana,
Fugitives’ Drift & Rorkes Drift (1879: epic British &
Zulu confrontation); Talana (1899: British & Boer) and
Spionkop (1900: British & Boer).

A friendly, family-run lodge overlooking a game reserve,
close to the Anglo-Boer battlefield, offering a host of
activities and sociable meals together.

Other battle related towns include Ladysmith, where
the British were besieged for 118 days; Colenso, the site
of a famous 1899 battle; and Chieveley where Winston
Churchill was captured in 1899.

*
*
*
*
*

6 cottages, a family suite and villa
Main lodge with lounge, dining areas and verandah
Swimming pool with viewing deck
Game walks, horse-riding, battlefield tours (charges apply)
Nature trails & mountain bikes

ISANDLWANA

RORKE’S DRIFT

ISANDLWANA LODGE

FUGITIVES DRIFT

Situated on the site of the eponymous battlefield, this
excellent lodge, with rooms carved into the escarpment,
captures the drama of the area.

Recently renovated, this is a luxurious lodge in a wildlife
reserve close to the historic battle sites of Isandlwana and
Rorkes Drift.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

12 beautifully furnished rooms
Views across to Isandlwana Hill
Swimming pool
Dining room and bar
Guided battlefield tours (charges apply)

10 contemporary suites in the Lodge
Guest House with 6 rooms and a private cottage
Dining area, pool and garden
Battlefield tours with expert guides (charges apply)
Game walks, hiking, biking, horse-riding (charges apply)
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DRAKENSBERG

DRAKENSBERG MOUNTAINS

CATHEDRAL PEAK

Originally called uKhahlamba, or the ‘Barrier of Spears’,
the mountain range is woven into the very fabric of South
African history. The famous ‘Amphitheatre’ in the Royal
Natal National Park was the setting for the film ‘Zulu’ and
exudes an unmistakable presence and power.

Set amid stunning scenery in the uKhahlamba Drakensberg
Park, this family-friendly, 4 star mountain resort offers
guided walks and an incredible amount of outdoor activities.

Walking and hiking are well catered for, but always heed
local advice on weather conditions. The drive up the Sani
Pass into the beautiful kingdom of Lesotho is spectacular
but also very rough and steep so a 4x4 vehicle is a must, or
take a tour.

*
*
*
*
*

104 rooms, including family rooms
2 bars, buffet-style dining
2 pools, gym, wellness centre, tennis, squash, bowls
Kids facilities including playground and paddling pool
18 walking trails, 9 hole golf course, horses and ponies

DRAKENSBERG

DRAKENSBERG

CHAMPAGNE CASTLE

MOORCROFT MANOR

A popular 4 star mountain resort that feels very close to the
mountains, nestled just below Champagne Castle peak with
dramatic views.

Set in the foothills of the southern Drakensberg Mountains,
this 4 star country house hotel fuses old world charm with
modern comforts and views to the mountains of Lesotho.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

60 rooms and 7 self-catering chalets
Buffet-style dining, bar, lounge and patio with views
Swimming pool and outdoor chess
Spa and games room
Guided walks, fishing, horse/pony rides, tennis and bowls

12 rooms and suites, each with verandah and garden access
Restaurant serving locally sourced food and wines
Pool overlooking the lake
Spa
Tours to the Sani Pass available locally (charges apply)
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MPUMALANGA
& GREATER
KRUGER AREA
This area takes in the beautiful scenery of Mpumalanga, the world renowned
Kruger National Park and neighbouring reserves.

MOZAMBIQUE

Limpopo

Timbavati

Hoedspruit

Kruger
National
Park

Blyde River Canyon

Pilgrims Rest

God’s Window

HIGHLIGHTS
Pretoria

There are flat plains, rolling hills and mountains dotted with
small towns and villages as the scenery becomes more dramatic
before the brooding presence of the Kruger beckons.

Johannesburg

MPUMALANGA

Gauteng

SWAZILAND

Outstanding scenery – to the west of the Kruger are hills and
mountains with extraordinary vistas including the Blyde River
Canyon and God’s Window, part of the stunning Panorama
Route.
Kruger National Park – this most famous game park is home
to the Big 5 and a huge range of animal and bird species. Worth
visiting at any time, but best in the cooler and drier season from
April to November.
Private Game Reserves – adjacent to the Kruger, in the Sabi
Sand, Timbavati nad Kapama Reserves, are numerous private
lodges and camps providing superb accommodation and game
viewing.

Sabi Sand

Skukuza
Hazyview
White River
Nelspruit
Maputo

KwaZulu-Natal

iSimangaliso
Wetland Park

Climate
ºC
Rain

JAN
32
9

FEB
32
9

MAR
31
7

APR
29
4

MAY
28
1.5

JUN
26		
1

ºC
Rain

JUL
26
1

AUG
27
1

SEP
29
2.5

OCT
30
4

NOV
30
6

DEC
32
9

°C = Average daily maximum temperature in Celsius
R = Average monthly rainfall in centimetres
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HAZYVIEW

MPUMALANGA

RISSINGTON INN

Aptly known as ‘Paradise Country’, Mpumalanga is
extraordinarily beautiful. People are drawn here by
the magnificent scenery, the fauna and flora, the saga
of the 1870s gold rush era and a wealth of fascinating
tribal legends. The Mac Mac Falls and crystal clear
pools are worth stopping for. Take a detour to Pilgrim’s
Rest, a fascinating historic town before continuing to
Blyderivierspoort Nature Reserve to feast your eyes on
the Blyde River Canyon. At the southern tip of the reserve,
the view from God’s Window stretches to eternity.

Near the bustling village of Hazyview and close to the
Panorama Route, this small thatched homestead exudes
friendliness and hospitality.
*
*
*
*
*

16 rooms and suites
Dining room
Open plan lounge and bar
Extensive gardens
Pool and patio

NEAR HAZYVIEW

WHITE RIVER

TANAMERA LODGE

OLIVER’S RESTAURANT & LODGE

Perched on a granite spur in the forest between Hazyview
and Sabie, charming Tanamera has spectacular views over
the Sabie River Gorge.

Surrounded by lush forests in the White River Country
Estate, Oilver’s is as well known for its cuisine as it is for
intimate, comfortable accommodation.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

7 chalets with plunge pools
River or forest views
Walking trails
Infinity pool
West facing for incredible sunsets

12 rooms and suites
Overlooking an 18-hole championship golf course
Wellness & Beauty clinic
Children’s play area
A great base for exploring Kruger and Blyde River
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SABI SAND & KRUGER

GREATER KRUGER AREA &
PRIVATE LODGES

LION SANDS PRIVATE
GAME RESERVE

Big 5 private reserves, such as Sabi Sand and Timbavati,
adjoin the Kruger National Park. Our selection is based
on the quality of the lodges and camps along with the
variety and intensity of the wildlife. The highlight of
staying in a private reserve, as opposed to the Park itself,
is the game viewing in open safari vehicles where your
ranger can take you off-road. All reserves usually offer
two game drives a day, along with other activities. We
recommend a minimum stay of at least 2 nights.

A collection of stylish lodges in either the Sabi Sand Game
Reserve or a large private concession within the Kruger
National Park itself.
*
*
*
*
*

Narina & Tinga Lodges in Kruger
River & Ivory Lodges in Sabi Sand
Ivory Lodge’s 8 villas have plunge pools
2 exclusive use safari villas
3 spectacular Treehouses for sleep outs

SABI SAND

SABI SAND

ULUSABA

MALAMALA PRIVATE RESERVE

One is perched high on a kopje, the other immersed in the
bush – both of Sir Richard Branson’s Sabi Sand lodges offer
exceptional experiences.

Strategically positioned between the Kruger and Sabi Sand
and covering 13,300 hectares, MalaMala is renowned for its
superlative safari experience.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

Rock Lodge, 8 suites, family-friendly & spectacular views
Safari Lodge, 8 suites, adult only, nestled in the trees
Cliff Lodge, 2 suites, also available for exclusive use
All lodges have pools
Aroma Boma Spa

MalaMala Main Camp, 19 rooms
Sable Camp, 6 rooms
Rattrays, 8 rooms with plunge pools
All camps have a pool
19 kms of unfenced border with the Kruger
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SABI SAND

SABI SAND

SABI SAND

ANDBEYOND
KIRKMAN’S KAMP

SAVANNA PRIVATE
GAME RESERVE

LEOPARD HILLS PRIVATE
GAME RESERVE

This original homestead of Harry
Kirkman, a leading conservationist, is
a gracious Sabi Sand house filled with
artefacts from the 1920s.

An exquisite 5 star lodge in a game rich
area of the Sabi Sand reserve, with a
series of waterholes to attract game and
very friendly staff.

This 5 star lodge is perched on a rocky
outcrop in the Sabi Sand reserve with
magnificent views across the plains and an
active waterhole.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

18 air-conditioned cottages
Colonial lounge, bar and dining room
Terrace with bush views
Swimming pool
Lawn grazed by resident warthogs

9 suites, 7 with tented roofs
All suites have plunge pools
Viewing loft and library
Swimming pool
Candle-lit dinners with fine wines

8 luxury suites with plunge pools
Treatment sala and gym
Game walks and drives
Traditional Shangaan boma
Renowned for leopard sightings

SABI SAND

KRUGER

KRUGER

NOTTEN’S BUSH
CAMP

LUKIMBI SAFARI
LODGE

JOCK SAFARI
LODGE

A family-run lodge in the Sabi Sand
Reserve offering an authentic safari
experience, romantically lit at night by
candles and lanterns.

In the southern sector of the Kruger
National Park, Lukimbi is a family
friendly, 5 star lodge with views over the
Lwakahle River.

A 5 star lodge in a private concession
within the south-west sector of the
Kruger National Park, with excellent
game viewing and facilities.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

9 suites
Dining area overlooking a waterhole
Treehouse hide
Spa and 20 metre lap pool
Guided walking safaris

16 suites, 2 with plunge pool
Swimming pool
Kids’ pool
Spa and small gym
Bush walks

12 thatched rooms with plunge pools
Family-friendly Fitzpatrick’s lodge
Pool and boma
Relaxation Retreat with sauna
Bush walks
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TIMBAVATI

KRUGER

KAPAMA RESERVE

NGALA PRIVATE GAME
RESERVE

THE OUTPOST

KAPAMA PRIVATE
GAME RESERVE

A private reserve within the Kruger
National Park – choose between a
colonial style lodge ideal for families or a
romantic, chic tented camp.

Wild and remote, this 26,500 hectare
contractual park in the northern reaches
of the Kruger combines luxurious suites
with untouched wilderness.

A collection of 4 luxury lodges offering
experiences from tented suites to fullservice lodge within a 13,000 hectare Big
5 private reserve.

* Safari Lodge, 20 cottages, family suite
and spa
* Tented Camp, 9 tented suites with 		
river views
* Both camps have a pool, lounge, bar
* Bush walks and activities for children
* Day and night game drives

* 12 spectacular, stand-alone, open plan
suites built into the hillside
* Retractable screens to maximise the
incredible views
* Contemporary design
* Swimming pool, lounge and bar
* Pel’s Post, exclusive use villa

* River Lodge, 64 suites
* Southern Camp, 15 suites, 7 with
private pool
* Karula, 10 contemporary suites
with pools
* Buffalo Camp, 10 tented suites
* Open air sleep out experience

TIMBAVATI

TIMBAVATI

TIMBAVATI

KAMBAKU
LODGES

SIMBAVATI SAFARI
LODGES

MOTSWARI PRIVATE
GAME RESERVE

Two family-owned lodges in prime
locations within the Timbavati Reserve,
one welcoming children of all ages with
an interactive kids’ programme.

Guests at Simbavati may have an added
thrill in store – the Timbavati Private
Nature Reserve is home to some unique
white lions.

A family-owned 4 star lodge in a private
game reserve nestled within the Timbavati
Nature Reserve and open to the Kruger
National Park.

* Family-friendly Safari Lodge, 8 rooms
* River Sands, 10 thatched suites, wine
cellar overlooking the waterhole
* Both lodges have a pool
* Spa and gym at River Sands
* Day and night game drives and walks

* Hilltop Lodge, 8 safari tents
* River Lodge, 8 tents, 3 chalets, familyfriendly
* Both lodges have swimming pools
* Machaton Private Camp, 3 suites
* Simbavati spa

*
*
*
*
*

15 air-conditioned bungalows
4 rooms at Geiger’s Camp
Swimming pool
Boma and bush dinners
Guided walks; sleep out at Giraffe’s
Nest Hide
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ALTERNATIVE
KRUGER
For an authentic Kruger experience, hire a car and
self-drive through the park. There are 12 rest camps
strategically positioned within the park that offer a variety
of accommodation options, from rondavels to family
cottages and bungalows. The accommodation is more basic
than the privately run lodges but the prices reflect this. The
rest camps have restaurants and many also have swimming
pools; guided game drives and game walks with rangers can
be arranged at extra charge. There are of course rules to
follow when driving within the park, however the roads are
well indicated. This is how many South Africans explore
their National Parks, so for repeat visitors seeking a new
experience, it’s an alternative way to enjoy a Kruger safari.

KRUGER UNDER
CANVAS
Camping in the bush is about as close to nature as you can
get. Few experiences can rival sitting around a campfire at
night, sharing bush tales with your ranger and listening to
the hyena or lions calling in the background. Our Kruger
camping safaris depart from Hazyview or Skukuza and use
campsites within the park. The safari-style tents (erected
by support staff ) are comfortable, with stretcher beds,
mattresses and duvets (bathroom facilities are shared).
Days are spent exploring the park in open vehicles with
a highly experienced field guide, stopping for a bush
breakfast before heading back to the campsite for a siesta.
An afternoon game drive is followed by a bush dinner or an
authentic South African braai (BBQ).
Three and four night camping itineraries are available on
a private or shared basis. For guests staying in and around
Hazyview we can arrange guided day trips to Kruger and the
surrounding area.
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JOHANNESBURG,
PRETORIA, SUN CITY
& GAME RESERVES
With one serving as a main international gateway to South Africa and the
other hosting the departure point for the country’s iconic trains, Johannesburg
and Pretoria feature on many itineraries.

Mashatu Game Reserve

HIGHLIGHTS

Mapungubwe
National Park

A couple of hours drive from Johannesburg and Sun City, with
all its attractions, awaits. Travel on a little further to reach
malaria-free, Big 5 game reserves.

Limpopo

Wolkberg

Marakele
National Park

Gaborone

Waterberg
Madikwe
Mabula
Game Reserve Pilanesberg Game Reserve
Game Reserve
Sun City

Rustenburg

North West

Luxury train journeys – the Blue Train, Rovos Rail and the
Shongololo Express start or end their journeys in Pretoria.

Madikwe Game Reserve – a beautifully scenic Big 5 reserve
on the border with Botswana, around 41/2 hours drive or a light
aircraft flight from Johannesburg.

Polokwane

Welgevonden
Game Reserve

Pretoria – roughly 45 minutes’ drive from Johannesburg, the
country’s capital has many buildings of historical note.

The Waterberg – some 3 hours north of Johannesburg, the
area is a picturesque base from which to explore and be active.

Lapalala
Wilderness

BOTSWANA

Johannesburg – South Africa’s biggest city, with sights of
great cultural importance, such as Soweto and the Apartheid
Museum alongside vibrant neighbourhoods such as
Maboneng.

Sun City – this world famous entertainment complex is
adjacent to the Pilanesberg Game Reserve.

ZIMBABWE

Cradle of
Humankind

Mpumalanga

Pretoria

Johannesburg

Gauteng

Soweto

Climate
ºC
Rain

JAN
26
13

FEB
25
11

MAR
24
10

APR
22
4

MAY
20
1

JUN
16		
2

ºC
Rain

JUL
17
1

AUG
20
1

SEP
22
4

OCT
24
8

NOV
25
12

DEC
25
11

°C = Average daily maximum temperature in Celsius
R = Average monthly rainfall in centimetres
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JOHANNESBURG

JOHANNESBURG

THE RESIDENCE

HALLMARK HOUSE

A haven of tranquillity in the Houghton area of
Johannesburg, this charming boutique hotel brims with
chandeliers, colourful rugs and stylish suites.

An important addition to the vibrant neighbourhood of
Maboneng, Hallmark House is well placed for exploring the
area’s shops, cafés and artisan markets.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

17 rooms and suites
Elegant restaurant for breakfast, lunch and dinner
Spa with outdoor Jacuzzi
3 swimming pools and tennis court
Piano bar and lounge

46 rooms
Gym
The Marabi Jazz Club with tapas-style food
Hallmark Kitchen restaurant serving fusion cuisine
Close to Maboneng’s attractions, shops and restaurants

PRETORIA

PILANESBERG

CASTELLO DI MONTE

SUN CITY

Reminiscent of a Tuscan villa, this 5 star guest house with
spectacular views is located in Waterkloof Road, an exclusive
suburb of Pretoria.

A family-friendly resort complex 2 hours from Johannesburg
with 4 hotels from 3 to 5 stars, a host of activities (charges
apply) and an extensive choice of restaurants.

*
*
*
*
*

9 elegantly furnished rooms and suites
7 intimate dining areas
Estate with mature landscaped gardens
Roman-style swimming pool
Sauna and steam shower

*
*
*
*
*

Valley of the Waves water park
Adult only pool
Watersports on the lake
2 golf courses
Game drives in adjacent Pilanesberg Game Reserve
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MADIKWE

MADIKWE GAME RESERVE
This malaria free reserve on South Africa’s north-western
border with Botswana is the fourth largest reserve in the
country. The reserve was created with the re-introduction
of 10,000 wild animals in the world’s largest game
relocation programme. Madikwe is now home once
again to the Big 5 – rhino (both black and white), buffalo,
elephant, lion, leopard – along with cheetah and wild dog
plus vast numbers of other game and amazing birdlife.
There are daily scheduled flights from Johannesburg or
the transfer by road takes around 41/2 hours.

MADIKWE HILLS
A beautifully styled lodge with incredible views from the
suites, set among boulders and old Tamboti trees in the heart
of the reserve.
*
*
*
*
*

10 luxurious suites with plunge pools
Floor to ceiling windows for uninterrupted views
Exclusive use villa
Bush breakfasts
Game drives and walks

MADIKWE

MADIKWE

SANCTUARY MAKANYANE

TUNINGI SAFARI LODGE

An intimate lodge that blends into the bush, tucked away
in a private concession within the Madikwe reserve – an
exclusive experience is assured.

Children of all ages are welcomed and catered for at Tuningi,
where even the very young get to go out on a ‘bumble’ (short
game drive).

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

8 air-conditioned suites
Suites overlook the Marico River
Infinity edge pool
Sleep-out deck
Small gym, spa treatments

6 suites, including 2 family suites
Nannies available (charges apply)
Stone and thatch lodge
Rimflow pool
Watering hole and viewing deck
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MADIKWE

MADIKWE

MADIKWE

IMPODIMO LODGE

JACI’S LODGES

JAMALA MADIKWE

A family-friendly lodge on the western
side of the reserve with glass-fronted
chalets carved from the hillside and
views across the bush.

Two warm and friendly lodges with
a choice of suites along the river or
Treehouses on stilts and a unique,
submerged hide for animal sightings.

A beautiful, intimate, owner-managed
lodge, with stylish suites, exceptional
award-winning cuisine and a deck that’s
just perfect for a sofa safari.

* 8 glass-fronted chalet suites with air
conditioning
* A 2 bedroom suite with plunge pool
* Swimming pool
* Activities for children
* Boma dinners

* Safari Lodge, 6 thatch and canvas 		
suites
* 2 Starbed suites with sleepout decks
* 2 Family suites
* Tree Lodge – 8 Treehouse suites
* Terrapin hide in the waterhole

* 5 spacious villa suites
* Each has rimflow pool and waterhole
view
* Main lodge with lounge and fireplace
* Spa and gym
* Savour Chef Nico’s gourmet cuisine

MARAKELE PARK

WATERBERG

MARATABA SAFARI
LODGE

THE ANT COLLECTION

An exclusive private concession set at
the foot of the Waterberg Mountains
in 23,000 hectares of plains, bushveld,
rivers and gorges.

Two relaxed and informal Waterberg
lodges offering personal and flexible
safari experiences, with horse-riding for
all ages and abilities.

* 15 canvas and stone tented suites
* Main lodge with bar, lounges and 		
boma
* Swimming pool
* Game drives and river cruises
* Marataba Trails Lodge for walking 		
safaris

* Ant’s Hill, 4 cottages with pools,
1 room in the main lodge
* Verandah overlooking the gorge
and waterhole
* Ant’s Nest, 6 rooms
* Private game reserve
* Mountain biking available

WATERBERG
This malaria free area is some
three hours’ drive from both
Johannesburg and Pretoria. The
different lodges offer a wide range
of activities from horse riding
and fishing to bush walks and
exhilarating helicopter flights.
There is excellent wildlife viewing
as the area is now home to many
species of animals and almost 300
bird species.
Combine a safari here with a stay at
Sun City or for further game viewing
continue on to Mashatu in the
south-east corner of Botswana.

BOTSWANA
One of the last untouched areas of Africa, with truly unique landscapes
and some of the finest game viewing. The jewel in the crown is the
seasonally flooded Okavango Delta – a wetland paradise within a desert.
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BOTSWANA
Botswana has some of the best game viewing in the whole of Africa combined
with very high standards of accommodation and facilities. A visit here should
include stays in three or four different regions to fully appreciate the diversity and
density of the wildlife. Botswana offers an amazing all year round experience in
all of its areas but generally, the best time to visit is from April to November.
HIGHLIGHTS
excellent contrast to the Delta.

OKAVANGO DELTA

This land-locked Delta is the 1,000th
World Heritage Site. The annual floods
(from April) provide animals and birds
with an oasis like no other. Wildlife
viewing is superb all year round from
a number of excellent land and water
based lodges and camps. A mokoro
(dug-out canoe) ride through reeds and
grasses gives a unique perspective; a
scenic helicopter flight yet another angle
on this remarkable landscape.

KWANDO, LINYANTI
AND SELINDA

CHIEF’S ISLAND

At 70 kms long and 15 kms wide,
Chief’s Island, once owned by the local
chief, is the largest island in the Delta.
As the floodwaters arrive and water
levels rise, much of the wildlife retreats
here, ensuring an exceptionally rich
concentration of game.

CHOBE NATIONAL PARK
AND SAVUTE

This huge area, lying approximately 100
kms (60 miles) west of Victoria Falls,
has many varied habitats resulting in one
of the highest concentrations of game in
Africa, with particularly high numbers of
elephants drawn to the Chobe River.

MOREMI GAME RESERVE

Set in the heart of the Delta and
consisting of a myriad of lagoons,
plains and forests, Moremi is one of
the premier wildlife areas of southern
Africa. Being land based, it offers an

Covering a huge tract of land north east
of the Delta and west of Chobe these
areas offer yet another contrasting
wildlife experience and a variety of
landscapes.

KALAHARI AND THE SALT PANS

To the south is the remote region known
as The Pans where a strikingly beautiful
landscape is home to some remarkable
game, not to mention the immense area
covered by the Makgadikgadi Pans, a
truly breath-taking sight. An area of
legend and hardship, visitors are assured
of a unique experience and perhaps an
encounter with the Zu/’hoasi bushmen.

Kasane
Victoria Falls
Chobe
National Park
Okavango
Delta

NAMIBIA

Maun

ZIMBABWE

Nxai Pan
National Park

Makgadikgadi Pans
National Park

Nata

Makgadikgadi
Pans

Climate

Deception
Pans

BOTSWANA

Mashatu
Game Reserve

Kgalagadi Desert

JAN
33
7

FEB
33
9

MAR
33
5

APR
32
2

MAY
29
1

JUN
27		
1

ºC
Rain

JUL
26
1

AUG
28
1

SEP
34
1

OCT
36
2

NOV
35
4

DEC
34		
7

°C = Average daily maximum temperature in Celsius
R = Average monthly rainfall in centimetres

Gaborone
Kgalagadi
Gemsbok
National Park

ºC
Rain

SOUTH AFRICA

Essential Information
Visa – British Citizen Passport Holders do not require a visa
Time difference – GMT+2
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UNIQUE EXPERIENCES
HORSE RIDING

MASHATU GAME RESERVE

MEERKATS IN THE KALAHARI

Experience the thrill of viewing game
from the saddle, thrashing through
the Delta’s waters or riding across
the Kalahari’s plains, then camping
overnight with all meals and drinks
provided. There are a number of riding
safari options available in a variety of
locations and of differing durations.
Day rides are also available from
certain camps and lodges. Riders
should be proficient and able to spend
4-6 hours in the saddle. The maximum
weight is 90 kgs.

The Tuli Block and Mashatu Game
Reserve lie on the banks of the
Limpopo River. Known as ‘Land of
Giants’, it is beautiful and remote, with
breath-taking scenery and excellent
game viewing. Other activities in the
reserve include mountain biking,
horse riding, ancient rock dwellings
and a walking safari, available for
various durations. There are two
accommodation options, Main Camp
with luxury suites and Tented Camp for
a more intimate bush experience.

For the opportunity to observe
these fascinating creatures, consider
including a stay at Jack’s Camp, San
Camp or Camp Kalahari. Head out
early morning with a guide to the
meerkat den site and watch these
fascinating creatures as they emerge
and begin their daily routine. Due to
an ongoing habituation programme, it
is possible to observe the meerkats at
close quarters as they warm themselves
in the sun and to walk with them as they
start to forage.
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Clockwise from top:
Mokoro Ride at Jao Camp, Cheetah at Little Vumbura,
Victoria Falls, Red Lechwe Antelopes, Tubu Tree Camp,
Saddle-billed Stork

CLASSIC BOTSWANA
& VICTORIA FALLS
Botswana’s safari experiences are unique – from the waterways of the seasonally
flooded Okavango Delta and exceptional reserves such as Moremi to the banks
of the Chobe River where huge herds of elephants congregate. Victoria Falls is
just on the doorstep too.
TAILOR-MADE ITINERARY
To make the most of Botswana’s
diverse scenery, eco-systems and
associated game, this itinerary combines
contrasting locations. It can be adjusted
to suit your requirements and works with
many combinations of lodges and camps
– details of accommodation options may
be found on the following pages.

Falls – by foot or by air.

DAY 1
Evening flight from Heathrow airport.

DAYS 6-7
Fly into the Delta for a 2 night stay at a
‘water camp’. This will be a camp where
the activities are primarily water based,
with the opportunity to enjoy a gentle
ride through the reeds in a mokoro
(dug-out canoe) and game viewing by
boat, on the lookout for Red Lechwe and
Sitatunga antelopes. Some ‘water camps’
also offer game drives on land, depending
on the water levels.

DAY 2
Connect via Johannesburg to Victoria
Falls and transfer on arrival to your
chosen accommodation for a stay of 2
nights.
DAY 3
At leisure to enjoy the hugely impressive

DAYS 4-5
Transfer by road into Botswana, to your
lodge in Chobe National Park for a 2
night stay. Activities in Chobe typically
include game drives and a cruise on the
river.

DAYS 8-10
Compliment the Delta experience with
a 3 night stay in a ‘land camp’. Fly in
by light aircraft and enjoy land-based
safaris in areas that are renowned for
exceptional game viewings.
DAY 11
Following the morning game activity and
breakfast, fly back to Maun and on to
Johannesburg. Connect with the evening
flight to London.
DAY 12
Arrive Heathrow airport early morning.
Any combination of lodges and durations can
be arranged, depending on preferences, time of
year for travel and budget. However, the best
value experience is had by combining different
lodges from the same safari company.
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BOTSWANA DONE
DIFFERENTLY

Clockwise from Top:
Ghoha Hills Sundowner, Helicopter Flight,
Lion in the Delta, Gomoti Plains

Dotted throughout Botswana are some beautiful independent lodges. We have highlighted some
of our favourites on the following page and a suggested itinerary below that includes a scenic
helicopter flight and an under canvas experience.
the lodge can be enjoyed on the thatched
deck overlooking the waterhole.
DAYS 5-7 – Fly to the Okavango Delta
for a 3 night stay at Gomoti Plains.
Experiences here include morning and
afternoon game drives, mokoro trip
(water dependent) and, as it is located on
a private concession, a night drive after
dinner.

DAY 1 – Evening flight from Heathrow
airport.
DAY 2 – Connect via Johannesburg to
Kasane and continue by light aircraft
or by road to the Savuti area of Chobe
National Park for a 3 night stay at Ghoha
Hills.
DAYS 3-4 – Enjoy the activities at Ghoha
Hills. Game drives go out in the morning
and afternoon, with sundowners in a
scenic spot, or you can head out on a full
day drive with a picnic lunch. Lunches at

DAYS 8-10 – Fly back to Maun and
switch to a helicopter for a scenic
flight over the Delta. Land in the Delta

and continue by boat to your mobile
campsite for 3 nights under canvas.
The adventure continues by foot and
by boat, exploring the Delta with a
knowledgeable guide. Accommodation
is in traditional safari tents, with bucket
showers and long drop WC.
DAY 11 – Return to Maun and fly on to
Johannesburg. Connect with the evening
flight to London.
DAY 12 – Arrive Heathrow airport early
morning.
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CHOBE

CHOBE

OKAVANGO

NGOMA SAFARI
LODGE

GHOHA HILLS
SAVUTI LODGE

MACHABA CAMP

Experience an elephant-rich safari in
Chobe then escape from the crowds to
this peaceful lodge with ‘wow factor’
views of the Chobe River.

An eco-sensitive, solar-powered hilltop
retreat perched on the ledges of the
Ghoha Hills in the game-rich Savuti area
of Chobe National Park.

Built in classic 1950s style, this tented
camp sits on the banks of the River
Khwai on the edge of the Okavango Delta
overlooking the Moremi Game Reserve.

* 8 suites with plunge pool
* Main lodge with viewing deck
* Full day safari and boat cruise in 		
Chobe National Park
* Day and night game drives
* 1 hours’ drive from Kasane

* 11 tented rooms with private
viewing deck
* Designed to maximise the views
* African-inspired cuisine
* Rock pool and boma
* Game drives to the Savute Channel

* 10 tents with outdoor shower
* Tented main area, al fresco dining 		
under the stars
* Pool with loungers
* Mokoro ride (water level permitting)
* Game drives

OKAVANGO

OKAVANGO

MAKGADIKGADI

GOMOTI PLAINS

SABLE ALLEY

MENO A KWENA

A stylish tented camp that overlooks the
Gomoti River system in the Okavango
Delta, well placed for game viewing on
the Gomoti plains and waterways.

It’s back to safari basics at Sable Alley,
an authentic camp that’s all about the
Delta experience, in the 200,000 hectare
Khwai private concession.

On the edge of Makgadikgadi Pans
National Park, this camp offers a diverse
range of activities that complement
Botswana’s Delta attractions.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

10 spacious tents on wooden decks
Family-friendly
Mess tent
Twice daily game drives
Mokoro canoe rides

12 solar-powered tented suites
Lounge, bar, pool and fire pit
Overlooking lagoon and floodplains
Game drives and mokoro trips
Skybed experience available

9 solar-powered tents
Decks overlooking the Boteti River
Walk with San bushmen
Sleep out on the pans
Game drives
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Clockwise from top:
Delta Game Drive, Lions,
Mokoro Ride, Camp Site

BOTSWANA
ADVENTURE SAFARI
An exciting camping safari taking in some of the finest game viewing found in northern
Botswana, accompanied by excellent and experienced guides and support staff.

DAYS 1-2 – Overnight flight from
Heathrow via Johannesburg to Maun
and continue by light aircraft to
Xakanaxa in the Moremi Game Reserve.
Transfer to camp for a 3 night stay.
DAYS 3-4 – The habitat in Moremi is
extremely diverse, ranging from open
floodplains, marshes and lagoons to
woodland, savannah and papyrus-fringed
channels. As a result, the game viewing
is excellent, with the area renowned for
its large herds of elephant and buffalo,
prides of lions and, with luck, wild dogs.
Explore the area with your guide.

DAYS 5-7 – A slow drive north east
through the Moremi to the Khwai
community area, following the Khwai
River watercourse. Stop at the scenic
Dombo Hippo Pools before arriving at
the next campsite. Spend 3 nights/2 days
exploring, on day and night game drives
(which are permitted in the community
area), walks and mokoro trips (weather
permitting).
DAYS 8-10 – Continue further north to
Chobe National Park and an exclusive
wilderness camp in the Savute region
for the next 3 nights. The scenery here
differs dramatically from the previous
areas, with outcrops of volcanic rock
towering over the savannah. Prides of
lions are frequently seen along with
cheetah and elephant.
DAYS 11-12 – A picnic lunch and a boat
cruise en route to Kasane, where you will
leave your guide and continue by road to
Victoria Falls for a 2 night hotel stay.

DAY 13 – Fly via Johannesburg
overnight to London.
DAY 14 – Arrive Heathrow airport early
morning.
Accommodation while camping is in
comfortable twin bedded walk-in tents, lit by
LED lights and oil or paraffin lamps. They
are en suite, with a long drop WC and bucket
shower.
Shorter itineraries starting from 3 nights
are available.
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WILDERNESS SAFARIS
With private access to almost three million hectares of wildlife and wilderness
areas, Wilderness Safaris Camps are in some of Africa’s most impressive and
untouched locations.
LOCATIONS

Wilderness Safaris has camps in three
prime locations. In the Okavango
Delta, experiences make the most of
the 15,000 sq kms of water channels,
lagoons and islands. The woodland
and floodplains of the Linyanti are
home to huge herds of elephants during
the dry season, while in the Central
Kalahari Game Reserve the desert
landscape offers endless views, blackmaned Kalahari lions and a chance
to meet with the San bushmen.

CAMPS

There are three categories of camp
– Premier, Classic and Adventures.
Activities vary according to the camp
location and the time of year – some
offer land-only activities, others a
combination of land and water-based
activities, depending on the water levels.
Premier Camps are elegant and
luxurious, but always designed in
harmony with their environment.
They enjoy the best locations and
offer some unique experiences:
at Abu Camp, walk with the Abu

elephant herd and sleep out on a star
bed close to the elephant boma; fly
over the Delta on a helicopter from
Vumbura Plains; enjoy water-based
activities at Jao Camp year round; for
exceptional game drives on dry land,
visit Mombo on exclusive Chief’s
Island or Kings Pool in the Linyanti.
Classic Camps are mostly canvas camps,
in traditional safari style and often set
on raised wooden decks. With 3 to 12
tents, they offer intimate experiences
in exceptional locations. In the Delta,
Jacana, Kwetsani, Little Vumbura
and Xigera camps offer water activities
year round; at Tubu Tree, Little Tubu,
Qorokwe and Seba camps, the water
activities are seasonal, generally from
April to October, weather permitting.
River boating is offered at DumaTau
and Savuti camps in the Linyanti, while
down in the Kalahari, guests may see the
Kalahari black-maned lions and walk
with San bushmen at Kalahari Plains.

is available for exclusive use and in the
Delta, Pelo Camp provides a wellpriced, classic Delta experience.
Wilderness Explorations are
fully-serviced, exclusive itineraries
that are based on the seasons and
the movement of the game. Led by
passionate guides, they operate on
set departure dates throughout the
year – or can be tailor-made for
private groups from 4 to 8 people.

Featured Itinerary:
THE GREAT WILDERNESS
JOURNEY
An 11 day itinerary that starts at
Victoria Falls, includes a cruise on
the Chobe River and finishes in a
Classic Camp in the Okavango Delta.

Adventures Camps are thatch and
canvas camps, with smaller, more
rustic rooms. Linyanti Tented Camp
Below left to right:
DumaTau Camp, Kwetsani Camp
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Above left to right:
Camp Okavango, Savute Safari Lodge

DESERT & DELTA SAFARIS
With 7 camps and lodges in Botswana
and one on the Namibian side of the
Chobe River, Desert & Delta offer
diverse experiences in a variety of
eco-systems. The camps are renowned
for delivering personalised service,
spectacular game viewing opportunities
and excellent dining. Any or all of the
camps may be combined together – and
when packaged in this way, they offer
exceptional value for money. Many
are family-friendly too, accepting
children from 6 years onwards, with
tailored activities that are fun and
educational, Safari Bags for the children
and timetables planned around the
family’s wishes – we highly recommend
a private vehicle for families.
Okavango Delta – 4 camps. In the
Moremi Game Reserve, choose
between Camp Moremi on the edge
of the lagoon or Camp Xakanaxa on
the banks of the Khwai River; both
have pools and tented accommodation.
Activities are land and water-based.
Camp Okavango on the remote

Nxaragha Island and Xugana Island
Lodge are both in areas of permanent
water – as a result, they can offer
exceptional Delta experiences
by mokoro, motorboat or on foot
year round, but no game drives by
vehicle. Each has a swimming pool.
Chobe National Park – the 5 star Chobe
Game Lodge has 47 air-conditioned
rooms, 4 suites with plunge pools, a
riverside boma, viewing decks and a
large pool. Activities include game
drives by vehicle and boat trips on
the Chobe River. In the Savute region
of the park, Savute Safari Lodge
has just 11 thatched chalets, a family
room and a pool. Game drives may
incorporate a visit to the Savute Marsh
or if visiting in November/December
or February to April, you may
encounter Africa’s second largest zebra
migration (dependent on the rains).
Makgadikgadi Pans National Park –
Leroo La Tau, a small camp with 12
thatch and glass-fronted suites, rests

on cliffs 10 metres above the Boteti
River. On the other side of the river is
the National Park. Activities include
day and night game drives, boating on
the river (when water levels permit)
and guided walks. Please note that it is
not possible to visit the Makgadikgadi
Pans themselves from this lodge due
to their remote location in the park.

Featured Itinerary:
HONEYMOON
9 days in 4 different areas, with
added romantic gestures that include
a suite upgrade at Chobe Game
Lodge, a private dinner at Savute
Safari Lodge, a private floating deck
dinner at Xugana Island Lodge
(weather permitting) and a tree
planting ceremony at Leroo La Tau.
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BELMOND SAFARIS
A luxury safari operator present in northern
Botswana for over 20 years, with three camps in
different locations, from forests and grassy plains
to green wetlands and dry sand.
Okavango Delta – Eagle Island Camp has 12 airconditioned, tented rooms with outdoor showers and
plunge pools. The main lodge has a bar, fire pit and
uninterrupted views of the Delta. Activities include
motorboat and mokoro trips and walking safaris –
helicopter flights and horse riding can be arranged
(charges apply). Khwai River Lodge is in a private
concession bordering the game-rich Moremi Reserve.
14 air-conditioned, tented rooms with private viewing
decks and a suite with plunge pool. The main lodge
has a 20 metre pool, boma and al fresco dining area.
Activities include day and night game drives.
Chobe National Park – Savute Elephant Lodge
features 12 air-conditioned, tented rooms on wooden
platforms with African thatch roofs. Overlooking the
unpredictable Savute Channel, the main lodge has a
dining area and 20 metre pool. Activities include game
drives and visits to San bushmen rock paintings.

ANDBEYOND
A collection of camps and lodges offering
excellent game viewing in some of the most
pristine areas of Botswana.
Okavango Delta – 2 lodges and 2 tented camps offering
a variety of experiences. Stylish Sandibe Lodge has 12
contemporary suites with plunge pools and offers game
drives to explore the game-rich area. Xaranna and
Nxabega are tented camps with 9 tented suites each
whereas Xudum is a small lodge with 9 rooms (Xaranna
and Xudum suites have plunge pools) – all three offer
game drives and seasonal water-based activities.
Chobe National Park – 2 semi-mobile ‘Under Canvas’
camps with 5 tents each, combining the rustic charm
of camping with full services and positioned either
within driving distance of the Chobe River or in the
Savute corner of the park.
andBeyond Expeditions – mobile camping itineraries,
from 6-8 nights in duration, that depart on set dates
throughout the year. Sleep in dome tents with en suite
bathroom and bucket shower while enjoying the benefits
of the andBeyond service.
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UNDER ONE
BOTSWANA SKY
Six lodges and camps in three iconic locations –
Okavango Delta, Chobe and the Makgadikgadi Pans
– that combine well together to give a comprehensive
Botswana itinerary at reasonable prices.
Chobe National Park – Chobe Safari Lodge (81 rooms) and
Chobe Bush Lodge (42 rooms) are in Kasane and border the
national park. Facilities include a pool, restaurants and bars,
with game drives and boat cruises available.
Makgadikgadi Pans – Nata Lodge is close to Nata Bird
Sanctuary and on the edge of the National Park, with 22
wooden chalets, 10 tents, restaurant, bar and pool. A Pans
drive is included; quad biking can be arranged (charges apply).
Okavango Delta – 4 tented camps. Gunns Camp and Moremi
Crossing overlook Chief’s Island and offer mokoro cruises,
guided walks, sunset cruises and the opportunity to camp
overnight on an island. Pom Pom is in a private concession
on an island. Activities include game drives, mokoro and boat
trips. Rra Dinare, in the south east of the Delta, offers game
drives and seasonal water activities.

FOOTSTEPS IN
AFRICA
What unites these lodges and camps is that they
are all small (5-15 rooms), well priced and
independently run. They cover key areas and
combine well to create a circuit.
Central Kalahari – Grasslands Bushman and Deception
Valley Lodges are both in private land that borders the
Central Kalahari Park. Both lodges offer game drives
(desert flora and fauna are markedly different to the Delta
versions) and a San bushman experience.
Okavango Delta – 3 camps, on or close to Chief’s Island
and bordering the Moremi Game Reserve. Delta Camp,
Oddballs’ Camp and Oddballs’ Enclave are all ‘water’
camps, offering mokoro trips in traditional wooden dug-out
canoes and guided walks.
Chobe National Park – Camp Savuti on the unpredictable
Savute Channel, offers game drives around the game-rich
Savuti Marsh; Camp Linyanti is in the remote north west
corner of the park where activities include game drives and
boating on the Linyanti waterways.
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SANCTUARY
RETREATS
Four unique properties that are well positioned
to offer either exceptional game viewing in the
Okavango Delta or a chance to encounter Chobe’s
large elephant herds.
Okavango Delta – Chief’s Camp is located in the exclusive
Mombo concession on Chief’s Island in the Moremi Game
Reserve – widely regarded as the predator capital of Africa.
Accommodation is in 10 safari-chic bush pavilions and 1
suite, all with plunge pools. Baines and Stanley’s Camps
are in private concessions bordering the Moremi Reserve:
Stanley’s with 8 colonial style tents and Baines with just
5 suites and romantic star beds that roll out onto the
deck. All three camps offer game drives, seasonal mokoro
excursions and helicopter flights (charges apply). Baines
and Stanley’s offer the opportunity to walk with elephants.
Chobe Chilwero is a riverside retreat, sitting above
the Chobe River with panoramic views towards Chobe
National Park. There is a spa, pool and 15 cottages.
Activities include game drives and sundowner cruises.

KWANDO SAFARIS
Huge private concessions, a great team of guides,
friendly local staff and a collection of vintage
camps – with Kwando it really is all about the
experience.
Okavango Delta and Linyanti – Kwara (9 tents) and
Little Kwara (5 tents) are located in the huge, private
Kwara concession, bordering Moremi Game Reserve.
Game drives frequently include predator sightings and
water-based activities (fishing, boating and mokoro) are
available year round on the permanent lagoon. Lebala and
Lagoon Camps (8 and 9 tents respectively) are in a private
concession on the west side of the Linyanti – seasonal water
activities are available at Lagoon Camp.
Nxai Pan National Park – Designed in harmony with the
white salt pans, Nxai Pan Camp has 9 tents –experiences
include walking with San bushmen and the zebra migration
(usually mid Feb – Apr).
Central Kalahari Game Reserve – Tau Pan (9 thatched
rooms) overlooks at waterhole from the ridge of an ancient
sand dune. Activities include game drives, walks, a bushmen
experience and a visit to Deception Valley.

NAMIBIA
This is a land of wide open spaces, spectacular scenery, almost year
round sunshine, wildlife and unique experiences. The contrasts
and stark beauty will leave a lasting impression.
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NAMIBIA
A land of incredible scenery, stunning skies, ancient tribal people and unique
attractions, Namibia is the place to explore on a self-drive itinerary or as part
of a small group tour. Bordering South Africa, Botswana, Zambia and Angola,
this is a different Africa providing visitors with a year round range of experiences
found nowhere else on the continent.
HIGHLIGHTS
WINDHOEK

The capital and gateway airport retains
a ‘frontier town’ feeling but has quality
accommodation, restaurants and shops.

SOSSUSVLEI

Set in the Namib Desert, the oldest
desert in the world, are some of the
world’s highest sand dunes rising to
350 metres and large clay pans of dried,
cracked earth. Spectacular at any time
but particularly at sunrise and sunset.

FISH RIVER CANYON

To the far south, the world’s second
largest canyon after The Grand Canyon
is as surprising as it is awe-inspiring.

Epupa Falls

Lüderitz, Walvis Bay and Swakopmund
are old fishing and diamond settlements
that retain their historical charm.
Swakopmund in particular is a lively
resort with a range of activities from
dune boarding to living desert tours and
dolphin cruises from nearby Walvis Bay.

ETOSHA NATIONAL PARK

In the northern part of the country
lies this renowned National Park, the
massive expanse of salt pan and semiarid desert holding a huge array of game.

KAOKOLAND

Bordering Angola in the far north, this

is a sparsely populated area of true
wilderness, with mountains, valleys,
rivers and waterfalls. It is also the home
of the Himba people, an ancient and
semi-nomadic tribe.

DAMARALAND

An untamed and scenically beautiful
region with granite koppies, deep
river gorges and fascinating geological
features such as the Organ Pipes and
the Burnt Mountain. The Brandberg
Mountain is the highest in Namibia;
at Twyfelfontein see examples of
prehistoric Bushman rock engravings.
From many camps in this region it is
possible to track black rhino.

ANGOLA

Hartmann Valley

Rundu
Etosha
National Park

Skeleton Coast
National Park

COASTAL TOWNS

Caprivi Strip

Katima
Mulilo

Waterberg
National Park

Otjiwarongo

Okonjima Nature
Reserve

Twyfelfontein

Dorob National Park

Cape Cross Seal Colony

BOTSWANA

Windhoek

Swakopmund
Walvis Bay

Climate
ºC
Rain

JAN
31
7

FEB
29
11

MAR
27
5

APR
26
3

MAY
23
1

JUN
22		
1

ºC
Rain

JUL
22
1

AUG
25
1

SEP
27
1

OCT
29
1

NOV
30
3

DEC
31		
4

NAMIBIA
Sossusvlei

Namib-Naukluft
National Park

°C = Average daily maximum temperature in Celsius
R = Average monthly rainfall in centimetres

Lüderitz
Tsau Khaeb National Park
Fish River Canyon

Oranjemund

SOUTH AFRICA

Essential Information
Visa – British Passport Holders do not require a visa
Time difference – GMT+2
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UNIQUE EXPERIENCES
SKELETON COAST

CHOBE RIVER HOUSEBOATS

CAPRIVI STRIP

Where the hot desert meets the
cold Atlantic, this evocative and
mysterious region is unique, remote and
spectacular: mist-enshrouded beaches
strewn with bleached whalebones
and rusted shipwrecks, rolling sand
dunes, expanses of desert plains and
desert-adapted animals. Viewing by air
is best, we offer fly-in safaris using en
suite tented accommodation in wellequipped camps in stunning locations.
The tours from Windhoek operate with
2 to 8 people per tour.

Experience an African safari from a
different perspective, gliding along
the waters of the Chobe River on a
houseboat. The Zambezi Queen is a
floating boutique hotel with 14 airconditioned suites, each en suite with
private balcony. There is a lounge, bar,
dining area and a plunge pool. The
Chobe Princesses are smaller vessels
with 4 or 5 air-conditioned rooms, a
lounge, bar, dining area and sundeck
with plunge pool. 2 or 3 night cruises
operate year round.

To the north east of Namibia is the
‘pan handle’ of Caprivi, a narrow,
450 km long strip of land bordered
by the Okavango, Zambezi, Chobe
and Kwando Rivers. The vegetation
here is lush and green, bearing
more resemblance to neighbouring
Botswana. There are 5 large, protected
areas where big game and species
attracted by the water roam freely. It is
an interesting drive across the handle,
through villages and parks, finishing in
Chobe National Park or Victoria Falls.
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Clockwise from top:
Desert Quiver Camp, Giraffes in Etosha,
Swakopmund Lighthouse, NamibRand Nature
Reserve, Zebras in Etosha, Skeleton Coast

CLASSIC NAMIBIA
An introduction to Namibia, this is a small group tour that covers the country’s
main attractions – Windhoek, magnificent desert landscapes, the Skeleton
Coast, Damaraland’s rocky hills and a game safari.
ESCORTED TOUR ITINERARY
The itinerary below operates on
selected dates throughout the year,
with a minimum of 2 and a maximum
of 10 people and is accompanied by an
experienced driver/guide. If preferred, a
private tour based on the same itinerary
can also be arranged.
DAY 1
Evening flight from Heathrow airport.
DAY 2
Arrive in Johannesburg and fly
onto Windhoek. Transfer to your
accommodation then explore the city
on a guided tour. 1 night at Villa Violet
Guesthouse, or similar.
DAY 3
Drive into the red dunes of the Kalahari
Desert. 1 night at Bagatelle Kalahari
Game Ranch, or similar.
DAYS 4-5
Travel further south to the Namib
Desert and the famed Sossusvlei Dunes.
Head off early the following morning to

visit Sossusvlei, a clay pan surrounded
by some of the highest sand dunes in the
world, and Sesriem Canyon. 2 nights at
Desert Quiver Camp, or similar.
DAYS 6-7
Head north via the Kuiseb Canyon
to the coastal town of Swakopmund.
Hemmed in by desert and sea, the little
Germanic town has a pleasant feel. A
dolphin cruise on the Walvis Bay Lagoon
is included, with free time to explore
Swakopmund. 2 nights at Swakopmund
Guest House, or similar.
DAYS 8-9
Drive north along the Atlantic Coast
to the seal colony at Cape Cross, then
to see a shipwreck in the southern
Skeleton Coast. The route continues
to Damaraland, with its impressive
rocky landscape. A highlight here is the
opportunity to go rhino tracking.
2 nights at Grootberg Lodge, or similar.
DAY 10
Drive along the Grootberg Pass to the

western side of Etosha National Park. 1
night at Hobatere Lodge, or similar.
DAY 11
A full day on safari in Etosha, travelling
eastwards through the park. 1 night at
Taleni Etosha Village, or similar.
DAY 12
Into Etosha again for further game
viewing activities. 1 night at Mushara
Bush Camp, or similar.
DAY 13
Return to Windhoek, via Okahandja, an
important centre for wood carvers, for
a final night in the capital city. 1 night at
Villa Violet Guesthouse, or similar.
DAY 14
A morning at leisure before your
transfer to the airport for the afternoon
flight to Johannesburg. Connect with
the evening flight to London.
DAY 15
Arrive Heathrow airport early morning.
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Clockwise from top:
Damaraland’s Rocky Landscape,
Himba Girl, Tent

NAMIBIA ADVENTURE SAFARI
Using an eclectic mix of hotels, lodges and Meru-style safari tents, this adventure tour takes you
to some of Namibia’s iconic sights in a 4x4 vehicle. The adventure operates with 2-8 guests.
DAYS 4-6 – Enter the renowned Etosha
National Park and see the vast salt pans,
waterholes and usually abundant game.
Explore the park over the following 2
days, spending 3 nights in rest camps
within the park.

DAY 1 – Evening flight from Heathrow
airport.
DAY 2 – Continue via Johannesburg to
Windhoek and transfer to your hotel. 1
night at Thule Hotel, or similar.
DAY 3 – Visit the Cheetah Conservation
Fund Centre, a non-profit organisation
dedicated to conserving these
vulnerable cats. 1 night at Frans
Indongo Lodge, or similar.

DAYS 7-8 – Visit a local Himba village
and meet the tribespeople en route to
Damaraland. The following day, visit
Twyfelfontein, a heritage site with over
2000 rock carvings and the Organ Pipes,
a peculiar geological feature. 2 nights in
the mobile camp. Support staff erect the
camp and provide all the food and drink.
The tents have comfortable beds and en
suite facilities.
DAYS 9-10 – Travel along the Skeleton
Coast and visit the seal colony at Cape
Cross before reaching Swakopmund.
Time at leisure to explore – a boat cruise
is included. 2 nights at Hansa Hotel, or
similar.

DAYS 11-12 – Drive to the edge of the
Namib Desert and walk among the
dunes of Sossusvlei. 2 nights under
canvas in the mobile camp.
DAY 13 – Drive back to Windhoek,
afternoon at leisure. 1 night at Thule
Hotel, or similar.
DAYS 14-15 – Overnight flight home via
Johannesburg.
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THREE COUNTRIES EXPLORER
An exciting self drive itinerary that starts in Namibia, ends in Zimbabwe and includes a
taste of Botswana in between. The accommodation choices are flexible – we will happily make
recommendations and some options may be found on the following pages.
DAYS 5-6 – Travel through the NamibNaukluft desert via Walvis Bay to
Swakopmund (approx. 5 hrs). Stay for
2 nights and enjoy some local activities,
such as a dolphin cruise or quad-biking
on the dunes.

DAY 1 – Evening flight from London
Heathrow.
DAY 2 – Continue via Johannesburg to
Windhoek, collect your car and drive to
your hotel for a night.
DAYS 3-4 – Drive to the NamibNaukluft National Park (approx. 5 hrs)
for 2 nights, with time to explore the
sand dunes at Sossusvlei and Deadvlei.

DAYS 7-8 – Head along the coast
then inland to Damaraland’s rocky
landscapes for 2 nights (approx. 5 hrs).
Explore Twyfelfontein’s rock engravings
or maybe track rhino, depending on your
location.
DAYS 9-10 – Travel on to the south
side of Etosha National Park (approx.
41/2hrs). Spend 2 nights here and enjoy
game drives in the park.
DAY 11 – A leisurely drive through
the park for a night at the eastern side
(approx. 5 hrs).

DAY 12 – Head north to Rundu on the
Kavango River (approx. 5 hrs) for a
night.
DAYS 13-14 – Drive into the Caprivi
Strip (approx. 3 hrs), a 280 mile long
panhandle bordered by the Okavango,
Zambezi, Chobe and Kwando Rivers.
Stay for 2 nights.
DAYS 15-16 – Drop off your car at
Katima Mulilo (approx. 2 hrs), then
transfer into Botswana and to Chobe
National Park for 2 nights. See Chobe’s
elephants on game drives or from the
river on a boat cruise.
DAYS 17-18 – Transfer to Victoria Falls
for 2 nights. Free time to visit the Falls.
DAYS 19-20 – Overnight flight home
via Johannesburg.

Clockwise from top:
Springbok, Oryx in the Namib Desert,
Brandberg Region
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NAMIBIA BY AIR
Flying around Namibia not only saves time but it
also affords some breath-taking views over the most
spectacular landscapes.
DAYS 1-3 – Overnight flight via Johannesburg to Windhoek,
and on by light aircraft to Sossusvlei. Guided tour among the
world’s tallest sand dunes. 2 nights at Little Kulala.
DAY 4 – An aerial view of the dunes and the Atlantic
coastline as you fly to Swakopmund. On land, participate in a
Living Desert Tour. 1 night at Strand Hotel, or similar.
DAYS 5-6 – Fly to Twyfelfontein and enjoy an afternoon
excursion and a morning drive in search of desert elephants.
2 nights at Camp Kipwe, or similar.
DAYS 7-8 – Fly to a private game reserve for game drives in
the reserve and neighbouring Etosha National Park. 2 nights
at Ongava Lodge, or similar.
DAY 9 – Fly to Okonjima Nature Reserve, home to the
AfriCat Foundation dedicated to protecting Namibia’s wild
cats. 1 night at Okonjima Bush Camp.
DAYS 10-11 – Fly to Windhoek for the overnight flight
home.

NAMIBIA SELF
DRIVE
Namibia is vast and wonderful to explore by car
and this suggested itinerary showcases some of
the country’s top attractions.
DAYS 1-2 – Overnight flight via Johannesburg to Windhoek.
Collect your car and drive to your hotel for an overnight stay.
DAYS 3-4 – Drive to the Namib-Naukluft National Park
(approx. 5 hrs) for 2 nights. Spend a day touring the
incredible Sossusvlei Dunes and Sesriem Canyon.
DAYS 5-6 – A leisurely drive via the Kuiseb Canyon to
Swakopmund (approx. 51/2hrs) for 2 nights.
DAY 7 – Drive towards the Skeleton Coast and the seal
colony at Cape Cross then inland to Twyfelfontein for a night
(approx. 5 hrs).

DAYS 11-12 – Travel through Kaokoland to Etosha National
Park (approx. 3 hrs) for 2 nights.
DAYS 13-14 – Traverse the park and spend 2 nights just
outside the eastern entrance.
DAY 15 – Drive to the Waterberg Plateau or Okonjima area
(approx. 31/2hrs) for a night.

DAYS 8-9 – Continue north to Damaraland and the Palmwag
area for 2 nights (approx. 2 hrs). Here you may be able to go
rhino tracking.

DAYS 16-17 – Drive to Windhoek airport (approx. 4 hrs) for
the overnight flight home.

DAY 10 – Drive further north (approx. 31/2hrs) to the frontier
town of Opuwo for a night.

Details of accommodation options may be found on the following
pages. The itinerary can be adjusted to suit your requirements.
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ULTIMATE NAMIBIA
A small group tour (1-7 people) of Namibia in the
company of a highly experienced naturalist guide.
DAYS 1-2 – Overnight flight via Johannesburg to
Windhoek, transfer to your hotel. 1 night at Olive Guest
House, or similar.
DAYS 3-4 – Drive to the desert and explore Sossusvlei’s
apricot coloured dunes. 2 nights at Sossus Dune Lodge.
DAYS 5-6 – Continue via the Gaub and Kuiseb canyons to
Swakopmund, for a guided sea kayaking adventure with a
chance to spot dolphins, Cape fur seals and flamingos. 2
nights in a Swakopmund guest house.
DAYS 7-8 – Into Damaraland, visit the UNESCO World
Heritage Site at Twyfelfontein and track desert adapted
elephants. 2 nights at Camp Kipwe.
DAY 9 – Visit a Himba settlement en route to a private game
reserve bordering Etosha. 1 night at Safarihoek Lodge.
DAYS 10-11 – Two days of memorable game drives in Etosha
National Park. 2 nights at Onguma Tree Top Camp.
DAY 12 – Head south to the AfriCat Foundation then
Windhoek. 1 night at Olive Guest House, or similar.
DAYS 13-14 – Fly home overnight via Johannesburg.

NAMIBIA SOUTH
TO NORTH
A guided safari through spectacular landscapes
from Fish River Canyon to Etosha.
DAYS 1-2 – Overnight flight via Johannesburg to Windhoek.
1 night at Elegant Guest House.
DAY 3 – To the red dunes of the Kalahari Desert. 1 night at
Bagatelle Kalahari Game Lodge.
DAYS 4-5 – Travel south to the world’s second largest canyon,
Fish River. 2 nights at Canyon Lodge.
DAYS 6-7 – Continue on to the charming town of Lüderitz,
with a visit to Kolmanskop, an abandoned mining town. 2
nights at The Nest.
DAY 8 – A taste of life as a Namibian farmer. 1 night at Farm
Namtib.
DAYS 9-10 – Through spectacular Namib scenery to
Sossusvlei and time to climb some dunes. 2 nights at Desert
Homestead.
DAYS 11-12 – Head up to Swakopmund, with a dolphin
cruise included. 2 nights at Central Guesthouse.

DAYS 13-14 – Shipwrecks on the Skeleton Coast then rhino
tracking in Damaraland. 2 nights at Grootberg Lodge.
DAYS 15-17 – To Etosha with game viewing in the park. 1
night at Okaukuejo Rest Camp, 2 nights at Mushara Bush
Camp.
DAY 18 – South to the AfriCat Foundation, 1 night at
Okonjima Plains Camp.
DAYS 19-20 – To Windhoek and fly home overnight via
Johannesburg.
Named accommodation may be substituted for alternatives of a similar
standard.
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SOSSUSVLEI

SOSSUSVLEI

SWAKOPMUND

LITTLE KULALA

SOSSUSVLEI LODGE

STRAND HOTEL

A chic desert retreat in a 27,000 hectare
private reserve, with a private gate to
Sossusvlei’s towering red dunes, ensuring
that guests arrive before the crowds.

Next to the Sesriem Gate into the
Namib-Naukluft Park, the lodge is
ideally placed for exploring the dunes
and the Sesriem Canyon.

A modern 4 star hotel on the promenade
in Swakopmund, surrounded by the ocean
on three sides, with comfortably furnished
rooms.

* 11 thatched ‘kulalas’
* Each has plunge pool and rooftop
star bed
* Shaded pool
* Quad biking and nature drives
* Balloon trip (charges apply)

*
*
*
*

55 air-conditioned rooms
Desert views from the patios
Swimming pool
Al fresco dining overlooking a 		
waterhole
* Sundowner deck and beer garden

* 125 rooms and suites with floor to ceiling
panoramic windows
* 3 restaurants, from seafood to farm deli
* Lounge and café
* Spa with crystal steam rooms and gym
* Activity centre (charges apply)

DAMARALAND

DAMARALAND

DAMARALAND

CAMP KIPWE

DAMARALAND CAMP

MOWANI MOUNTAIN
LODGE

Camp Kipwe’s dome-shaped rooms
seem to blend into the surrounding
rocks, giving this unique camp a real
sense of place.

The location of this camp makes it an
interesting stopping point in a scenically
beautiful area, with desert views and
unique geological features.

Stylish, organic rooms with vaulted
thatch ceilings that are beautifully
absorbed into the red ochre rocks of their
Damaraland mountain location.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

10 thatched rooms
Incredible views over the valley
Nature drives
Swimming pool
Visit ancient rock engravings

10 adobe-style thatched rooms
Scenic views across the valley
Swimming pool and boma
Day and night nature drives
Nature walks

15 rooms with open decks
Swimming pool
Game drives
Look for desert-adapted elephants
See ancient rock art at Twyfelfontein
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ETOSHA

ETOSHA

ETOSHA

ONGAVA GAME
RESERVE

OKAUKUEJO RESORT

THE MUSHARA
COLLECTION

A collection of lodges on a hill and a
tented camp in the bush, all in a 30,000
hectare private game reserve adjacent to
Etosha National Park.

Located in Etosha National Park,
Okaukuejo is a popular resort for those
on a self-drive itinerary and offers a
range of accommodation.

Just a short drive from the eastern entrance
to Etosha National Park, the collection has
options for all, from a family-friendly bush
camp and lodge to an exclusive tented camp.

* Ongava Lodge, 14 rooms
* Little Ongava, 3 villas with
plunge pools
* Tented Camp, 8 Meru-style tents
* Game drives in the reserve and Etosha
* Waterhole in front of the camp

*
*
*
*

102 rooms and chalets
Restaurant, bar and shop
Swimming pool
Floodlit waterhole, great for watching
the nocturnal wildlife 		
* Guided game drives (charges apply)

* Bush Camp with kids play areas
* The Outpost with 8 wood and canvas
tented suites
* Lodge with 10 spacious chalets
* 2 exclusive use villas
* Guided game drives (charges apply)

OKONJIMA RESERVE

SKELETON COAST

KAOKOLAND

OKONJIMA

HOANIB SKELETON
COAST CAMP

SERRA CAFEMA

Half way between Windhoek and
Etosha, this private reserve is home to
the AfriCat Foundation, dedicated to
conserving Namibia’s large carnivores.

Stay three nights at this spectacular
camp to enjoy a full day trip to the
Skeleton Coast, driving there by 4x4 and,
weather permitting, a scenic flight back.

An intimate camp in a truly remote
corner of north-west Namibia, where
desert dunes meet the rushing rapids of
the Kunene River.

* Bush Camp, 8 chalets and 1 suite
* Plains Camp, 24 rooms overlooking 		
the plains
* 2 exclusive use safari houses
* Game drives and walking trails
* Visit the AfriCat centre

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

8 very stylish tented suites
Starkly beautiful scenery
Swimming pool
Game drives to see desert-adapted 		
wildlife
* Nature walks

8 wood, canvas and thatch villas
Incredible views from all areas
Swimming pool
Quad bike eco-excursion
Nature drives and boat trips (water 		
level permitting

HEARTLANDS
OF AFRICA
A region with an amazing diversity of animal and birdlife,
mighty rivers, dazzling lakes and the awe-inspiring Victoria Falls,
one of the Seven Natural Wonders of the World.
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ZIMBABWE
An ancient land, Zimbabwe has a wealth of spectacular scenery, excellent game
viewing, fine accommodation and a warm and friendly people. Our range of
holiday options is backed by first-hand knowledge and a well-planned itinerary
will ensure that the visitor gets the most from this incredibly diverse country.
HIGHLIGHTS
The landscape varies from granite hills
and forests in the north to drier plains
in the south.

VICTORIA FALLS

One of the seven Natural Wonders of the
World with a curtain of water almost 2
km wide, a drop of 100 m and a curtain
of spray that can be seen for miles when
the river is in full flood. Seen on foot, by
boat or by air, it is guaranteed to amaze
and inspire. The town of Victoria Falls
offers a range of activities, including
zip-wiring across the gorge, canoeing or
white water rafting (seasonal).

LAKE KARIBA

The beautiful island-dotted lake is
man-made and the wildlife has taken
advantage of such bounty. The southern
shore has a number of lodges offering
game viewing, fishing and sunset boat
cruises among the striking skeleton
trees.

HWANGE NATIONAL PARK

Easily accessible from Victoria Falls by
road or by air, Hwange is Zimbabwe’s
largest park with a huge variety of
animals and birdlife, including large
herds of elephants and buffalo.

GREAT ZIMBABWE

The long deserted and ancient ruins
at Great Zimbabwe are the largest
collection of ruins in sub-Saharan
Africa. Built between the 11th and

Mana Pools
National Park

ZAMBIA

Stunning scenery abounds in the east of
the country and what was a traditional
summer hideaway in colonial times has
now become a destination for visitors
to experience and enjoy. Bordering
Mozambique, the hills and mountains
offer tea and coffee plantations, cloud
forests and hiking trails through
picturesque valleys.

MOZAMBIQUE

Climate

Harare

Livingstone
Kasane Victoria Falls

ZIMBABWE

Matobo
National Park

Chiredzi
Gonarezhou
National Park

Beitbridge

ºC
Rain

JAN
25
19

FEB
25
17

MAR
24
10

APR
24
3.5

MAY
22
1

JUN
19		
0

ºC
Rain

JUL
19
0

AUG
22
0

SEP
25
0

OCT
27
4

NOV
27
9

DEC
25		
18

Mutare

Masvingo

Bulawayo

BOTSWANA

EASTERN HIGHLANDS

Kariba
Matusadona
National Park

Hwange
National Park

15th centuries, they tell the tale of a
once great African civilisation, the
granite walls with towers and turrets
bearing testament to impressive feats of
engineering. The ruins are a spectacular
sight at any time, but especially in the
early morning and late afternoon.

MOZAMBIQUE

°C = Average daily maximum temperature in Celsius
R = Average monthly rainfall in centimetres

Essential Information
Visa – British Citizen Passport Holders require a visa
Time difference – GMT+2
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UNIQUE DESTINATIONS
MATOPOS HILLS

MANA POOLS NATIONAL PARK

GONAREZHOU NATIONAL PARK

To the south of Zimbabwe’s second city,
Bulawayo, lies this area of outstanding
beauty and UNESCO World Heritage
Site. Also spelt Matobo Hills, giant
granite boulders are strewn over the
land, appearing to balance precariously
on top of one another. Guided walks up
the kopjes will reveal stunning views. It
is the final resting place of Cecil Rhodes
and has some of Africa’s finest examples
of ancient rock art, as well as black and
white rhino in the park.

A World Heritage Site on the banks
of the Zambezi River, Mana Pools is
scenically beautiful and a haven for
wildlife. The park is remote and less
easy to reach than Hwange, but this
adds hugely to its appeal. Visit over the
dry season from June to September
when animals are drawn to the river
and waterholes. Accommodation is
either along the river or in the heart of
the park. Walking and canoeing safaris
are also available.

Gonarezhou, meaning ‘elephant’s tusk’
in Shona, lies in the south east of the
country bordering South Africa and
Mozambique and is an incredible area
of wilderness. Despite being Zimbabwe’s
2nd largest park, its remote location has
ensured that it remains natural, pristine
and undeveloped. Together with the
Kruger and Limpopo Parks, it forms the
Great Limpopo Transfrontier Park, with
free movement for animals within the
three reserves.
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Clockwise from top:
Elephants in Hwange, Victoria Falls,
Little Makalolo Camp

CLASSIC ZIMBABWE
Zimbabwe has so much to offer the visitor and in this leisurely tour we have linked two of the
country’s major attractions. The itinerary can be adjusted at any point and accommodation
chosen to suit – some options may be found on the following pages.
helicopter or micro light flight, canoeing
or zip wiring across the gorge (charges
apply for activities). You may choose to
stay right in the heart of the town and
be within walking distance of the Falls,
or to stay a little further out in one of
the beautiful lodges on the banks of the
river.

DAY 1 – Evening flight from Heathrow
airport.
DAY 2 – Arrive in Johannesburg and
fly on to Victoria Falls. Transfer on
arrival to your chosen hotel for a stay of
3 nights.
DAYS 3-4 – At leisure to explore
Victoria Falls. A walking tour of the Falls
is a must, and a sundowner cruise on
the Zambezi is a beautiful experience.
More adventurous activities include a

DAYS 5-6 – Transfer by road to Hwange
National Park. Spend 2 nights in a
tented lodge or camp and head out on
game drives with the camp’s experienced
rangers.
DAYS 7-8 – A full day game drive as
you transfer to the north of the park
– here the grasslands are replaced by
hills and walking is a popular activity.
Spend 2 nights either in a camp or, for
an authentic, close to nature experience,
consider Hwange Bush Camp, sleeping
under canvas in safari tents with bucket
showers.

DAY 9 – An early start for the transfer
back to Victoria Falls and flight to
Johannesburg. Connect with the
evening flight to London.
DAY 10 – Arrive Heathrow airport early
morning.
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SAFARI &
THE FALLS
An all-inclusive itinerary that represents great
value for money and combines Victoria Falls and
Hwange in a novel way.
DAYS 1-4 – Overnight flight via Johannesburg to Victoria
Falls. Transfer on arrival to your lodge, perched on the edge
of Batoka Gorge, 30 minutes from the town. Activities here
include a guided tour of the Falls, a visit to a local village,
displays of traditional dancing, a walk along the gorge and
a sundowner cruise on the Zambezi. 3 nights at Gorges
Lodge.
DAYS 5-7 – Transfer by road south to Dete Railway Station
where you board the Elephant Express Railcar for the
remainder of the journey. The railway line borders Hwange
National Park and the journey time depends on game
spotted along the way. The following days are spent on game
drives within the park and night drives and walks around
camp. 3 nights at Bomani Tented Lodge.
DAYS 8-9 – Transfer to Victoria Falls, overnight flight home
via Johannesburg.

RIVERS, LAKES
& SAFARI
A fly-in safari combining Lake Kariba, two
stunning National Parks and Victoria Falls
(operates April to November).
DAYS 1-3 – Overnight flight via Johannesburg to Harare. On
arrival, connect with the light aircraft flight to Lake Kariba.
See the skeleton trees on a lake cruise, go fishing, walking, visit
a village or Kariba town. 2 nights at Bumi Hills Safari Lodge.
DAYS 4-6 – Fly to Mana Pools National Park and enjoy
game drives, bird watching and walking safaris. 3 nights at
Kanga Camp.
DAYS 7-9 – Fly to Hwange National Park and continue game
viewing in the heart of the park, famed for its large elephant
herds. 3 nights at Somalisa Camp.
DAYS 10-11 – Fly to Victoria Falls and transfer by road
into Zambia for 2 nights at Thorntree River Lodge. Visit the
Falls, go rhino trekking or take a sunset cruise on the Zambezi.
DAYS 12-13 – Transfer to Livingstone airport, overnight flight
home via Johannesburg.
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VICTORIA FALLS
Since late Victorian times, the town
has served the needs of travellers
who have the Falls as a ‘must see’ on
their African itineraries. The Falls
can be reached on foot or by a short
vehicle transfer from all hotels.

VICTORIA FALLS

VICTORIA FALLS

ILALA LODGE

VICTORIA FALLS
SAFARI LODGE

A short walk from the Falls and the town
centre, Ilala borders the National Park,
so it’s not unusual to see animals grazing
the lawns!

A renowned lodge overlooking the
Zambezi National Park just 4 kms from
the Falls, with three accommodation
options and an active waterhole.

* 56 rooms and suites
* Restaurant with views of the spray 		
from the Falls
* Al fresco dining on the terrace
* Swimming pool and pool bar
* Attractive gardens

* Safari Lodge, 72 rooms and suites
* Safari Suites, 6 family-friendly suites
* Safari Club, a boutique hotel with
20 rooms
* MaKuwa-Kuwa restaurant
* Complimetnary shuttle to the Falls

VICTORIA FALLS

VICTORIA FALLS

NEAR VICTORIA FALLS

VICTORIA FALLS
HOTEL

BATONKA GUEST
LODGE

MATETSI RIVER LODGE

This ‘Grand Old Lady of the Falls’
exudes charm and elegance, surrounded
by acres of gardens with views towards
the Falls and Railway Bridge.

After a day’s sightseeing, retreat to this
tranquil haven, a boutique hotel set in a
peaceful residential area just 2 kms from
the entrance to the Falls.

Set in a private wildlife concession, this
chic, contemporary lodge lies on an
exclusive stretch of the Zambezi River,
40 kms upstream from the Falls.

* 161 rooms and suites
* Stables Signature rooms include 		
afternoon tea and a massage
* BBQ lunches at the pool
* 2 restaurants
* Private pathway to the Falls

*
*
*
*

* 2 small camps, each with 9 spacious 		
and luxurious, river-facing suites
* Each suite has plunge pool
* 23 metre swimming pool
* Falls tour included in 2 night stays
* Game drives, boat trips and canoeing

Along the banks of the Zambezi
River a number of lodges overlook
the hypnotic flowing water where
game can often be seen. All
lodges offer a number of activities
including trips to the Falls, canoeing
or boating on the river, sundowner
cruises or scenic flights to see
the full splendour of the Falls by
helicopter and microlight.
(charges apply).

22 rooms
Garden or pool views
Restaurant serving home-style meals
Outdoor terrace leading down to the
garden and swimming pool
* Stylish lounges
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HWANGE NATIONAL
PARK
Set between Victoria Falls and
Bulawayo, this is Zimbabwe’s oldest
and largest National Park both in
size and in the variety of animal and
birdlife. All our lodges and camps
are of an excellent standard and
located on private concession land
alongside or within the reserve with
game viewing drives in open safari
vehicles led by experienced rangers.

HWANGE

HWANGE

SOMALISA TENTED
CAMP

THE HIDE

A beautifully furnished luxury camp in
a stunning location, tucked away on an
acacia island along the edge of an ancient
seasonal flood plain.

A well-established and welcoming camp,
known for its friendly staff, beautiful
tents, excellent guides and wealth of
game all around.

* 7 spacious tents
* Copper bathtubs, indoor and outdoor
showers
* Main area with split-level deck
* Splash pool overlooking a waterhole
* Game drives and walks

*
*
*
*

HWANGE

HWANGE

HWANGE

HWANGE BUSH CAMP

DAVISON’S CAMP

LITTLE MAKALOLO

A beautifully authentic bush camp in the
remote and unpopulated northern sector
of the park; combine with a lodge in the
east for an all-round experience.

A classic African tented camp hidden
in the treeline in the Linkwasha
Concession, one of the most prolific
wildlife areas within the park.

With solar-powered tents in a game-rich
area of the park, Little Makalolo offers a
private experience for guests who prefer
the intimacy of a smaller camp.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

Renowned for its game viewing, the
park’s experiences vary with the
seasons – July to October is usually
a good time to encounter huge
elephant herds.

6 canvas tents
Bucket showers and flush WCs
Lounge and dining tents
Game drives and walks
Fly camping experience available

9 Meru-style tents
Main area with lounge/dining room
Pool and viewing deck
Traditional boma and fire pit
Active waterhole

10 thatch and canvas tents
Exclusive use safari house
Communal lounge and dining area
Underground hide overlooking
the waterhole
* Up to 4 activities each day

6 spacious tents
Dining and lounge tents
Plunge pool
Log hide and vibrant waterhole
Star bed sleep-out can be arranged
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ZAMBIA
Zambia is a beautiful and friendly country offering an excellent variety of
high-quality safari options, together with the wonder of Victoria Falls. Walking
safaris were pioneered here and the opportunity to walk through the bush from
one camp to another provides an invigorating taste of Africa. Zambia is ideally
placed to be combined with any one of the many other options from a luxury
beach resort to a further wildlife experience.
HIGHLIGHTS
Many camps are seasonal, operating
April to October, though some are open
year round and the ‘green season’ from
December to April can offer exceptional
birding. The park has a good reputation
for leopard spotting.

VICTORIA FALLS

Viewing Victoria Falls from the
Livingstone side offers a different
perspective but one that is no less
spectacular. Take the ‘Flight of the
Angels’ to experience the majesty of the
Falls from the air or for an alternative
view, cruise to Livingstone Island for a
swim in Devil’s Pool on the edge of the
Falls (dependent on water levels, usually
available mid August – mid January).

LOWER ZAMBEZI
NATIONAL PARK

Opposite Mana Pools in Zimbabwe, the
Lower Zambezi covers a large area but
most of the game is concentrated on the
valley floor, between the Zambezi River
and the towering escarpment. There
are big herds of elephant and buffalo,
predators such as lion, leopard and wild
dog – but no giraffe, they have never been
recorded in this area.

SOUTH LUANGWA
NATIONAL PARK

This famous park covers 9,000 sq kms
and has a diverse and outstanding range
of animals and birds, drawn by the
Luangwa River and its oxbow lagoons.

ANGOLA

Lusaka
Chirundu

To the far west of the country, Liuwa
Plain may be remote and harder to reach
but as a result it has remained pristine
and beautifully uncommercialised. When
the rains come in November, they bring
with them vast herds of wildebeest from
Angola, Africa’s second largest migration.

Livingstone
Victoria Falls Mosi oa Tunya
National Park
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Lower Zambezi
National Park

Lake Kariba

Kasane

MALAWI

Mfuwe
South Luangwa
National Park

ZAMBIA
Kafue
National
Park

LIUWA PLAIN NATIONAL PARK

Climate

North Luangwa
National Park

Kalabo

Zambia’s largest park can be reached by
road or air from Lusaka, yet it remains
relatively undeveloped and natural. The
experience here is not about numbers
but of diversity of wildlife, with a
variety of landscapes that range from
watery swamps to woodlands and plains
attracting many different species.

TANZANIA

DEMOCRATIC
REPUBLIC OF
THE CONGO

Liuwa Plain
National Park

KAFUE NATIONAL PARK

ZIMBABWE

°C = Average daily maximum temperature in Celsius
R = Average monthly rainfall in centimetres

Essential Information
Visa – British Citizen Passport Holders require a visa
Time difference – GMT+2
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UNIQUE EXPERIENCES
BUSH WALKING

COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES

ISLAND SLEEPOUT

A walking safari deep in the South
Luangwa is an exceptional experience,
allowing for much closer encounters
with wildlife than can be experienced
on a game vehicle. The absence of
engine noise enhances the sounds
of the bush, senses are heightened
and nothing can quite compare with
observing big game from ground level.
Our walking safaris are accompanied by
highly trained guides who ensure safety
first at all times, with options for day
walks or to walk between camps.

Many lodges and camps support a
range of community projects providing
both physical and moral support
to local people. The support they
receive from visitors can make a huge
difference. If you are interested, we can
arrange a community visit depending
on location and the time of year. In the
Luangwa Valley, the Robin Pope team
support the Kawaza School and guests
at Tongabezi/Sindabezi may visit
the award-winning Tujatane School,
founded by the lodge’s owners.

Take a short boat ride along the
Zambezi River to Sindabezi Island, a
private island upstream from Victoria
Falls, where an exclusive camp awaits.
Kick off your shoes, sink your toes into
soft white sands and enjoy the relaxed
ambience. There are only 5 open
fronted thatched chalets on wooden
decks overlooking the river, lit by
hurricane lamps, candles and the light
from the stars. After dinner, drift off
to the sounds of nature and the river, a
truly special experience.
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Clockwise from top:
Royal Zambezi Lodge, Leopard, Walking at
Kapamba Camp, River Dining at Island Bush Camp

CLASSIC ZAMBIA
Zambia was one of the first countries to develop its safari activities – and with good reason,
as it has some of the finest game experiences in Africa, with stunning scenery, excellent
accommodation and friendly people. Areas such as the South Luangwa, Victoria Falls and the
Lower Zambezi make Zambia a magnet for those that want a real African experience.
walking tour of the Falls, boat trips and
sundowner cruises, visits to local villages
and aerial tours across the Falls by
helicopter or micro light (charges apply
for some activities).

DAY 1 – Evening flight from Heathrow
airport.

DAYS 4-5 – Fly by light aircraft into
the Lower Zambezi National Park for 2
nights on safari. Activities here include
game drives by vehicle, boat trips, catch
and release fishing or game viewing from
the river – an excellent way to get closer
to the wildlife as you drift past in a canoe.

DAYS 2-3 – Arrive in Johannesburg and
fly on to Livingstone, gateway to Victoria
Falls. Transfer on arrival to your chosen
accommodation for a stay of 2 nights.
Choices include hotels that are within
walking distance of the Falls, beautiful
lodges strung out along the banks of the
Zambezi River or even island lodges
reached by boat in the river itself. When
in the area, activities available include a

DAYS 6-10 – Fly on to the South
Luangwa National Park, an area
renowned for its walking safaris for 5
nights. Here we recommend splitting
your time between 2 properties – a lodge
and a bush camp – to fully experience the
park. Enjoy game drives by vehicle with
excellent local guides and experience the
thrill of walking in the bush and seeing
the wildlife from a very different angle,

surely the ultimate safari experience. It
is also possible to arrange a safari where
you walk between bush camps.
DAY 11 – Fly via Lusaka to
Johannesburg. Connect with the evening
flight to London.
DAY 10 – Arrive Heathrow airport early
morning.
Choose hotels or lodges from the following
pages or call for some recommendations.
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KAFUE NATIONAL
PARK
Wilderness Safaris operates 2 camps in the Busanga Plains,
an area known for its lion prides. Busanga Bush Camp (4
tents) and Shumba Camp (6 luxury tented suites) operate
from June to October, with game drives, walks and hot air
ballooning (August – October).
Ila Safari Lodge is a true eco-lodge on the banks of the Kafue
River with a beautiful pool and 10 chic tents with decks that
hang over the river – cross the river by boat for game drives in
the park, take a river cruise or go fishing.
Nanzhila Plains is the only camp in the park’s remote
southern sector, with 3 cottages and 3 tents, about 3 hours’
drive from Livingstone. The area boasts 10 different antelope
species, cheetah, wild dog and 4 of the Big 5 (no rhinos).
Activities include game drives and walks.
Featured Itinerary: Remote & Wild Kafue – 3 nights at
Musekese Camp, overlooking a permanent lagoon (game
drives, boating, walking, birding), 3 nights fly camping
at Ntemwa-Busanga Bush Camp and 2 nights back at
Musekese, accompanied by an experienced guide.

LIUWA PLAIN
NATIONAL PARK
Bounded by the Luambimba and Luanginga Rivers and
home to the second largest wildebeest migration, this remote
and pristine wilderness area offers a ‘Serengeti meets Delta’
experience. Located to the far west of the country, the annual
rains bring huge herds of blue wildebeest onto the plains
from neighbouring Angola. Access is by a 21/2 hour flight
from Lusaka, followed by a 21/2 hour game drive to the only
permanent lodge in the area – but this adds to the great
feeling of exploring an area that is largely untouched. Here
you can experience some unique animal behaviour, such as
hyena hunting in clans of up to 50 at a time – all in relative
exclusivity, away from the crowds.
King Lewanika Lodge is the only permanent lodge in the
area, operated by Norman Carr Safaris. Designed by leading
architects, the 6 villas are solar-powered, contemporary in
style and overlook the vast Liuwa Plain.
Featured Itinerary: Great Parks of Zambia – 4 nights
Lower Zambezi (Chongwe River Camp), 4 nights South
Luangwa (Chinzombo) and 4 nights Liuwa Plain (King
Lewanika).
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KAFUNTA SAFARIS
A family owned and operated company that has
been in the South Luangwa for over 20 years, with
a classic lodge, a rustic bush camp and a tented
camp, each offering a different experience.
Kafunta River Lodge is located 20 minutes south of
the main gate into the park (from April to the end of the
season, access to the park is via a pontoon across the nearby
river). The lodge, the 8 thatched-roof chalets and 2 suites
all overlook the floodplain. Lodge facilities include a pool,
naturally-heated hot tub, viewing deck and hide.
Island Bush Camp is an authentic bush camp with 5 simple
chalets that face the river. Walking safaris and dining by
candlelight under the stars are highlights of the camp.
Three Rivers Camp is, as the name suggests, set at the
confluence of three rivers. As well as an indoor bed, each of
the 5 spacious and stylish tents has a star bed on a private
elevated platform for a night under the stars.
Walking between the two camps is a great way to combine
the experiences.

THE BUSHCAMP
COMPANY
Operating in South Luangwa since 1999, the
Bushcamp Company is well-established with 6
exclusive bush camps and an award-winning
lodge, all located inside the park.
Mfuwe Lodge is a short drive from the main gate, in an area
known for its prolific game. The main lodge and 18 thatched
chalets are set along 2 lagoons under a canopy of mahogany
and ebony trees. In November, elephants regularly parade
through the lobby heading towards a certain mango tree.
The 6 bush camps are located in the remote southern end
of the park, where the Bushcamp Company is the only
operator. Accommodating a maximum of 8 people, each
has a distinct style; from the rustic simplicity of Kuyenda
and the reed and thatched rooms of Bilimungwe to the
treehouses of Chamilandu or Chindeni’s opulent tents.
Kapamba and Zungulila enjoy remote locations and
private plunge pools.
Combine a stay at the lodge with a bush camp for two
contrasting experiences; or plan a walking safari between 2
or 3 of the camps.
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ROBIN POPE
SAFARIS
A long-established name in Zambia, synonymous
with wildlife and walking safaris. The company
has lodges, camps and private houses in the South
Luangwa area.
Set on the banks of the Luangwa River, Nkwali (6 chalets)
and Luangwa River Camp (5 bush suites) overlook the
park; Tena Tena (6 tents) and Nsefu (6 rondavels), are
located in the game-rich Nsefu sector of the park. Two
private safari houses, Luangwa Safari House and Robin’s
House, are available for exclusive use. Activities include day
and night game drives, walking and seasonal boating on the
lagoons (end Dec – April, excluding Tena Tena).
Mobile walking safaris are an authentic, close to nature
experience, with Meru tents, bucket showers and long drop
WCs. Walk with highly trained guides from one site to the
next, while the camp staff pack up and move the entire camp.
Featured Itinerary: Honeymoon Trail – 2 nights at
Victoria Falls, 2 nights on safari in South Luangwa and 4
nights lakeside relaxation at Pumulani in Malawi.

NORMAN CARR
SAFARIS
Considered the pioneer of the walking safari,
Norman Carr Safaris operate a collection of
intimate bush camps and a spectacular, awardwinning safari camp in wildlife-rich areas of the
South Luangwa.
Luwi Camp and Kakuli Camp, each with 5 rooms, offer a
combination of walking and game drives. Nsolo is a great
base for bush walking, where it can be possible to track lion
on foot and sleep under a mosquito net on a dry riverbed.
Mchenja is an elegant camp with pool overlooking a bend in
the river, a touch of bush luxury at the end of a trip.
Step into another world at Chinzombo, a truly luxurious
camp with direct access to a game-rich area. The 6 very
spacious villas have private plunge pools and incredible
riverside views. The main lodge has a pool and boma
overlooking the river.
Featured Itinerary: Classic Luangwa – 9 day authentic
safari experience, covering a variety of habitats and
showcasing the best of the South Luangwa, with 2 nights
each at Luwi, Nsolo, Kakuli and Mchenja.
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LOWER ZAMBEZI

CHONGWE RIVER CAMP
A collection of tented rooms, luxurious suites and a private
house on the banks of the Chongwe River, with the escarpment
as a backdrop – surely one of the best views in the Lower
Zambezi Park.
* 9 tented rooms, under thatch and overlooking the river
* 2 luxurious, colonial-style, tented suites for 2-4 people, with
butler service, plunge pools and private dining (guests can also
dine at the main camp)
* Chongwe River House, an exclusive use safari house with
unique, award-winning design, 4 bedrooms, pool and resident
family of warthogs – ideal for families
* Activities include day and night game drives, canoeing, tiger
fishing, walking and a sleep out experience on the mountainside
* Location is well known for elephants

LOWER ZAMBEZI

LOWER ZAMBEZI

ROYAL ZAMBEZI LODGE

CHIAWA & OLD MONDORO

A privately owned luxury lodge with superbly appointed,
tented rooms overlooking the mighty Zambezi River just a
few minutes from the park entrance.

Choose between bush sophistication or authentic bush living
at these family-owned camps on the banks of the Zambezi
River – each with a reputation for excellent cuisine.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

15 canvas-walled rooms with thatch roof
Deluxe and Presidential suites have plunge pools
Bar and pool right on the river
Bush spa with lounge and plunge pool
Gourmet cuisine and elegant bush picnics

Chiawa Camp, 8 beautfully designed tented suites
Luxurious Safari Suite with large plunge pool
Old Mondoro, 4 reed and canvas chalets
Award-winning guides
Game drives, walks, canoeing, boating and fishing
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LIVINGSTONE

LIVINGSTONE

AVANI VICTORIA FALLS RESORT

THE ROYAL LIVINGSTONE HOTEL

Adobe-style buildings decorated with colourful,
contemporary Zambian flair, this resort is bright, fresh and
right next door to the Falls.

A 5 star Anantara hotel in a prime location close to Victoria
Falls, with unlimited complimentary access to the Falls and a
reputation for a fine afternoon tea.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

212 rooms and suites with balcony or garden terrace
Leafy, landscaped gardens with kids play area
Pool and spa
Choice of dining venues, including a weekly boma
Free access to the Falls via a direct gateway

173 rooms and suites with verandah and river views
Swimming pool with view to the Falls
Anantara Spa and fitness centre
Sundowners at the Sundecks, right on the river’s edge
Expansive gardens grazed by zebra

NEAR LIVINGSTONE

NEAR LIVINGSTONE

STANLEY SAFARI LODGE

THE ISLANDS OF SIANKABA

Located on a hill 3 kms from the Falls, the lodge has a choice
of chalets or suites, some open to the sights and sounds of the
bush, others enclosed, but all with incredible views.

A 5 star retreat on two heavily forested, private islands with
tented rooms nestled in the treeline – it’s hard to get closer to
nature and the Zambezi River than this.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

6 safari-style cottages with Zambezi Valley views
4 suites with plunge pools and deck or terrace
Infinity pool with views of the spray from the Falls
Shady, terraced gardens
Guided Falls tour included (entrance fee applies)

2 islands linked by suspension bridge
7 tented chalets overlooking the river
Pool, bar & dining area on one of the islands
38 kms upstream from the Falls
Falls trip, nature trails and sunset cruises included
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MALAWI
Land-locked, with the huge Lake Malawi occupying much of its area,
Malawi is known as ‘the warm heart of Africa’ due to the friendliness
of its people.

Chitipa

Karonga

Nyika
National Park

Livingstonia
TANZANIA

Rumphi
ZAMBIA

Nkhata Bay

HIGHLIGHTS

Lilongwe

Majete Wildlife Reserve – a 700 sq km reserve with a range
of habitats and wildlife, including the Big 5.
Nkhotakota Wildlife Reserve – Malawi’s oldest and largest
protected area, it is also the least developed.
Shire Highlands – lying between Mount Mulanje and
Blantyre is an area full of beautiful scenery, colonial character
and tea estates.

MOZAMBIQUE
Monkey Bay

Lake Malombe

Liwonde National Park

MOZAMBIQUE

Lake Malawi – a crystal-clear lake stretching for 365 miles, its
shores lined with excellent resort lodges offering both land and
water activities.

Zomba Plateau – mountain peaks rising to almost 2,000
metres, with mist-shrouded forests and trekking trails.

Nkhotakota

MALAWI

Malawi offers a combination of scenic highlands covered in tea
and coffee plantations, wildlife reserves, and beautiful lake and
island retreats.

Likoma Island – an idyllic getaway on Lake Malawi with
pristine sandy beaches and plenty of water-based activities.

i
Lake Malaw

Nkhotakota
Reserve

Likoma Island

Liwonde

Zomba

Majete
Reserve

Lake Chilwa

Blantyre

Climate
ºC
Rain

JAN
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27
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13
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1
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0

ºC
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JUL
24
0
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25
0

SEP
28
0
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30
1
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30
6
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28
18

°C = Average daily maximum temperature in Celsius
R = Average monthly rainfall in centimetres

Essential Information
Visa – British Passport Holders require a visa
Time difference – GMT+2
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Clockwise from top:
Tea Pickers at Huntingdon House, Game Walk
in Majete, Dhow Cruise on Lake Malawi

CLASSIC MALAWI
This private itinerary encompasses the excellent Majete Wildlife Reserve, the beautiful scenery
of the Shire Highlands, old tea plantations and, finally, a relaxing stay on the shores of Lake
Malawi. The tour can also be linked to a number of extensions.
DAY 4 – Transfer to the Big 5 Majete
Wildlife Reserve, a 7,000 hectare
private concession of true wilderness. 3
nights at Mkulumadzi Lodge.

DAY 1 – Evening flight from Heathrow
airport.

DAYS 5-6 – On safari in the reserve,
where you will find numerous species
in a lovely setting. Activities on offer
include game drives, boat safaris, bush
walks and community visits. There is a
pool for simple relaxation and a star bed
if you fancy sleeping under the stars for
a night.

DAYS 2-3 – Arrive in Johannesburg
and connect with a flight to Blantyre.
On arrival, transfer by road to the Shire
Highlands for a stay on an old tea estate.
Spend time exploring this beautiful
area on foot or by mountain bike. The
birdlife is tremendous and there is the
opportunity to enjoy a tea tasting or
a coffee tour (in season). 2 nights at
Huntingdon House.

DAYS 7-10 – Leave the Shire Valley and
transfer by road to the shores of Lake
Malawi. David Livingstone called Lake
Malawi the ‘Lake of Stars’ and with
good reason as the light dances off the
deep blue water by day and reflects the
fishermen’s lamps by night. Relax on the
white sandy beach or by the 2 pools and
indulge in the many watersports on offer.
4 nights at Pumulani.

DAY 11 – Fly to Lilongwe for your flight
to Johannesburg. Connect with the
evening flight to London.
DAY 12 – Arrive Heathrow airport early
morning.
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LAKE MALAWI

LAKE MALAWI

MAJETE RESERVE

KAYA MAWA

PUMULANI

MKULUMADZI LODGE

A paradise getaway on Likoma Island,
with beaches, watersports (some charges
apply) and accommodation that makes
the most of the idyllic location.

Set on the hills at the southern end of
Lake Malawi, this exclusive beach lodge
has stunning views across the lake and a
host of activities.

A footbridge over the Mkulumadzi River
leads to a beautifully elegant lodge, the
only upmarket property in the largely
undiscovered Majete Wildlife Reserve.

*
*
*
*

12 rooms and houses, some with pools
Beach bar and restaurant
Excellent diving and snorkelling
Kite surfing, sailing, water-skiing, 		
wakeboarding
* Island walks, mountain and quad bikes

* 10 grass-roofed villas with private 		
decks and fabulous lake views
* 2 infinity pools
* Restaurant and bar
* Water-skiing, diving, kayaking
* Sunset dhow cruises

* 8 spacious chalets on the banks of the
Shire River
* 7,000 hectare private concession
* Star bed with 360° views
* Infinity pool
* River cruises, game drives and walks

SATEMWA TEA ESTATE

LIWONDE PARK

NKHOTAKOTA RESERVE

HUNTINGDON HOUSE

MVUU LODGE

TONGOLE
WILDERNESS LODGE

Colonial luxury set in the heart of a
working tea and coffee estate in the Shire
Highlands, each room full of quirky
character and a real sense of place.

Meaning ‘hippo’ in local Chichewa,
Mvuu is named after the hippo pods
that inhabit the Shire River and its
floodplains in great numbers.

Step into a true wilderness experience
at Tongole, the only luxury lodge in the
wild and rugged Nkhotakota Reserve,
wonderfully unspoilt and very natural.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

5 individually decorated rooms
Manicured grounds with croquet
Tea tasting
Coffee tours (in season)
Walking and biking trails

8 stone and thatch tents
Private decks that overlook the water
Set on a tranquil lagoon
Swimming pool and star beds
River safari, game drives and walks

4 suites and 1 cottage
River and forest views
Fishing and canoeing on the Bua River
Guided bush walks
Fly camping can be arranged
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ZAMBIA &
LAKE MALAWI
A twin centre itinerary combining safari in the
South Luangwa with a stay on the beach.
DAYS 1-6 – Overnight flight via Johannesburg to Lusaka,
then on by light aircraft to South Luangwa National Park for
a 5 night stay. You may opt to spend your time in the lodge
or camp, or to move around a bit and experience more of the
park. The South Luangwa is renowned for its walking safaris
and a combination of a lodge and bush camps, where you
can walk from one camp to the next, is popular.
DAYS 7-11 – Fly from Mfuwe via Lilongwe to Likoma
Island for a 5 night stay at Kaya Mawa on the shores of
Lake Malawi. Diving and snorkelling is excellent here;
other activities include kite surfing, sailing, water-skiing
and wakeboarding. On land, there are island walks and
mountain bike rides.
DAYS 12-13 – Fly to Lilongwe, then onto Johannesburg for
the overnight flight home.

SAFARI & THE LAKE
Visit two of Malawi’s top attractions – a pristine
wildlife reserve and beautiful Lake Malawi.
DAYS 1-5 – Overnight flight via Johannesburg to Lilongwe.
Transfer by road to the Nkhotakota Wildlife Reserve for a
4 night stay at Tongole Wilderness Lodge, the only lodge
in this wild and rugged reserve. Indulge in outdoor pursuits
such as fishing and canoeing, go on a game drive or take a
guided walk in the bush.
DAYS 6-9 – Transfer to Lake Malawi for a 4 night stay at
Pumulani. Set on the hill overlooking the lake, there are
incredible views from the lodge’s 2 infinity pools. Enjoy
watersports and a sunset sail on a traditional dhow.
DAYS 10-11 – Transfer to Lilongwe and fly to Johannesburg
for the overnight flight to London.
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MOZAMBIQUE
This huge and stunning country borders South Africa, Zimbabwe, Zambia,
Malawi and Tanzania and is set on the glistening Indian Ocean. Stunning
beaches and island archipelagos are dotted with beautiful resorts while inland
are various National Parks and Reserves with a range of camps and lodges. This
once Portuguese colony retains much of its colonial charm, often reflected in the
food, architecture and culture.
HIGHLIGHTS
MAPUTO

ILHA DE MOÇAMBIQUE

VILANCULOS

THE QUIRIMBAS ARCHIPELAGO

In the far north of the country, this
archipelago is accessed via Pemba
airport. The stunning coral islands offer
a real Indian Ocean paradise with a
small number of high quality resorts,
beautiful beaches and marine life in the
protected waters.

PONTA MAMOLI

THE BAZARUTO ARCHIPELAGO

The capital located in the very south of
the country and easily accessible by air
from South Africa and even by road from
the Kruger. The wide tree-lined streets
and number of old, impressive buildings
echo its colonial past.

Lying just off the south east coast and
accessed via Vilanculos, this beautiful
island group has a number of high
quality resorts offering the perfect beach
getaway in the warm, clear waters of the
Indian Ocean.

This is a less-visited and untouched
part of the coast with stunning beaches,
exceptional diving and a very small
number of exquisite resorts and ecolodges. Access is via Nacala or Nampula.

A popular beach area with a range
of hotels and resorts and a host of
watersports, Vilanculos is easily reached
from South Africa, with direct flights
from Johannesburg and the Kruger.

A beach paradise in the far south of
the country. Turtles nest on the sandy
beaches that stretch for miles, fringed
by hilly dunes and grasslands. There
are a number of exceptional dive sites,
including one of the world’s top pinnacle
reefs.
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Inhambane

Essential Information
Maputo
Ponta Mamoli

Visa – British Citizen Passport Holders require a visa
Time difference – GMT+2
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UNIQUE EXPERIENCES
MOZAMBIQUE PLUS

ISLAND HOPPING BY DHOW

DIVING

Mozambique beach and island resorts
combine beautifully with other African
experiences. There are regular flights
from Johannesburg and the Kruger
to Vilanculos, from where it is a short
road transfer to a beach resort or a
quick helicopter ride to Bazaruto
or Benguerra islands. From Phinda
Reserve in KwaZulu-Natal, drive to
the border at Kosi Bay and continue
by road to the beach at Ponta Mamoli.
Fly to Pemba from Johannesburg or
Dar-es-Salaam for onward hops to the
Quirimbas islands.

A real castaway experience. Sail
through the clear waters os the
Quirimbas Archipelago on a traditional
Arab dhow and camp overnight
under palm trees on a beautiful sandy
beach on a remote island. There are
opportunities to slip from the dhow
and snorkel over untouched coral reefs
or kayak through mangroves and river
estuaries. A crew and skipper man the
dhow and prepare the camp and meals.
The dhow safari is combined with a
stay at Ibo Island and various durations
can be arranged to suit.

Mozambique’s waters are a diver’s
paradise. See whale sharks and
manta rays, spectacular coral reefs
or migrating humpback whales. The
Quirimbas archipelago is the largest
Marine Protected Area in Africa,
with coral reefs and mangrove forests
providing nursery environments for reef
fish and marine turtles. The Maputo
Protection Area preserves reefs and
turtle nesting areas, with hammerhead
sharks around the remarkable Pinnacle
reef. Many resorts have PADIaccredited dive centres.
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VILANCULOS

VILANCULOS

VILANCULOS

CASA REX

BAHIA MAR

SANTORINI

A small hotel in Vilanculos, overlooking
the Indian Ocean and a comfortable
base for a few nights post safari or before
heading onto an island resort.

Contemporary in design, this modern
Vilanculos hotel has panoramic sea
views from its elevated position perched
above the ocean.

A boutique hotel, with whitewashed
buildings reminiscent of a Greek village in
beautiful contrast to the blues of sea and sky
and the colourful gardens.

*
*
*
*
*

15 sea-facing rooms
Restaurant
2 pools
Access to the beach
Range of activities available

*
*
*
*
*

12 rooms (increasing mid 2018)
Infinity pool and bar
Access to the beach
A la carte dining
Spa and gym

*
*
*
*
*

Main villa with 5 unique suites
2 exclusive use villas
Pizza oven and beach boma
Hillside spa
2 pools

BAZARUTO ARCHIPELAGO

BAZARUTO ARCHIPELAGO

BAZARUTO ARCHIPELAGO

ANANTARA BAZARUTO

AZURA BENGUERRA

ANDBEYOND
BENGUERRA ISLAND

Arrive by boat or plane from Vilanculos
to this island retreat, a blend of modern
comforts, understated luxury and rustic
beach charm.

Take a short helicopter ride from
Vilanculos and enter a different world
– a luxury eco-retreat on an island with
palms and soft white sandy beaches.

Set on the calm waters of a secluded bay,
the lodge is an idyllic island getaway,
with scuba diving, snorkelling and
castaway picnics included.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

44 villas, some with plunge pool
2 pools, 1 adult, 1 family
Anantara Spa
3 dining venues
Non-motorised watersports included

20 villas with private pool
Dedicated Mozambique host
Dine in different locations
Spa and beach bikes
Diving, snorkelling, boat trips

12 rooms with plunge pools
Private house for exclusive use
Rimflow pool and spa sala
Dive centre
Sunset cruise and horse riding
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QUIRIMBAS ARCHIPELAGO

QUIRIMBAS ARCHIPELAGO

QUIRIMBAS ARCHIPELAGO

AZURA QUILALEA

ANANTARA
MEDJUMBE

IBO ISLAND LODGE

The dolphin-inhabited waters of the
Quirimbas Archipelago marine park
surround this private island, a barefoot
luxury paradise.

Rustic luxury best describes this adultonly boutique hotel on a private island –
with the opportunity to spend a night on
your own exclusive island nearby.

Much of Ibo Island’s rich history and
culture is reflected in the lodge where
three historic mansions have been
restored to their former glory.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

9 villas, some with plunge pool
Dive and watersports centre
Pool and clifftop spa
Humpback whales (Jul-Nov)
Nesting turtles (Nov-Apr)

12 villas directly on the beach
Each with plunge pool
Restaurant and lounge bar
Pool and spa
Watersports available

*
*
*
*
*

14 suites with handcrafted furnishings
3 pools
Scuba diving and sea kayaking
Sandbank for beach picnics
Mobile island-hopping safaris available

NANATHA BAY

NEAR MAPUTO

PONTA MAMOLI

NUARRO LODGE

MACHANGULO
BEACH LODGE

WHITE PEARL

Strung along 2 kms of pristine beach,
this remote lodge in the north of
Mozambique has excellent dive facilities
and superb offshore reefs.

Untamed nature, beautifully unspoiled
beaches, dunes, forests and a friendly
African beach lodge, all just an hour by
boat from Maputo.

A chic ocean resort with an unashamedly
laid-back ambience and contemporary
design set above an exceptional stretch of
beach in Ponta Mamoli.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

12 chalets with beach access
PADI dive centre
Night diving with UV light
Kayaking and paddle boarding
Beach picnics and dhow sails

Ocean view and beach forest rooms
Two bedroom villas with pools
Bar, lounge and dining area
PADI dive centre
Activity centre and spa

21 luxurious suites with plunge pool
Glamorous beach bar
Oversized day beds
Authentic cuisine
Diving, horse riding, turtles (Nov-Feb)
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MADAGASCAR
This unique country, the fourth largest island in the world, is a combination
of stunning wilderness and beautiful beaches, ancient forests and verdant
mountains. Much of Madagascar’s flora and fauna is found nowhere else on
earth, including around 100 species of lemur, one of the highlights of this
astounding island. This is a destination for the experienced traveller and
standards, while comfortable, are not luxurious.
HIGHLIGHTS
Tsarabanjina and the Sainte Marie
archipelago.

their natural wonders, including sacred
forests, endangered wildlife and the
remarkable limestone formations known
as ‘tsingy’. Night walks through the
forests will reveal a host of fascinating
nocturnal creatures, including certain
species of lemur that only appear when
darkness falls.

ENDEMIC WILDLIFE

Thanks to its isolation, around 80% of
Madagascar’s wildlife is found only on
the island. Forest walks may therefore
reveal unique and unusual creatures that
simply cannot be seen anywhere else,
such as the fossa – resembling a puma,
it is the island’s largest carnivore. There
are endemic species of mongoose and
chameleons, hedgehog-like tenrecs and
of course the lemurs.

WHALES

From July to December, the chances
of viewing whales are good as these
immense mammals seek out the safe and
sheltered waters off the coast providing
opportunities for close-up encounters.

BEACHES AND ISLANDS

Known best for its flora and fauna,
Madagascar has some stunning beach
locations throughout the island and
provides picture perfect verdant forest
against golden sands and emerald seas.
Just offshore are beautiful African
islands such as Nosy Be, Nosy Ankao,

NATIONAL PARKS
AND RESERVES

Many parks and reserves are accessible
and most itineraries will include visits
to a number of them to experience

PEOPLE AND CULTURE

The island has many different tribes,
each with their own unique traditions.
Many of these are associated with the
reverence of their ancestors, which has
helped preserve much of the pristine
forests and landscapes.

COMOROS

Antsiranana
Tsarabanjina
Nosy Be

Anjajavy Reserve

Cap Sainte André
Ile Sainte Marie

MOZAMBIQUE
CHANNEL

MADAGASCAR
Antananarivo

Toamasina
Pangalanes Canal

Andasibe-Mantadia
National Park

Antsirabe
Ranomafana

Fianarantsoa
Ifaty
Toliara

Isalo
National Park

INDIAN OCEAN

Climate
ºC
Rain

JAN
26
27

FEB
26
27

MAR
26
20

APR
25
6.5

MAY
23
2

JUN
21
1

ºC
Rain

JUL
20
1

AUG
21
1

SEP
24
1

OCT
26
7.5

NOV
27
19

DEC
26
31

°C = Average daily maximum temperature in Celsius
R = Average monthly rainfall in centimetres

Farafangana

Essential Information
Manafiafy
Tolanaro (Fort Dauphin)

Visa – British Citizen Passport Holders require a visa
Time difference – GMT+2
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UNIQUE EXPERIENCES
LEMURS

TSINGY

HISTORICAL CITIES

With around 100 species and subspecies found nowhere else on earth,
the searching for and viewing of
these magical primates proves to be a
highlight of any visit to the island. The
lemur species differ greatly in size and
behaviours, with the smallest mouse
lemurs no bigger than a thumb and the
largest Indri lemurs reaching the size of
a small child. Some, such as the aye aye,
are nocturnal, and may be spotted on
guided night walks; the Coquerel’s sifaka
bounces upright like a mini kangaroo.

These pinnacles of limestone are a
spectacular sight. Ground water has
eroded the limestone plateaus to create
‘forests’ of towering limestone needles.
Found in the north and west of the
country, their relative inaccessibility
(‘tsingy’ translates as ‘where one
cannot walk barefoot’) means that
plant and animal species are still being
discovered. The Bemaraha Tsingy have
received UNESCO World Cultural
Heritage status while the Red Tsingy
have remarkable shapes and colours.

Many of Madagascar’s cities bear
witness to an intriguing past. The Old
Town of Fianarantsoa is a Protected
Area of Historical and Architectural
Interest. The urban architecture has
been restored in the original style, its
traffic-free narrow lanes and jumble
of houses exhibiting a certain retrocharm. The capital city, Antananarivo,
or Tana, was built on top of a rocky
cliff. The steep cobbled streets, stone
churches and colourful houses of the
Upper Town are a delight to explore.
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Clockwise from top:
Antananarivo, Ring-tailed Lemurs, Spices,
Ile Sainte Marie, Coquerel’s Sifaka Lemur,
Fish Nets in the Pangalanes Canal

CLASSIC MADAGASCAR
An introduction to this ‘continent on an island’, this tour includes visits to
National Parks, opportunities to see several different lemur species, some cultural
time in the capital and a tropical island.
TAILOR-MADE ITINERARY
The itinerary below can be enjoyed
as described, or it can be adjusted
to cater for your own preferences.
Accommodation choices will often be
governed by availability as in some areas
the options are limited. The services of a
driver/guide are included.
DAY 1
Fly from Heathrow to Paris and connect
with the flight to Antananarivo. On
arrival, transfer to your hotel for an
overnight stay.
DAYS 2-3
Set off by road heading east from
Antananarivo, with a visit to Madagascar
Exotic, a butterfly and reptile farm, en
route to Andasibe for a 2 night stay. The
Andasibe-Mantadia National Park is a
remarkable rainforest made up of two
protected areas. In the Mantadia Park
there are 14 species of lemur, including
the aye aye lemur, and the Madagascar
chameleon. The park has hundreds of
species of orchids, some very rare, ferns

and walking trails through the dense
forest. A visit to Vakona’s Lemur Island
and an unforgettable night walk in the
Voimma Reserve are included.
DAY 4
Visit the Analamazaotra Reserve, the
second part to the Andasibe-Mantadia
Park and home to the Indri lemur, one
of the largest living lemurs with a loud,
distinctive call. The journey continues
with a boat trip along the Pangalanes
Canal to Akanin’ny Nofy on the shores of
Lake Ampitabe for an overnight stay and
a nocturnal aye aye lemur walk.
DAY 5
Visit the Palmarium Reserve,
a private reserve and botanical garden on
the banks of the Pangalanes Canal, with
reptiles and several species of lemur,
including Coquerel’s sifaka. Continue by
boat to Toamasina for an overnight stay.
DAYS 6-8
Take the ferry across to the tropical

island of Sainte Marie for a 3 night
stay. Relax by the pool or on palmfringed beaches – the island is peaceful
and unspoilt. Activities (local charges
apply) include snorkelling among the
coral reefs, diving, hiking and mountain
biking, canoeing or exploring the island
on a quad bike or 4x4. During July
and August, humpback whales may be
spotted as they migrate offshore.
DAY 9
Fly to Antananarivo for a final night.
DAY 10
Explore the Upper, Middle and Lower
Towns of Antananarivo with its Frenchstyle colonial buildings and bustling
markets before an evening transfer to
the airport for the late overnight flight to
Paris.
DAY 11
Connect with the flight to Heathrow.
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FORESTS
& BEACHES
An exploration of the south east, from sacred spiny
forests to white sandy beaches.
DAY 1 – Fly via Paris to Antananarivo, overnight stay.
DAYS 2-5 – Fly down to Fort Dauphin on the south east
coast. Visit the sacred Antandroy Spiny Forest, a haven for
birds and lemurs. Camp activities include day and night
forest walks, drives or a visit to the nomadic Antandroy
tribe. 4 nights at Mandrare River Camp.
DAYS 6-9 – Transfer to Manafiafy on the coast and enjoy
snorkelling, canoeing, boat trips and day or night forest
walks to see different lemur species and other wildlife.
Whales may be spotted from the watchtower (Jun-Dec). 4
nights at Manafiafy Beach and Rainforest Lodge.
DAY 10 – Drive back to Fort Dauphin and fly to
Antananarivo, overnight stay.
DAYS 11-12 – A city tour of the island’s capital, then an
overnight flight back via Paris.

CULTURE TRAIL
This tour travels along the RN7 ‘Craft Route’,
visiting local artisans and national parks.
DAY 1 – Fly via Paris to Antananarivo, overnight stay.
DAY 2 – Visit the aluminium craftsmen at Ambatolampy
en route to Antsirabe, a spa town with thermal springs and
colourful rickshaws. Overnight stay.
DAY 3 – See the Tanala woodcarvers en route to
Ranomafana with a nocturnal walk in the park.
DAY 4 – Visit Ranomafana National Park, home to 12 lemur
species including the bamboo lemurs, then to Fianarantsoa
for a city tour and overnight stay.
DAYS 5-6 – See ring-tailed lemurs in Anja Reserve and
hand-dipped Antemoro paper en route to Ranohira for 2
nights. Explore unique sandstone formations in Isalo Park.
DAY 7 – South via the Zombitse Reserve with its wildlife,
plants and 8 lemur species to Toliara for a night.
DAYS 8-9 – Continue to the Ifaty area for 2 nights by the sea.
DAY 10 – Fly to Antananarivo, overnight stay.
DAYS 11-12 – City tour, overnight flight back via Paris.
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SOUTH MADAGASCAR

SOUTH MADAGASCAR

PRIVATE ISLAND

MANDRARE
RIVER CAMP

MANAFIAFY BEACH &
RAINFOREST LODGE

CONSTANCE
TSARABANJINA

On the banks of the Mandrare River
surrounded by sacred forests, this rustic
lodge offers an insight into southern
Madagascar’s culture and wildlife.

A secluded bay on the forest’s edge,
beach and wildlife explorations, even a
sleep out on a private island – this is a
real escapist’s idyll.

A private island surrounded by soft sands
and turquoise waters where you can even
catch your own fish for dinner: barefoot chic
at its finest.

*
*
*
*
*

6 tents on platforms with river views
Main lodge with pool
Day and night walks and drives
5 species of lemur
Meet the Antandroy tribe

*
*
*
*
*

5 thatched rooms with beach access
Whale watching in season (Jun-Nov)
Day and night rainforest walks
See lemurs and chameleons
Boat trips through mangroves

*
*
*
*
*

25 beach villas
Beach restaurant
Snorkels, catamarans and kayaks
PADI dive instructors
Boat or helicopter transfer from Nosy Be

NORTH WEST MADAGASCAR

ANDASIBE

SAINTE MARIE ISLAND

ANJAJAVY LODGE
& RESERVE

VAKONA FOREST
LODGE

PRINCESSE BORA
LODGE & SPA

A private nature reserve, home to native
Madagascan wildlife including 7 species
of lemur, with baobabs, coral tsingys and
a Relais & Châteaux lodge.

Feel truly immersed in nature at
this simple eco-lodge on the edge of
Andasibe National Park, surrounded by
trees and overlooking a lake.

A nature resort on the tropical island of
Sainte Marie, just off Madagascar’s east
coast, with a rum distillery and a range of
activities (some local charges apply).

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

24 sea-facing villas set along the beach
7 secluded creeks to explore
20 metre infinity pool
Day and night forest walks to see the
local wildlife
* Canoeing and snorkelling

28 Malagasy-style bungalows
Swimming pool
Nature trails in the grounds
Canoeing and horse riding
(charges apply)
* Lemur encounters on Indri Island

20 villas made from natural materials
Restaurant and beach bar
25 metre pool
Diving, snorkelling and kayaking
Island explorations by quad, motor or
mountain bike

EAST AFRICA
The Serengeti and the Masai Mara together form one of the greatest natural
wildlife areas of the world; endangered primates inhabit the rainforests of
Uganda and Rwanda. This whole region offers spectacular wildlife viewing
amid breath-taking scenery.
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TANZANIA
Tanzania’s game viewing experiences are widely regarded as some of the best
in Africa. Three World Heritage Sites host wildlife spectacles – the beautiful
Ngorongoro Crater, the Serengeti Plains and, in the south, the massive, untamed
Selous Game Reserve. Dominating the border area with Kenya, Mount
Kilimanjaro is, at 5,895 metres, the highest point on the continent.
HIGHLIGHTS
Some 20 kms across and 600 m deep,
the Crater has the greatest concentration
of wildlife in Africa, including the highest
density of lions and predators.

NGORONGORO CRATER

two reserves are justifiably included
in many itineraries – Lake Manyara
at the foot of the Great Rift Valley and
Tarangire with its wildlife-rich grassland,
floodplains and large herds of elephants.

its beautiful coastline, resort hotels and
Stone Town. The islands of Pemba and
Mafia are less developed with sandy
beaches and outstanding snorkelling and
diving.

THE SERENGETI

SELOUS AND RUAHA

THE GREAT MIGRATION

This park has reached almost mythical
status as the place to see the annual
migration of hundreds of thousands of
animals. Subject to conditions, a hot
air balloon ride provides a whole new
perspective on the incredible scenes
below.

The remote Selous Game Reserve is
the largest in the world and is often
combined with Ruaha, Tanzania’s largest
National Park, offering a different take
on a wildlife safari, away from the busier
northern circuit.

ISLANDS AND BEACHES

Zanzibar, Pemba and Mafia offer island
escapes and post-safari relaxation. The
Spice Island of Zanzibar is known for

LAKE MANYARA AND
TARANGIRE

Between Arusha and Ngorongoro, these

Lake
Victoria

The migrating wildebeest and zebra
follow the rains so their precise
movements are unpredictable. The usual
cycle is as follows: Nov to May, herds
gather on the Serengeti; May to June
they head to the western corridor; Jun to
Aug, herds flow into the Mara in Kenya;
Sep to Nov, they head back into the
eastern Serengeti.

Tarime
Masai Mara

Serengeti
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Crater
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Climate
ºC
Rain

JAN
33
7.5

FEB
33
7.5

MAR
32
12.5

APR
29
22

MAY
27
7.5

JUN
26
2

ºC
Rain

JUL
26
0

AUG
27
0

SEP
29
0

OCT
31
2

NOV
32
12.5

DEC
32
10

°C = Average daily maximum temperature in Celsius
R = Average monthly rainfall in centimetres

Essential Information
MOZAMBIQUE

Visa – British Citizen Passport Holders require a visa
Time difference – GMT+3
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UNIQUE EXPERIENCES
FLY CAMPING

FOLLOW THE HERDS

SLEEP UNDER WATER

Sleeping under the stars is a thrilling
experience. Add to that the sounds
of the African bush and the warm
sands of a dry river bed and you have
an unforgettable experience. Fly
tents may be nothing more than a
simple mosquito net, allowing for an
unobstructed view of the clear, starry
skies. Bedrolls, bucket showers, a
campfire and an exceptional guide are
all that is required for this close-tonature experience.

The Serengeti is vast and animal
movements, along with the rains, are
unpredictable, so a sighting of the
Great Migration is never guaranteed.
To increase the chances, consider a
mobile camp. These camps anticipate
the movements of the wildebeest herds
and move around the park, thereby
ensuring that you are never far from the
action. The camps are fully equipped
with comfortable tents, bucket showers
and mess tent.

A unforgettable, once-in-a-lifetime
experience. Head out by boat to
your ‘room’ for the night – a threelevel floating platform anchored just
offshore. At sea level, there is a landing
deck with a lounge area and bathroom.
A ladder leads to the roof, with a
deck for sun bathing by day and star
gazing by night. Under water, there
is a bedroom with big glass windows
revealing the colourful secrets of the
ocean, illuminated by spotlight at night.
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Clockwise from top:
Ngorongoro Crater, Giraffe, Elephants in
Tarangire, Tree Climbing Lion, Wildebeest,
Zanzibar Beach

CLASSIC TANZANIA
This safari combines some of the finest game viewing destinations in Tanzania
– the World Heritage Sites of the Ngorongoro Crater and the Serengeti National
Park – with a stay on magical Zanzibar.
ESCORTED TOUR ITINERARY
The itinerary can be enjoyed exactly as
described below or it can be adjusted
at any point to cater for your own
preferences. It can be done as a private
tour with a driver/guide in your choice
of accommodation or as part of a small
group on scheduled departure dates (up
to day 8).
DAY 1
Fly to Amsterdam (London and regional
flights available) then onto Kilimanjaro
Airport. Transfer on arrival to Arusha
for an overnight stay.

Manyara National Park, one of
Tanzania’s smaller parks, famed for the
alkaline lake that attracts huge numbers
of flamingos during the rainy season.
After lunch, drive north west through the
highlands and coffee plantations to the
vast plains of the Serengeti. Stay in the
park for 2 nights on safari. Depending on
the time of year and the location of your
chosen lodge or camp you may witness
the spectacle of the Great Migration.

DAY 2
A morning to relax at your lodge or
hotel before meeting with your driver/
guide. Head off to Lake Manyara for an
overnight stay.

DAYS 5-6
Drive to the Ngorongoro Crater for a 2
night stay. Here a tour highlight awaits,
as you descend 2,000 feet into the crater
for a day of game viewing on the crater
floor, a diverse area with several distinct
habitats from forests and swamps to
lakes and open grassland.

DAYS 3-4
Enjoy a morning game drive in Lake

DAY 7
Drive to Tarangire National Park for

an overnight stay. Head into the park
in the afternoon, in search of the large
herds of elephants for which the park is
renowned, and other game.
DAYS 8-12
Return to Arusha, leave your guide and
fly to Zanzibar for 5 nights on the Spice
Island. Choose a resort or hotel that
suits – there are some suggestions on
the following pages – and enjoy some
relaxation. Watersports are available,
including diving, as well as cultural tours
to Stone Town, the spice market and
Jozani Forest, where you may spot the
red colobus monkeys.
DAY 13
Fly to Nairobi for the overnight flight to
Amsterdam.
DAY 14
Arrive back in the UK.
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TANZANIA BY AIR
A fly-in safari around Tanzania’s northern
parks using an executive plane kitted out for
maximum comfort.
DAY 1 – Fly via Amsterdam to Kilimanjaro airport and
transfer to Arusha. 1 night at Arusha Coffee Lodge.
DAYS 2-3 – After a tour of the coffee plantation and lunch,
fly to Tarangire National Park and enjoy game drives, a
Masai village visit and sundowners. 2 nights at Tarangire
Treetops.
DAYS 4-5 – A morning game drive in Tarangire, then
fly to the Ngorongoro area. Spend a full day exploring
the crater with a picnic lunch on the crater floor. 2 nights at
The Manor.
DAYS 6-8 – Enjoy the Manor’s activities, including horse
riding, cycling or a massage, then fly to the Serengeti for
an exceptional safari experience. 3 nights at Serengeti
Pioneer Camp or Serengeti Migration Camp.
DAYS 9-10 – Fly back to Arusha, transfer to Kilimanjaro for
the return flight via Amsterdam.

A FAMILY
ADVENTURE
With the services of a driver/guide, this itinerary
is an enjoyable experience for the whole family.
DAY 1 – Fly via Amsterdam to Kilimanjaro airport and
transfer to Arusha for an overnight stay.
DAYS 2-3 – Head off with your driver/guide to Karatu, a
hilly area filled with coffee plantations, and conveniently
placed for visiting both the Ngorongoro Crater and Lake
Manyara. Stay for 3 nights at Gibbs Farm, children
typically love the working farm experience.
DAYS 5-7 – Drive into the Serengeti for an unforgettable
safari experience. Stay in your chosen lodge or camp for 3
nights.
DAYS 8-12 – Fly on to the island of Zanzibar and your
chosen resort, for 5 nights.
DAYS 13-14 – Fly to Nairobi and take the overnight flight
home via Amsterdam.
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TANZANIA SAFARI
ADVENTURE
Experience Tanzania and its wildlife on a
private mobile camping safari where you and
your party are the only guests.
DAYS 1-2 – Fly overnight to Nairobi, then on to Kilimanjaro
and transfer to Arusha for the night.
DAYS 3-4 – Meet with your driver/guide and drive to your
private camp in Tarangire National Park for 2 nights under
canvas in a walk-in tent with beds and en suite facilities.
DAY 5 – Drive to Lake Manyara for an overnight stay in a lodge.
DAYS 6-8 – Drive on to the Serengeti for 3 nights in your private
camp. Explore the park at your own pace with your guide.
DAY 9 – Continue to Ngorongoro Crater for an overnight stay
in a lodge.
DAYS 10-11* – Drive back to Kilimanjaro, fly to Nairobi and
take the overnight flight home via Amsterdam. *On day 10, you
could extend your stay and relax on one of Tanzania’s islands.

SOUTHERN SAFARI
The truly spectacular and enormous Selous Game
Reserve and the rarely visited Ruaha National
Park are Tanzania’s southern secrets.
DAY 1 – Fly via Amsterdam to Dar-es-Salaam, transfer to
your hotel for an overnight stay.
DAYS 2-4 – A light aircraft flight to Selous and your chosen
camp for a 3 night stay. This vast reserve (Africa’s largest and
a designated UNESCO World Heritage Site) retains a feeling
of true African bushveld – explore it with experienced guides
by vehicle, by boat or on foot.
DAYS 5-7 – Fly to Ruaha National Park, Tanzania’s largest
national park, for 3 nights on safari. Relatively inaccessible,
game viewing in Ruaha is an exclusive and natural
experience, without the crowds.
DAYS 8-9 – Fly to Dar-es-Salaam for the evening flight back
via Amsterdam. Alternatively, on day 8, fly to Zanzibar for a
few days of beachside relaxation.
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TARANGIRE,
LAKE MANYARA
& NGORONGORO
CRATER
Along with the Serengeti, these
three National Parks make up the
Northern Circuit. Easily reached
by road from Arusha, Tarangire and
Lake Manyara often feature at the
start or end of a trip. Tarangire is
scenically beautiful, criss-crossed
by the Tarangire River, which draws
hundreds of elephants during
the dry season (Aug-Oct). Lake
Manyara’s alkaline lake attracts
thousands of flamingos during the
rains while Ngorongoro Crater,
measuring 20 kms across and
600 metres deep, has the greatest
permanent concentration of wildlife
in Africa including elephant, lion,
wildebeest and buffalo.

TARANGIRE

TARANGIRE

OLIVER’S CAMP

NIMALI TARANGIRE

Deep in the south of Tarangire, Oliver’s is
a reflection of African safari’s glory days,
where guests are encouraged to hear and
feel Africa.

A blend of contemporary style and
earthy colours characterises this stylish
tented camp in a private concession to
the east of the park.

*
*
*
*
*

10 en suite tents
Overlooking a floodplain
Day and night game drives
Guided walks
Fly camping can be arranged

*
*
*
*
*

6 tented suites with private deck
Lounge overlooking a waterhole
Boma and fireplace
Swimming pool
Walking and fly camping available

LAKE MANYARA

KARATU

KARATU

LAKE MANYARA
SERENA LODGE

GIBBS FARM

NGORONGORO
FARM HOUSE

A lodge inspired by its surroundings,
perched on the edge of an escarpment
with incredible views over Lake
Manyara.

Beautiful, mature gardens and coffee
fields give this working farm and
charming historical farmhouse a real
sense of place.

Set in a coffee plantation with views
across to the Oldeani volcano, the
farmhouse is well placed for visiting the
Crater and the tribes of Lake Eyasi.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

* 52 chalet-style rooms
* Colonial-style farmhouse with 		
thatched roof
* Lounge and restaurant
* Swimming pool and gardens
* Guided farm and orchard walks

67 rooms with views
Infinity pool
Pool bar and observation point
Restaurant and bush dining
Mountain biking and canoeing 		
(charges apply)

17 individually themed cottages
Farmhouse with incredible views
High tea and coffee roasting
Guided garden, farm and forest walks
Convenient base for Lake Manyara 		
and the Ngorongoro Crater
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THE SERENGETI
Serengeti simply means ‘open
space’, which is the perfect
description of the landscape, with
its vast plains interrupted by rocky
outcrops. Here is where you can
witness the extraordinary annual
Great Migration of wildebeest and
other grazing herbivores, a host of
predators following in their wake.
Subject to weather conditions and
location of your camp, there is
often an optional hot air balloon
ride available. Few experiences can
rival that of floating over the misty
savannah as the sun rises, watching
the animals below.

CENTRAL SERENGETI

CENTRAL SERENGETI

SERENGETI SERENA
SAFARI LODGE

KATI KATI TENTED
CAMP

High on a tree-clad ridge and inspired by
a traditional African village, the Serena
Lodge offers ringside seats for wildlife
spectacles.

A mobile camp, strategically located
to provide access to the plains and
delivering an authentic under canvas
camping experience.

*
*
*
*
*

66 rooms in 2-storey stone buildings
Panoramic views across plains
Infinity pool
Restaurant
Game drives available

*
*
*
*
*

10 en suite tents
Mess tent
Indoor and outdoor dining
Appetisers around the campfire
Game drives available

CENTRAL SERENGETI

SERENGETI

NORTH SERENGETI

KUBU KUBU
TENTED CAMP

SERENGETI
UNDER CANVAS

LEMALA KURIA HILLS

Due to its location in the central
Serengeti, the park’s wildlife and natural
attractions such as the Masai kopjes and
Olduvai Gorge are within easy reach.

AndBeyond’s semi-mobile camp is the
ultimate in luxury camping, moving in
line with the migrating wildebeest to
ensure an exceptional experience.

A sophisticated and stylish lodge tucked
away amid the granite boulders and
kopjes of the less crowded northern
Serengeti, close to the Mara River.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

25 tents on wooden platforms
Modern African décor
Dining and living room tents
Swimming pool
Sunset drinks at the campfire

9 butler-serviced tents
Bucket showers and flush WCs
Chandeliers and sparkling silverware
Lounge and dining tents
Intimate and exclusive experience

15 glass-fronted tented suites
Each suite has a plunge pool
Pool and sun deck
Spa tent
Contemporary bar and lounge
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SELOUS & RUAHA
At 50,000 sq km, the Selous Game
Reserve is Africa’s largest reserve,
four times the size of the Serengeti
and a designated UNESCO World
Heritage Site due to the diversity of
its wildlife and undisturbed nature.
Ruaha is Tanzania’s largest National
Park. Its relative inaccessibility
means far fewer tourists than almost
any other area of East Africa. The
rewards of travelling this far are a
wild landscape with baobab-studded
hills and rocky escarpments,
playing host to excellent levels of
game including superb predator
concentrations and huge elephant
and buffalo herds.

SELOUS

SELOUS

RUFIJI RIVER CAMP

SIWANDU

The Selous’ Great Rufiji River attracts
a constant flow of animals coming down
to drink, offering a permanent show to
guests at the camp.

Situated within an open palm forest on
the shores of Lake Nzerakera, Siwandu
highlights the landscapes and abundant
wildlife of the Selous.

*
*
*
*
*

11 tents
3 suites with plunge pool
Restaurant with river views
Private dining on the riverbank
Game drives, walks and boating

*
*
*
*
*

10 octagonal tents with thatched roofs
Elevated dining area
Swimming pool and loungers
Panoramic lake views
Game drives, walks and boat safaris

SELOUS

RUAHA

RUAHA

SAND RIVERS SELOUS

RUAHA RIVER LODGE

JONGOMERO

With no front wall, the rooms at Sand
Rivers not only have exceptional river
views but also a tangible connection with
the sights and sounds of the bush.

Set amid natural kopjes on a stunning
stretch of the Great Ruaha River, you
often need go no further that your own
veranda to watch the wildlife.

This is a gloriously remote, secluded
camp in truly unadulterated Ruaha
wilderness – the nearest neighbours are
70 kms away.

* 8 stone and thatch rooms, some with
plunge pools
* Camp overlooks the Rufiji River
* Swimming pool
* Game drives, river cruise
* Fly camping available

* 24 spacious stone chalets
* 2 dining areas – riverside and atop
a kopje
* The only lodge in the park
* Game drives in open vehicles
* Fly camping available (seasonal)

* 8 tented suites on raised platforms
* Overlooking the Jongomero sand
river bed
* Stylish restaurant and bar
* Pool for cooling relaxation
* Game drives and walking safaris
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MAHALE MOUNTAINS & KATAVI
NATIONAL PARK
Tanzania’s western reaches may take some time to get
to but their remoteness is a huge part of the appeal. Trek
through the forested slopes of the Mahale Mountains,
rising to 2,462 metres above sea level, to observe
chimpanzees in their natural habitat or relax on Lake
Tanganyika’s sandy shores.
The Katuma River links three lakes in Katavi National
Park, the third largest park in the country. During dry
season, huge herds of buffalo and elephants are driven
to the dwindling water supplies so game viewing can be
spectacular. Combine both parks for a unique chimp and
game experience.

MAHALE MOUNTAINS

GREYSTOKE MAHALE
A remote and unique camp on the shores of Lake
Tanganyika, with open-fronted wood and thatch bandas
tucked into the edge of the Mahale forest.
*
*
*
*
*

6 bandas with lake views
Reached by boat along the lake
Mess area on the beach
Trek into the mountains in search of the chimpanzees
Dhow cruise, kayaking, fishing

KATAVI

KATAVI

KATAVI WILDLIFE CAMP

CHADA KATAVI

With hammocks on each veranda overlooking the Katisunga
plain and seasonal lake, great game viewing can take place
right from the tents.

Miles from anywhere and barely visible from the sky, this
simple yet stylish bush camp blends beautifully into the
natural surroundings.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

6 Meru-style, thatched roof tents on wooden platforms
Nestled among trees the camp blends with nature
Viewing lounge overlooking the plain
Two-storey communal area with bar and dining room
Game drives

6 open-fronted tents with bucket showers
Panoramic views across the Chada plain
Dining tent
Guided walking
Fly camping a speciality
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Clockwise from top:
View of Kilimanjaro, Snowy Hike, Summit

KILIMANJARO CLIMB
At 5,895 metres, Kilimanjaro is a severe test for anyone. There is a choice of routes to the
summit of different durations and severity – all are challenging yet achievable.

DAY 1 – Travel to Moshi at the foot of
Kilimanjaro for an overnight stay.
DAY 2 – A morning briefing with your
team then to Kilimanjaro National Park
where the trek begins. Walk through
rainforest to the Machame Hut. 3,100
metres, approx.5 hours walking.

Experienced guides will lead, escort
and encourage you throughout.
Accommodation varies according to
the route chosen and the level of trek,
from tents or huts on communal sites
with basic facilities to a private camping
option with upgraded facilities. A basic
level of fitness is required. The example
below describes the Machame Route –
flexible itineraries allowing greater time
for acclimatisation can also be arranged.

DAY 3 – Leaving the rainforest behind,
traverse the valley and ascend a steep
rocky ridge to the river gorge and the
Shira Hut. 3,658 metres, approx. 4 hours
walking.
DAY 4 – Continue past the Lava
Tower and the Arrow Glacier, reaching
4,876 metres before descending to the
Barranco Hut. 3,860 metres, approx. 6
hours walking.
DAY 5 – Walk along a steep ridge, past
the Barranco Wall to the Karanga Valley
and the Barafu Hut. 4,600 metres,
approx. 8 hours walking.

DAY 6 – Summit day. A very early start,
hiking in the dark to Stella Point then
on to Uhuru Peak, the highest point in
Africa – 5,895 metres, approx. 6 hours
walking. Once you have savoured the
moment, you will commence the descent
to Mweka Hut. 3,100 metres, approx. 5
hours walking.
DAY 7 – Back to the Mweka Gate,
approx. 4 hours walking, and transfer to
your hotel.
Extend your stay with a safari in the Serengeti
or fly down to Zanzibar, Pemba or Mafia
islands for a well-deserved rest.
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TANZANIA’S
ISLANDS
Lying just off the Tanzanian coastline is a collection of atolls and
islands, with rustic beach lodges, island hideaways and first class resorts.

HIGHLIGHTS
The turquoise waters brim with colourful marine life, deserted
sandbars beckon for beach picnics and in the local villages, the
ancient Arabic influences, Swahili cultures and traditions are
very much alive.
Zanzibar – the ‘Spice Island’ is the largest in the Zanzibar
Archipelago, characterised by beaches fringed by coral reefs
and palms – ideal for post safari relaxation.
Stone Town – Zanzibar’s cultural heart and UNESCO World
Heritage Site, with winding alleys, bustling bazaars, mosques
and ornate Arab houses.
Mafia Island – quiet and undeveloped, with sandy beaches,
boat trips to neighbouring islands or to look for whale sharks
and outstanding snorkelling and diving in the Marine Park.
Pemba – with primitive forests, hidden sandy beaches, lagoons
and unspoilt coral reefs, Pemba may feel far from civilisation
but it is beautifully close to nature.

Climate

Diving – exceptional dive sites for experienced divers; many
resorts offer PADI dive courses for beginners.

ºC
Rain

JAN
29
9

FEB
29
5.5

MAR
28
15

APR
27
40

MAY
27
25.5

JUN
26
7		

Watersports – sea kayaking, snorkelling, kite surfing, sailing
and dhow cruises can all be arranged.

ºC
Rain

JUL
26
5

AUG
26
4.5

SEP
27
5

OCT
27
9.5

NOV
28
22.5

DEC
28
19.5

Sleep under water – spend a unique night in a glass-walled,
underwater room surrounded by shoals of colourful fish.

°C = Average daily maximum temperature in Celsius
R = Average monthly rainfall in centimetres
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ZANZIBAR

ZANZIBAR

ZANZIBAR

PONGWE BEACH
HOTEL

BREEZES BEACH
CLUB

BLUEBAY BEACH
RESORT & SPA

The resort fronts onto the beautiful
white sands of a private cove on
Zanzibar’s east coast, with shallow
waters protected by an offshore reef.

This popular resort is set amid palm
trees and mature gardens, leading
directly to the sands of Bwejuu-Paje
beach.

A 4 star resort set in extensive tropical
gardens on the east coast and sharing 500
metres of beach with sister property, Sultan
Sands.

* 70 rooms and suites, with terrace
* Suites have large balconies with 		
loungers
* Main restaurant and choice of bars
* 2 intimate à la carte restaurants
* Diving, tennis, gym, pool

*
*
*
*
*

ZANZIBAR

ZANZIBAR

ZANZIBAR

OCEAN PARADISE

CHUINI ZANZIBAR
BEACH LODGE

ZAWADI

Landscaped gardens, mature coconut
palms and traditional thatched Makuti
roofs give a sense of place to this 5 star
resort on the island’s north east coast.

A stylish, 4 star lodge on the island’s
west coast, just 20 minutes from historic
Stone Town, with ocean views on all
sides.

Epitomising laid-back beach style,
Zawadi is a chic, intimate retreat, set
atop a cliff with steps leading down to a
private sandy cove.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

20 rooms, many beachfront
Sea view suites have plunge pools
Colourful Zanzibari furnishings
Infinity pool
Kayaks, paddleboards and mountain
bikes

92 rooms and suites
Large swimming pool
3 restaurants
Spa, sauna and fitness centre
Diving and watersports

12 thatched bungalows, 1 villa
Steps down to a private sandy cove
2 pools, spa and watersports
3 restaurants
Stargazing terrace

106 rooms and suites
Choice of bars and restaurants
Children’s Club
Oasis Spa
Centres for diving, recreation and 		
watersports

9 spacious, ocean view villas
Swimming pool
Beach and cocktail bars
Authentic Zanzibari cuisine
Jogging trail in the gardens
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ZANZIBAR

ZANZIBAR

ZANZIBAR - MNEMBA ISLAND

KILINDI

THE RESIDENCE

ANDBEYOND
MNEMBA ISLAND

Reached via a pathway through its own
private garden, each whitewashed
Pavilion guarantees privacy and a real
sense of being close to nature.

A sophisticated luxury resort, elegant
and contemporary in style, set on a mile
long beach in the south east corner of
Zanzibar.

A private island and barefoot luxury
paradise, reached by boat from Zanzibar,
encircled by crystal clear waters and
unblemished, soft white sands.

* 15 domed pavilions with plunge pools
and rainfall shower rooms
* Open to nature with ocean views
* Spa and 25 metre infinity pool
* Laid-back ambience
* On Zanzibar’s north-west coast

* 66 chic, spacious villas with
private pools
* Choice of dining venues
* Bicycles to explore the grounds
* Infinity pool and spa
* Kids Club and watersports

* 12 beachside bandas tucked into the 		
forest
* Thatched main area with lounge, bar
* Dine by torchlight on the beach
* Complimentary dives for certified divers
* Watersports and dhow cruises

ZANZIBAR

MAFIA ISLAND

PEMBA ISLAND

ESSQUE ZALU

POLE POLE

THE MANTA RESORT

The towering Makuti roofs of the main
building lend a real Zanzibari feel to this
contemporary hotel, perched on the cliff
on the north coast.

An eco-lodge on Mafia Island with a
reputation for good food and right on
the beach, ideal for exploring Mafia’s
underwater wonders.

A barefoot, back to nature resort on
arguably Pemba’s best beach, with a oneof-a-kind experience – an underwater
room positioned just offshore.

* 40 suites in the colourful gardens

* 7 bungalow suites surrounded by 		
coconut palms

* 16 garden rooms and seafront villas in
the main resort

* 8 spacious villas with private pools, 		
ideal for families

* Large verandas with daybeds

* Unique underwater sleep out

* All-day dining at Market Kitchen

* Pool and small spa

* Exceptional diving – 9 dive sites

* Spa and Kids Club

* Boat trips to nearby islands

* Daily spa treatment included

* Chic jetty bar and pool

* Diving available

* On northern tip of Pemba Island
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KENYA
Named after Mount Kenya or ‘Kirinyaga’, the mountain of whiteness, the
country straddles the equator and is bisected by the Great Rift Valley, with varied
and spectacular scenery from north to south. The choice of safaris in over 30
National Parks and Reserves is huge and takes in some of the iconic names known
to millions worldwide. The coastline is fringed with palms and beach resorts.
HIGHLIGHTS
MASAI MARA

Justifiably the most famous of Kenya’s
attractions, the Masai Mara is known
for the Great Migration, when each July
to September hundreds of thousands of
wildebeest and zebra migrate into the
reserve, a spectacular sight. Outside of
these months, there is excellent resident
game including elephants and lions.

Kilimanjaro’s snow-capped peak in the
distance.

Laikipia Plateau area with its sweeping
plains and gorges.

TSAVO WEST NATIONAL PARK

THE LAKES

NORTHERN KENYA

BEACH RESORTS

A beautiful mountainous wilderness,
wild and rugged with grassland,
scrubland, woodland and riverine
vegetation. In addition to the game
viewing, natural attractions include the
Mzima Springs and Shetani lava flow.

The country has many soda lakes
including Elmenteita, Nakuru and
Bogoria with its swathes of flamingos.
The fresh water Lake Naivasha is a
popular destination with its sporting and
leisure activities.

AMBOSELI NATIONAL PARK

To the south near the border with
Tanzania and dominated by Mount
Kilimanjaro, Amboseli is home to large
concentrations of game and is especially
well known for its elephant herds. It is
here that you are most likely to get the
iconic photograph of elephants with

Sibiloi
National
Park

To the north of Nairobi are a number
of game reserves and parks offering
excellent game viewing. Aberdare
National Park with its two famous
lodges, Treetops and The Ark; Samburu
set in a rugged, arid landscape; and the

From Diani in the south to Malindi
in the north, the Indian Ocean laps at
palm-fringed beaches with a number
of excellent hotels and resorts offering
snorkelling, diving, watersports and
relaxation, a perfect add-on to a safari.

ETHIOPIA

Lake
Turkana

Marsabit
National
Park

UGANDA

Mount Elgon

SOMALIA

KENYA
Laikipia Samburu
Reserve Reserve
Meru
Nanyuki
National Park

Kisumu

Lake
Nakuru
Lake
Elmenteita

Lake
Victoria

Mount
Kenya

Lake
Naivasha

Migori
Masai
Mara

NAIROBI

Amboseli
National Park
Mount
Kilimanjaro

TANZANIA

Tsavo
West

Tsavo
East
Voi

INDIAN
OCEAN
Malindi

Mombasa
Diani Beach

Climate
ºC
Rain

JAN
26
4

FEB
28
6

MAR
27
9

APR
25
13

MAY
24
12

JUN
23
3

ºC
Rain

JUL
22
1

AUG
23
1

SEP
26
2

OCT
27
4

NOV
25
11

DEC
24
8

°C = Average daily maximum temperature in Celsius
R = Average monthly rainfall in centimetres

Essential Information
Visa – British Citizen Passport Holders require a visa
Time difference – GMT+3
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UNIQUE EXPERIENCES
HORSE RIDING

MATHEWS MOUNTAINS

GIRAFFE MANOR

Kenya’s Chyulu Hills form a scenic
backdrop for horseback safaris. From
the stables at Ol Donyo Lodge, ride out
through the forest and onto open plains,
where you may encounter giraffe,
antelope, herds of zebra and the ‘big
tusker’ elephants for which the area is
renowned. Ride up into the volcanic
hills for views across to Kilimanjaro.
The horses are responsive, fun to ride
and at ease in their environment. Rides
can be arranged for all abilities.

Rising up from the desert, the Mathews
Mountain Range is different to almost
anywhere else in Kenya. Distinctive
forest covers the slopes providing
a unique habitat for wildlife. The
wonderfully remote, private Kitich
Camp nestles in a forest glade. Solarpowered, it has just 6 en suite safari
tents with the main lodge overlooking
the Ngeng River. By day, explore forest
trails with local Samburu guides and by
night enjoy the campfire ambience.

An undisputed highlight of a visit to
Kenya is a stay at the world-renowned
Giraffe Manor in Nairobi. This stately
boutique hotel is set in 12 acres of
private land where the resident herd of
endangered Rothschild giraffes roam
freely. This is a unique opportunity to
see this most majestic of creatures at
very close quarters – they may even
join you for breakfast or appear at your
balcony. Due to its popularity, very
early booking is essential.
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Clockwise from top:
Cheetah & Cub, Maasai Warrior, Beach,
Lake Nakuru, Saruni Samburu Camp, Gerenuk

CLASSIC KENYA
This journey has a wonderfully contrasting mixture of game viewing, scenery
and beach. Combining Mount Kenya, the Samburu Game Reserve in the
north, Lake Nakuru in the Rift Valley, the famous Masai Mara and the Indian
Ocean coastline.
ESCORTED TOUR ITINERARY
The itinerary can be enjoyed exactly as
described below or it can be adjusted
at any point to cater for your own
preferences. It can be done as a private
tour with a driver/guide in your choice
of accommodation or as part of a small
group on scheduled departure dates (up
to day 8).
DAY 1
Depart from London on the daytime
flight to Nairobi. Transfer on arrival to
your hotel for an overnight stay.
DAYS 2-3
After an early breakfast, head off with
your driver/guide on the journey north
to Samburu for a 2 night stay, passing
through some breath-taking scenery en
route. Further north, the mountains and
tea plantations are replaced by a more
arid and dusty terrain, with spectacular

views from the hillsides. Explore
Samburu’s open plains and desert
landscapes on game drives in search of
the Samburu Special 5.
DAY 4
Drive south into the forests of the
Aberdare Mountains for an overnight
stay and game viewing.
DAY 5
The journey continues to the
spectacular Lake Nakuru National
Park, arriving in time for lunch and
an overnight stay. The lake attracts
flamingos and the park is home to
black and white rhino as well as the
endangered Rothschild giraffe.
DAYS 6-7
Today you reach the world-famous
Masai Mara. Stay for 2 nights and

explore the park, renowned for its rich
wildlife. Depending on the time of year,
you may witness the huge herds of
wildebeest and zebra that come with the
rains (generally Jul-Sep), however the
Mara has abundant resident game year
round, with good elephant, cheetah and
lion populations.
DAYS 8-12
Drive back to Nairobi where your tour
ends. Fly down to Mombasa to your
chosen beach hotel for a few days of
relaxation by the Indian Ocean or enjoy
some of the many watersports on offer.
DAY 13
Fly to Nairobi for the overnight flight to
London.
DAY 14
Arrive back in the UK.
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KENYA BY AIR
A fly-in safari to three of Kenya’s key parks,
Amboseli in the south, Meru in the north and
the Masai Mara.
DAY 1 – Daytime flight to Nairobi and transfer on arrival. 1
night at Hemingways Hotel.
DAYS 2-3 – Board the executive Grand Caravan aircraft
for the flight to Amboseli National Park. Activities include
game drives and guided walks. 2 nights at Tortilis Camp.
DAYS 4-5 – Fly north to Mount Kenya and Meru National
Park. Enjoy game drives and sundowners or a relaxing
massage. 2 nights at Elsa’s Kopje.
DAYS 6-7 – A morning at leisure followed by a 90 minute
flight into the heart of the Masai Mara and a stay in a tented
camp, with game drives in the reserve and a Masai village
visit. 2 nights at Sand River Masai Mara.
DAYS 8-9 – A bush breakfast and game drive, then return
flight to Nairobi after lunch to connect with the overnight
flight home.

A FAMILY
ADVENTURE
A classic safari and beach itinerary combining
the Masai Mara and the spice isle of Zanzibar.
DAY 1 – Overnight flight to Nairobi.
DAYS 2-5 – Transfer on arrival to Wilson airport for the
light aircraft flight to the Masai Mara. There are a number
of lodges and camps that cater expertly for families, with
well-designed family suites/tents and activities to suit all
ages, from game drives to learning how to make beaded
bracelets with the local Maasai. We are happy to make
recommendations.
DAYS 6-10 – Fly back to Nairobi and if time permits visit
the Elephant or Giraffe Sanctuaries before flying down to
Zanzibar and your chosen hotel for 5 nights – most have
excellent Kids’ Clubs with organised activities. Relax on the
beach or by the pool or visit the Jozani Forest in search of
red colobus monkeys.
DAYS 11-12 – Fly to Dar-es-Salaam for the overnight flight
back via Amsterdam.
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KENYA ADVENTURE
SAFARI
A personalised walking safari in the Mara, with
an overnight stay in a fly camp, a true wilderness
experience.
DAY 1 – Daytime flight to Nairobi, transfer to your hotel for an
overnight stay.
DAYS 2-3 – Fly to the Mara’s Naibosho Conservancy and enjoy
game drives and night drives. 2 nights at Kicheche Valley.
DAY 4 – In the afternoon, head off with your Maasai guide for
a trek across beautiful valleys, stopping to observe the wildlife
you encounter. You will walk for approx. 4 hours, though this
can be tailored to suit. A highlight of the itinerary is the fly camp
experience – dome tents, bush shower, long drop WC and meals
enjoyed al fresco around the open campfire.
DAYS 5-6 – Continue your walk, arriving in the Olare Motorogi
Conservancy for lunch (approx. 5 hours). Enjoy game drives in
this scenic area. 2 nights at Kicheche Bush Camp.
DAYS 7-8 – Fly to Nairobi for the overnight flight back.

EXPLORE
EAST AFRICA
This small group tour (Sunday departures)
combines highlights from both Kenya and
Tanzania for an extraordinary adventure.
DAY 1 – Daytime flight to Nairobi and transfer to your hotel.
DAYS 2-3 – Journey by road to the Masai Mara for 2 nights
on safari.
DAY 4 – Drive across the Rift Valley floor to Lake Nakuru for
an overnight stay.
DAYS 5-6 – To Lake Naivasha for a boat ride, then via Nairobi to
Amboseli National Park at the foot of Kilimanjaro for 2 nights.
DAY 7 – Cross into Tanzania. After lunch in Arusha, continue
to Lake Manyara for a night.
DAYS 8-9 – A game drive in Manyara then to the Serengeti for
2 nights.
DAYS 10-11 – Drive on to Ngorongoro Crater for a 2 night stay
and a full day in the crater.
DAY 12 – To Tarangire National Park for a final night on safari.
DAYS 13-14 – Fly back from Kilimanjaro via Nairobi overnight.
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MASAI MARA NATIONAL
RESERVE
There are over 30 National Parks in Kenya – this is,
without doubt, the most famous. Game viewing in the
park, and in the well-managed conservancies which
surround it, is exceptionally good throughout the year.
However, a highlight for many is the period between July
and September when, dependent on the earlier rains,
some 2.5 million wildebeest and zebra migrate into
the reserve, followed closely by the big cats and other
predators.

MASAI MARA

MARA SERENA SAFARI LODGE

Camps and lodges are located either within the National
Reserve or in the conservancies that border it. The Masai
Mara is usually best visited by air from Nairobi and a
combination of two or three camps over at least five nights
is recommended.

Laid out in the style of a traditional Maasai Manyatta, the
Serena perches on a hill at the heart of the Masai Triangle
with uninterrupted views of the plains.
* 74 rooms, each with a view
* Dining room
* Swimming pool and sundeck
* Spa and gym
* Family-friendly lodge

MARA - CONSERVANCY

MASAI MARA

REKERO CAMP

GOVERNORS’ COLLECTION

A classic safari camp with a fresh, modern look and an
enviable location on the Talek River, just 150 metres from a
known wildebeest crossing point.

A trio of traditional, tented camps, each close to or on the
banks of the Mara River, in an area well known for its prolific
game and lion prides.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

9 tents with bucket showers
Private verandas with daybeds
Lounge and dining area
Bush breakfasts and picnics
Game drives

Governors’ Camp, 37 tents with river or plains views
Little Governors’ Camp, 17 tents overlooking a waterhole
Il Moran, 10 large tents set along the Mara River
Game drives and walking safaris
Hot air balloon trips (charges apply)
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MARA - CONSERVANCY

MASAI MARA

MARA - CONSERVANCY

PORINI MARA CAMP

MARA NGENCHE

KICHECHE MARA CAMP

A small, private camp in the Ol Kinyei
wildlife conservancy, offering a bush
camping experience without sacrificing
the necessary comforts.

An intimate camp where each tent is
tucked away in its own private ‘boma’,
with plunge pool, outdoor shower and
river views.

Set in a beautiful valley overlooking the
Olare Orok stream in the Mara North
Conservancy, this is a luxury bush camp in a
prime wildlife area.

* 6 safari tents with bucket showers
* On the banks of the Laetoli spring
* A full day game drive into the
Masai Mara
* Sundowners and night drives
* Bush breakfasts and walks

* 10 well-furnished tents
* Overlooking the Talek and Mara rivers
* In riverine forest within the
National Reserve
* Dining and lounge areas
* Game drives and bush breakfasts

* 8 comfortably furnished tents with 		
bucket showers
* Lounge tent with valley views
* Al fresco dining under the acacia trees
* Game drives and walks
* Cultural visits can be arranged

MARA - CONSERVANCY

MARA - CONSERVANCY

MARA - CONSERVANCY

ANDBEYOND KICHWA
TEMBO

SANCTUARY
OLONANA

MAHALI MZURI

A family-friendly camp with stylish
and contemporary tented suites in the
foothills of the Oloololo escarpment
overlooking the Mara’s plains.

The resident hippos in the Mara River
provide the African soundtrack that
accompanies a stay in this boutique
tented camp.

Clever, well thought out design ensures
that there is a stunning view from every
corner of Sir Richard Branson’s Kenyan
camp.

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

* 12 super-stylish tents
* Lounge and dining areas with
valley views
* Spa, pool and sundeck
* Game drives, bush dining
* In the Olare Motorogi conservancy

40 beautifully furnished tented suites
Rimflow pool with panoramic views
Tusker bar
Split-level dining area with
interactive kitchen
* Day and night game drives

14 spacious tents set along the river
Dining area with viewing deck
Swimming pool and spa
Game drives, bush dining and 		
sundowners
* Private concession on the Mara River
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LAKE DISTRICT,
LAIKIPIA &
SAMBURU
Kenya’s very own ‘Lake District’
lies north-west of Nairobi. The
soda lakes of Elmenteita, Bogoria
and Nakuru are most famous for
their swathes of flamingos, whereas
Lake Naivasha is popular for
sporting and leisure activities. The
equator runs right through the vast
Laikipia Plateau, where the wildlife
conservancies offer exceptional
game viewing and more endangered
species than anywhere else in
East Africa. The rugged Samburu
National Reserve, around 100 kms
north of Mount Kenya, is where Joy
Adamson raised Elsa the Lioness,
star of ‘Born Free’. The land is hot
and arid, home to some less familiar
species including Grevy’s zebra,
gerenuk and reticulated giraffe.

ELMENTEITA

NAIVASHA

LAKE ELMENTEITA
SERENA CAMP

LOLDIA HOUSE

A small tented camp on the shores of
the lake in a wildlife conservancy that
protects over 450 species of birds and
15,000 wild animals.

A beautiful spot to relax on the shores
of Lake Naivasha, with a colonial
farmhouse set in private grounds where
wild animals roam free.

*
*
*
*
*

25 tented rooms with private veranda
Dining area overlooking a waterhole
Swimming pool
Day and night game drives
Home to rare species, including the		
Rothschild giraffe

* 11 rooms in the farmhouse
and cottages
* Lounge and dining room
* Boat trips on the lake
* Game drives and guided walks
* Explore the neighbouring reserves

SAMBURU

SAMBURU

LAIKIPIA

SARUNI SAMBURU

ELEPHANT BEDROOM

OL MALO

An exclusive luxury lodge in 80,000
hectares of unspoiled wilderness, where
you may spot the ‘Samburu 5’ on game
drives or walks.

Shaded by palms on the banks of the
Ewaso Nyiro River, this small camp
embraces a vibrant safari style and
simple elegance.

Experience life on a working ranch
within a private game sanctuary on the
edge of the Laikipia Plateau, along with a
host of other activities.

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

6 villas, several suitable for families
2 infinity pools
Wellbeing Space
Hillside location with spectacular 		
views
* Day and night game drives

12 tents with plunge pools on the deck
Lounge and dining tent
Dine alfresco by the river
In Samburu National Reserve
Game drives, bush picnics and 		
entertainment by Samburu Warriors

4 rooms overlooking a waterhole
1 house for exclusive use
Family owned and operated
Safaris by vehicle, foot, horse or 		
camelback
* Treehouse sleep out available
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AMBOSELI, TSAVO
& BEACH RESORTS
Dominated by Kilimanjaro,
Amboseli National Park is where
you will see elephants and giraffes
crossing vast open plains with the
snow-capped mountain in the
background. The main Mombasa to
Nairobi highway splits Tsavo into
two. Tsavo East is predominantly
flat with dry plains, while Tsavo
West is more mountainous, dotted
with volcanic hills – game viewing
may be a little trickier, but the
wildlife is there in large numbers,
particularly elephants and lions.
The warm waters of the Indian
Ocean lap a palm-fringed coastline.
Many beaches are protected by
offshore coral reefs, which allows
for excellent watersports including
deep sea fishing and diving.

TSAVO WEST

AMBOSELI

KILAGUNI SERENA
SAFARI LODGE

AMBOSELI SERENA
SAFARI LODGE

A popular lodge in Tsavo West National
Park with Kilimanjaro as a backdrop,
where activities may include volcano
climbs and lava cave explorations.

With views across open savannah plains
to Kilimanjaro, this lodge presents
unlimited photographic opportunities as
the sun sets on the mountain.

*
*
*
*
*

56 rooms and suites
Thatched dining area
Terrace overlooking the waterhole
Pool and sundeck
Game drives available

*
*
*
*
*

92 rooms and suites
Freeform swimming pool
Dining area, lounge and bar
Fire pit for evening cocktails
Game drives available

DIANI BEACH

SHANZU BEACH

GALU BEACH

BAOBAB BEACH
RESORT & SPA

SERENA BEACH
RESORT & SPA

KINONDO KWETU

Set in tropical gardens on Diani Beach
this resort offers activities (some with
charges), a choice of dining venues and
regular entertainment.

Inspired by the winding lanes and
squares of a Swahili village, the Serena’s
rooms are dotted throughout the
colourful gardens.

Family-owned and operated, this small
boutique hotel is a warm and welcoming
home from home on Galu Beach, away
from the crowds.

* 234 rooms with pool, garden
or ocean view
* 3 swimming pools
* Wellness Club
* All-inclusive meal-plan
* Tennis, snorkelling, diving, fishing

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

164 rooms and suites
Swimming pool
Spa and health club
Choice of bars and restaurants, with
seafood specialities at Jahazi Grill
* On Shanzu Beach, north of Mombasa

Rooms in cottages and 2 villas
Family rooms available
Relaxed dining in various locations
Swimming pool
Horse-riding and watersports
(charges apply)
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UGANDA
Uganda is one of the very few places on earth where the endangered
mountain gorilla can be seen in its natural habitat and has become a
fascinating and rewarding place to tour.
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HIGHLIGHTS
A diverse and incredibly scenic land of mountains, forests,
rivers and grasslands, Uganda has some excellent wildlife areas
and a number of cultural and historical sites.
Mountain Gorillas – Bwindi Impenetrable Forest is home to
the endangered gorilla. Visitor numbers are strictly limited and
applicable permits must be obtained well in advance of travel.
Queen Elizabeth National Park – a huge park traversing the
Rift Valley and the equator offering wildlife viewing and scenic
drives. A boat trip on the Kazinga Channel linking two lakes is
a highlight.
Kibale National Park – famous for its chimpanzee trekking,
this park has 13 different species of primate and over 300 bird
species.
Murchison Falls – the most impressive waterfall in East
Africa where the River Nile crashes through a narrow gap. Visit
by boat or trek to the top of the Falls.
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°C = Average daily maximum temperature in Celsius
R = Average monthly rainfall in centimetres

Essential Information
Visa – British Citizen Passport Holders require a visa
Time difference – GMT+3
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Clockwise from top left:
Baby Mountain Gorilla, Waterbuck in Queen
Elizabeth Park, Crested Crane, Murchison Falls

CLASSIC UGANDA
An unforgettable tour that takes you into forests in search of chimpanzees and gorillas in their
natural habitat, along with game drives in Queen Elizabeth National Park and a visit to
Murchison Falls.
on foot for breath-taking views. 3 nights
at Baker’s Lodge.
DAYS 5-6 – A full day drive to Kibale
Forest. The following morning, you will
go on a chimpanzee trek. 2 nights in a
lodge or tented camp.

DAY 1 – Fly via Amsterdam to Entebbe.
Transfer to your hotel. 1 night Boma
Lodge, or similar.
DAYS 2-4 – Transfer by road with
your driver/guide to Murchison Falls
National Park, where the Victoria Nile
River explodes through a narrow gorge,
creating the magnificent Murchison
Falls. Included are game drives in the
park and 2 cruises, one to the foot of the
Falls and one to the delta for birding and
game viewing. Visit the top of the Falls

DAY 7 – Drive to Queen Elizabeth
National Park for game drives and a boat
cruise on the Kazinga Channel – see
elephants, hippos, Nile crocodiles and
spectacular birdlife. 1 night in a lodge or
tented camp.
DAY 8 – The game viewing experience
continues as you drive through the park
to the southern Ishasha sector. 1 night at
Ishasha Wilderness Camp.
DAYS 9-10 – A morning game drive
then on to Bwindi Impenetrable
Forest, where almost half of the world’s
population of endangered Mountain

Gorillas live among the steep, forested
hills. A highlight is the trek to observe a
gorilla family in their natural habitat. 2
nights at Buhoma Lodge, or similar.
DAY 11 – Drive to Lake Mburo National
Park. Activities include game drives and
a boat cruise on the lake. 1 night in a
tented camp or lodge.
DAY 12 – Drive back to Entebbe for the
overnight flight back via Amsterdam.
DAY 13 – Arrive in the UK.
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UGANDA
HIGHLIGHTS
A small group tour with scheduled departures,
incorporating gorillas, chimpanzees and game
viewing.
DAY 1 – Daytime flight via Amsterdam to Entebbe, transfer
on arrival. 1 night Boma Lodge, or similar.
DAYS 2-4 – Fly to Bwindi Forest. Trek to see the magnificent
Mountain Gorillas. Other optional activities include a forest
walk and cultural community visit (charges apply). 3 nights
Buhoma Lodge, or similar.
DAYS 5-6 – Drive to the Ishasha sector of Queen Elizabeth
National Park, for game viewing, sundowners and a visit to the
community project. 2 nights at Ishasha Wilderness Camp.
DAY 7 – A game drive and boat cruise on the beautiful
Kazinga Channel. 1 night at Mweya Lodge, or similar.
DAYS 8-9 – An early morning chimpanzee trek, then fly to
Entebbe for the overnight flight back via Amsterdam.

UGANDA
& RWANDA
A tailor-made itinerary combining chimp
and gorilla encounters in both these
neighbouring countries.
DAY 1 – Fly via Amsterdam to Entebbe. 1 night Boma
Lodge, or similar.
DAYS 2-3 – Drive to Kibale Forest for chimpanzee trekking.
2 nights in a lodge or tented camp.
DAYS 4-6 – Continue to Queen Elizabeth National Park for
game drives and a boat trip on the Kazinga Channel. 1 night
in the Kazinga area, 2 nights at Ishasha Wilderness Camp.
DAYS 7-9 – Drive to Bwindi Forest. Trek to see the
Mountain Gorillas. 3 nights at Buhoma Lodge, or similar.
DAY 10 – A long, scenic drive into Rwanda and Volcanoes
Park. 1 night at Mountain Gorilla View Lodge, or similar.
DAY 11 – A Mountain Gorilla or Golden Monkey trek (at
extra cost), then drive to Kigali. 1 night at Kigali Serena.
DAYS 12-13 – Fly to Nairobi, overnight flight via
Amsterdam to the UK.
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NEAR KIBALE FOREST

NEAR KIBALE FOREST

QUEEN ELIZABETH PARK

NDALI LODGE

KYANINGA LODGE

ISHASHA WILDERNESS
CAMP

Perched high on a hill overlooking a
crater lake and surrounded by banana,
vanilla and coffee plantations, this lodge
has spectacular views.

A beautiful lodge in a stunning location,
with Lake Kyaninga and the Rwenzori
Mountains as a backdrop and Kibale
Forest close by.

Located in Queen Elizabeth National
Park, wildlife may wander freely through
this wilderness retreat on the banks of the
Ntungwe River.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

8 thatched cottages
Main lodge with lake views
Swimming pool
Incredible birdlife
45 minutes from Kibale Forest

9 spacious log and thatch cottages
Main lodge with dining room
Pool overlooking the lake
Guided walks around the lake
Convenient base for chimp trekking

10 tented rooms
Private verandahs with river views
Thatched lounge and dining area
Bush breakfasts and sundowners
Southern Ishasha sector of the park

MURCHISON FALLS

BWINDI FOREST

BWINDI FOREST

BAKER’S LODGE

BUHOMA LODGE

BWINDI LODGE

A tranquil lodge on the banks of the
River Nile in Murchison Falls National
Park, surrounded by shady trees and
wetlands teeming with birds.

Set on forested slopes in the heart of
Bwindi’s verdant rainforest, this rustic
lodge is just a short walk from the gorilla
trek meeting point.

Overlooking Bwindi Forest and
surrounded by thick, lush vegetation,
this lodge is ideally placed for visiting
Bwindi’s gorillas.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

8 thatched suites with river views
Lounge, bar and dining area
Swimming pool
River cruises
Visit the famous Murchison Falls

10 individually designed chalets
Overlooking the forest canopy
Central lounge and bar area
Spa treatment room
One massage included

8 forest facing rooms
Each room has private balcony
Main lodge with panoramic terrace
Swap gorilla tales around the fireplace
Visit Bwindi Bar, a local project
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RWANDA
Known as the ‘Land of a Thousand Hills’, Rwanda is a country of great
diversity and outstanding natural beauty.

HIGHLIGHTS

Musanze

Volcanoes
National
Park

Renowned for its Mountain Gorillas, there are other areas to
discover too, with National Parks, stunning scenery, wildlife
and a warm and friendly people who have rediscovered mutual
respect and a love for life.
Mountain Gorillas – the undisputed jewel in Rwanda’s crown.
Treks take place daily in Volcanoes National Park but numbers
are strictly controlled and permits must be pre-booked.
Volcanoes National Park – in addition to the gorillas, the
park has Golden Monkeys, caves, nature in abundance and the
resting place of Dian Fossey, the pioneering primatologist.
Akagera National Park – this park offers an amazing variety
of birdlife and plains game with hippos and crocodiles in the
lakes and rivers. Lions have recently been reintroduced.
Nyungwe Forest – take a canopy walk through the forest or
trek to view chimpanzees and colobus monkeys.
Lake Kivu – Rwanda’s largest lake offers scenic drives,
lakeside resorts with sandy beaches, kayaking excursions and
even a brewery in Gisenyi.
Kigali – this clean and friendly city became the capital after
independence in 1962. Recent history is remembered at the
moving Genocide Museum.

UGANDA
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°C = Average daily maximum temperature in Celsius
R = Average monthly rainfall in centimetres

Essential Information
Visa – British Citizen Passport Holders require a visa
Time difference – GMT+2
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Clockwise from top:
Chimpanzee in Nyungwe Forest,
Topi in Akagera Park, Lake Kivu

CLASSIC RWANDA
This tour showcases the best that Rwanda has to offer from National Parks and game viewing
to lake cruises and cultural encounters. The tailor-made itinerary departs on Friday on
the direct flight from Gatwick to Kigali. Accommodation can be chosen according to your
preference, though many lodges are small and availability may be the deciding factor. Some of
our suggestions are on the following pages.
to Nyungwe Forest National Park for a
2 night stay and the opportunity to trek
chimpanzees or colobus monkeys in one
of Africa’s oldest rainforests.
DAYS 5-6 – Drive to Lake Kivu and
embark on a boat trip up the lake. Stay
for 2 nights in the resort town of Gisenyi
with its sandy beaches and palm trees,
with leisure time to relax on the lake.
DAY 1 – Fly overnight from London
Gatwick to Kigali.
DAY 2 – Transfer on arrival to your
central Kigali hotel for an overnight
stay. Take time to explore the city on a
guided tour, with a visit to the Genocide
Museum.
DAYS 3-4 – Journey south with your
driver/guide to Huye, the country’s
second city and intellectual heart for a
visit to the National Museum. Continue

DAYS 7-8 – It’s a relatively short drive
to Volcanoes National Park, home of
the Mountain Gorillas, where you will
stay in a lodge just outside the park
headquarters for 2 nights. Rise early the
following morning for an unforgettable
trek into the hills to observe a gorilla
family, from the chief Silverback and
black backs down to the newest arrivals,
in their natural habitat.
DAYS 9-10 – A full day driving through
beautiful, mountainous scenery to

Akagera National Park for 2 nights on
safari. The park is home to many large
plains game species such as elephant,
buffalo, zebra and antelope and primates,
including olive baboons and vervet
monkeys.
DAY 11 – Drive back to Kigali for a final
night.
DAY 12 – A day flight back to Gatwick,
arriving late afternoon.
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TANZANIA
HIGHLIGHTS AND
GORILLAS
A wildlife extravaganza, from Mountain Gorillas
to the plains of the Serengeti.
DAYS 1-3 – Overnight flight to Nairobi then on to
Kilimanjaro. Meet with your driver/guide and drive to
Tarangire for a 2 night stay in this scenic National Park,
renowned for its wildlife and herds of elephants.
DAYS 4-5 – Continue to the Ngorongoro area
for 2 nights and a fascinating day of game
viewing inside Ngorongoro Crater.
DAYS 6-8 – Into the Serengeti for three nights on safari.
DAY 9 – Fly to Rwanda, overnight in Kigali.
DAYS 10-11 – Drive to Volcanoes National Park
for 2 nights and a thrilling gorilla trek.
DAYS 12-13 – Overnight flight home via Amsterdam.

GORILLAS
AND THE
MASAI MARA
Tick off two bucket-list experiences in one
incredible trip.
DAYS 1-5 – Overnight flight to Nairobi then connect
with the light aircraft flight into the Masai Mara.
Spend 4 nights in the reserve in a camp of your
choosing, with daily game drives and activities. The
game experience here is exceptional year round,
with the added attraction of huge herds of migrating
wildebeest and zebra from July to September.
DAY 6 – Fly back to Nairobi and on to Kigali, overnight stay.
DAYS 7-8 – Drive through Rwanda’s hills to
Volcanoes National Park for 2 nights. Trek to
see the magnificent Mountain Gorillas.
DAYS 9-10 – Overnight flight home via Amsterdam.
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NEAR VOLCANOES PARK

NEAR VOLCANOES PARK

NEAR VOLCANOES PARK

MOUNTAIN GORILLA
VIEW LODGE

SABYINYO SILVERBACK
LODGE

BISATE LODGE

A simple, comfortable mountain lodge
constructed from local stone and thatch
on the foothills of Mounts Karisimbi and
Sabyinyo.

Sister lodge to the Governors Camps in
Kenya, this is a warm and friendly lodge
in the foothills of the Virungas with
incredible mountain views.

An exclusive, sophisticated and stylish
lodge nestled into the forested slopes of a
volcanic cone, with dramatic views across
to the brooding volcanoes.

* 41 chalets with sitting area and 		
fireplace
* Restaurant serving home cooked food
* Panoramic views of the volcanoes
* 15 minutes from the park entrance (for
gorilla treks)

*
*
*
*

8 stone cottages with outdoor veranda
Each with sitting area and fireplace
Main lodge with lounge and restaurant
Close to the park entrance
(for gorilla treks)
* Guided walks and mountain biking

* 6 spacious spherical rooms
* Each with private veranda and
central fireplace
* Main lodge with bar and restaurant
* Wine cellar
* 30 minute drive to the park entrance

AKAGERA PARK

NYUNGWE FOREST

NYUNGWE FOREST

RUZIZI TENTED LODGE

NYUNGWE TOP VIEW
HILL HOTEL

NYUNGWE HOUSE

A simply furnished camp linked by
wooden boardwalks and set among
swaying palms and fig trees on the shores
of Lake Ihema in Akagera National Park.

While the lodge itself might be quite
simply furnished, there can be no
doubting that the views of Nyungwe
Forest are breath-taking.

Set in a working tea planation on the
edge of the forest, this family-friendly,
first class lodge has undergone a
remarkable transformation.

* 9 en suite tented rooms each with 		
patio area
* Thatched dining area
* Deck with fire pit overlooking the lake
* Powered by solar energy
* Game drives and boat safaris

* 12 brick chalets
* East and west wings for sunrise
or sunset views
* Main lodge with restaurant
* Close to Nyungwe Park headquarters
* Comfortable base for chimp trekking

* 22 rooms in 6 wooden villas with 		
private decks and exceptional views
* Guided walks and bike rides
* Tea tasting experience
* Open-air spa treatments
* A One&Only Partner Hotel
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ETHIOPIA
The remarkable landscape provides a fascinating backdrop to a different Africa,
one of early civilisations, history, culture and archaeology. Walking in the
footsteps of ancient Egyptians, the Queen of Sheba and Haile Selassie, the last
Abyssinian Emperor, is an amazing experience. There are nine World Heritage
Sites in various locations with religion and power at the centre of their creation.
Ancient Christianity is still alive today among its friendly, warm people.
HIGHLIGHTS
LAKES AND MOUNTAINS

Tropical Lake Tana is not only the
country’s largest lake, but also the
source of the Blue Nile. Lake Chama
teems with fish, hippos and giant
crocodiles, separated from the brownish
Lake Abaya, Ethiopia’s second largest
lake, by an isthmus in Nechisar National
Park known as the ‘Bridge of God’
because of its outstanding natural
beauty. The Ethiopian Wolf, said to
number less than 500 in the wild,
inhabit the Bale and Simien mountains.

REMARKABLE CHURCHES
AND MONASTERIES

Lake Tana’s islands are populated

with churches and monasteries dating
back to the 14th century. Many are
beautifully decorated and several house
collections of important religious icons.
The rock churches of Lalibela are a
truly unique sight, while in Axum, the
churches of Saint Mary of Zion are
believed by many to house the ark of the
covenant.

ANCIENT CIVILISATIONS

Dating back over 2,000 years, Axum is a
World Heritage Site with a remarkable
collection of giant, engraved stone
obelisks, or stelae, each carved from
a single piece of granite in the style of
an Axumite House. Gondar, the 17th

century capital, has 6 fairy-tale castles
within the Royal Enclosure and the
beautifully decorated Church of Debre
Birhan Selassie.

FASCINATING CULTURES

Ethiopia’s villages are steeped in
customs and traditions. In southern
Ethiopia, the Mursi tribespeople insert
wooden and terracotta discs into their
earlobes, the womenfolk inserting them
into their lower lips too. In the Omo
basin, the colourful Hamar people wear
elegant leather skirts festooned with
tiny pearls and colour their hair with
red earth and butter.
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Visa – British Citizen Passport Holders require a visa
Time difference – GMT+3
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UNIQUE EXPERIENCES
LALIBELA’S ROCK CHURCHES

SIMIEN MOUNTAINS

RELIGIOUS FESTIVALS

Lalibela is classified as one of the
wonders of the world and is a sight that
should be included on any itinerary
to Ethiopia. Perched on an isolated
mountaintop are 11 monolithic
churches, mostly dating back to the
12th and 13th centuries. Many of the
churches were expertly excavated from
the pink granite rock in which they
stand and are comprised of labyrinthine
tunnels, crypts and grottos; others are
carved into the vertical rock face. Each
has its own architectural style.

A World Heritage Site and the
country’s most popular hiking
destination with spectacular
landscapes. The highest peak, Ras
Dejen, is the fourth highest mountain
in Africa, standing at 4,543 metres
above sea level. The mountains are
home to three endemic mammals:
Gelada Baboon, Walia Ibex and the
endangered Ethiopian Wolf, the only
wolf species left in Africa. There are
thought to be just 500 remaining in the
wild – sightings are rare but rewarding.

Religion plays an important role in
Ethiopian life and the festivals of the
Orthodox Church are often colourful
affairs. The festival of Timket
commemorates the baptism of Christ
with colourful processions and mass
baptisms. In the 4th century, drifting
smoke led Empress Helena to the
cross on which Christ was crucified,
celebrated today with dancing,
feasting and bonfires in the festival
of Meskel. Festival dates follow the
Ethiopian calendar.
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Clockwise from top:
Simien Mountains, Church at Lalibela,
Fresco in St Mary of Zion Church, Axum
Stelae, Church in Gondar, Ethiopian Wolf

CLASSIC ETHIOPIA
This private tour features some of the best historical attractions,
UNESCO World Heritage Sites and dramatic mountains in this
proud and ancient country.
TAILOR-MADE ITINERARY
Royal Palaces and monasteries, 900
year old churches, amazing people
and stunning scenery provide an
unforgettable experience. Hotels
used are the best of their type and are
adequate and comfortable. An English
speaking guide escorts the tour.
DAY 1
An evening flight from London
Heathrow to Addis Ababa.
DAY 2
Transfer on arrival to your hotel for an
overnight stay. After time to refresh,
take a guided city tour – Ethiopia’s
capital is the third highest capital in the
world, with wide avenues of jacaranda
trees, historical landmarks and one of
the largest open-air markets in Africa.
The tour includes a trip to the Entoto
Mountains.
DAYS 3-4
Fly up to Bahir Dar on Lake Tana, the
country’s largest lake, for 2 nights.
View the Blue Nile Falls and local
market. There are 37 islands on the
lake, of which 30 have churches and

monasteries of considerable historical
interest housing a vast range of well
preserved vibrant paintings – a boat trip
to explore is included.
DAY 5
Drive north through beautiful scenery
to Gondar, the 17th century capital, for
an overnight stay. Visit the castles in the
Imperial Castle Compound, the Bath
of Emperor Fasilides, where pilgrims
still bathe at Timket, and Debre Birhan
trinity church with its glorious murals.
DAY 6
Drive to the Simien Mountains National
Park, a UNESCO World Heritage
Site and home to indigenous Gelada
Baboons and Ethiopian Wolves. Trek on
the escarpment and admire the stunning
views, staying overnight in a nearby
lodge.
DAY 7
Fly to Axum, a city dating back over
2,000 years, for an overnight stay. Visit
historical wonders of World Heritage
status, including the Stelae Park, where
giant stelae resembling multi-storey

houses are carved out of single pieces
of granite, the churches of St Mary of
Zion, believed to house the Ark of the
Covenant, and ancient palaces, one
attributed to the Queen of Sheba.
DAYS 8-9
Fly to Lalibela for a 2 night stay. Here
there are 11 monolithic churches hewn
out of pink granite rock in the 12th
century, now classified as a wonder of
the world. Visit the churches, including
the cave church of Na’akuto La’ab, and
attend an evening coffee ceremony.
DAY 10
Fly back to Addis Ababa for a final
night, with free time in the afternoon
and a farewell dinner with traditional
Ethiopian music and dance.
DAY 11
Some time at leisure before transferring
to the airport for the overnight flight.
DAY 12
Arrive at Heathrow airport in the
morning.
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INDIAN
OCEAN
For many, the dream ending to an African holiday is to spend some
days relaxing on an Indian Ocean beach. Sunshine, clear blue skies
and soft white beaches: the perfect paradise.
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MAURITIUS
& REUNION

Set in the Indian Ocean some 2,000 kms off the east coast of Africa, Mauritius has many
excellent hotels, superb white sandy beaches and a myriad of activities for the visitor to
enjoy. The scenery is varied with the interior covered in lush vegetation and exotic flora.
The island and its people are known for their hospitality and friendliness. Just a short
flight away is Reunion, a volcanic island with dramatic cirques, mountains and incredible
scenery. Both combine well with an African adventure – or simply with each other.

HIGHLIGHTS OF MAURITIUS
BEAUTIFUL BEACHES

The east coast of Mauritius is laced with
emerald lagoons and beaches fanned by
the trade winds. It is a great area for kite
surfing and wind surfing. The beaches
on the west coast are protected from
the prevailing winds, their calm waters
ideal for snorkelling, water-skiing and
kayaking. Snorkelling at the Blue Bay
Marine Park is exceptional.

PARKS AND GARDENS

Explore botanical gardens and scenic
national parks, including Black River
Gorges Park where you can follow
trails inside the gorges or hike to the
plateau. Active outdoor pursuits such as
trekking, mountain biking, zip wiring and
canyoning can all be arranged.

ILE AUX CERFS

SEA EXCURSIONS

WATERSPORTS

HISTORY AND CULTURE

Just off the east coast, this little island is
a haven for watersports fans and beach
lovers alike, with stunning beaches,
restaurants and an 18 hole golf course. It
is a popular destination for a day trip.

Hotels and resorts offer a host of
watersports – generally, non-motorised
watersports are complimentary, with
charges applying for motorised sports,
though there are exceptions.

GOLF

The island has several golf courses, both
9 and 18 holes, some designed by leading
golfers such as Ernie Els, Bernhard
Langer and David Leadbetter.

Spend a day on a speedboat or catamaran
and explore offshore. Try sea kayaking,
swim with dolphins or scuba dive among
the colourful marine life. Many resorts
offer PADI dive courses.

The rich colonial history is evident
in museums and in the old colonial
mansions found on tea estates throughout
the island. The capital, Port Louis, has
a fort, a vibrant market and the oldest
racecourse in the southern hemisphere
(horse races take place during weekends
from March to December).
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Mahébourg

Essential Information
Visa – British Citizen Passport Holders do not require a visa
Time difference – GMT+4
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UNIQUE EXPERIENCES
SAFARI & BEACH

REUNION

CREOLE CUISINE

With direct flights from Johannesburg,
Cape Town and Durban, Mauritius
combines well with a safari or
touring holiday in South Africa, the
combination of safari and beach
being particularly popular with
honeymooners. Families might choose
an exclusive use safari home followed
by a villa in Mauritius or a familyfriendly resort. It is possible to fly into
South Africa and directly back to the
UK from Mauritius. Flights via Nairobi
link Mauritius with the Masai Mara.

Reunion Island is just 30 minutes
by air from Mauritius, yet a vastly
different experience. It is all about
nature and fabulous scenery, towering
volcanoes and magnificent cirques,
walking trails and scenic drives. Stay
up in the mountains or along the coast,
though don’t expect to find world class
resorts set on private beaches – here
the hotels are set on cliffs or tucked
into the hillside with beautiful views.
Combine with Mauritius for a twincentre island hop.

Food on Mauritius is a feast for the
senses, a real fusion of French, Indian,
Chinese and Créole flavours and
traditions. Spices such as saffron,
cinnamon and cloves are used along
with local fruits and fresh seafood, with
chillies for heat and coconut to lend
a subtle sweetness. There are many
Créole restaurants to choose from or
enjoy a cookery lesson and traditional
lunch with a welcoming Mauritian
family. Visit the rum distillery in
Chamarel for a taste of the local rum.

158 | Mauritius

NORTH COAST

SOUTH WEST

20 DEGREES SUD

LAKAZ CHAMAREL

Hidden by an old coconut grove at the mouth of Grand Baie,
this Relais & Châteaux hotel offers unique dining options: on
board a vintage boat or a private island.

Experience a different and very natural side to Mauritius at
this homely boutique retreat set in the hills and surrounded
by trees and topical gardens.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

36 rooms and suites, 2 with plunge pool
2 pools and spa
3 restaurants
Watersports
Free boat shuttle to Grand Baie

20 rooms and suites, suites have private pools
Restaurant
2 pools, sauna and wellness cabin
10 minutes’ walk to local village
Bike rides and nature walks

SOUTH COAST

NORTH WEST COAST

OUTRIGGER

MARITIM RESORT & SPA

This relaxed resort on the south west coast works well for
both families and couples, with a kids’ club, an adults-only
zone and a host of activities.

A popular resort in a private estate on the north west coast,
with exceptional snorkelling in the Turtle Bay Marine Park
right on the doorstep.

* 181 rooms and suites, including family rooms

* 212 rooms and suites

* 3 restaurants including an interactive kitchen
and fine dining

* Infinity pool with swim-up bar

* Toes-in-the-sand beach bar and rum shack

* Choice of restaurants from relaxed to refined, with Créole,
Asian and International menus

* 4 swimming pools and a spa

* Spa and relaxation pool

* Watersports including glass-bottom boat trips

* 9 hole golf, watersports and kids’ club
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WEST COAST

SOUTH COAST

SUGAR BEACH GOLF & SPA RESORT

TAMASSA

A lively resort on the sheltered west coast, with 500 metres of
white sandy beach, complimentary golf at the nearby course
and incredible sunsets.

A vibrant all-inclusive resort on the south west coast,
Tamassa’s offerings include beach movies, evening
entertainment and homemade ice creams.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

285 stylish rooms and suites with garden or sea views
5 restaurants and cafés
2 pools, spa and hammam
Kids’ Club and separate activity programme for teens
Extensive range of water and land sports

214 chic rooms
4 pools, spa and fitness centre
2 restaurants and the innovative Chef’s food truck
Kids’ and Teens’ clubs
Land and watersports, nightclub (not daily)

NORTH COAST

NORTH WEST COAST

MAURICIA BEACHCOMBER
RESORT & SPA

TROU AUX BICHES
BEACHCOMBER

A relaxed, family-friendly resort on the north coast,
overlooking Grand Baie and within walking distance of the
local restaurants and bars in the lively village.

A romantic resort on the north west coast where tropical
gardens dotted with chalet-style suites are fringed by a white
sandy beach and turquoise lagoon.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

226 rooms, including apartments, ideal for families
2 restaurants serving seafood and international cuisine
Pool and spa
Watersports and kids’ club
Evening entertainment most nights

306 suites, many with pools
27 pool villas with butler service
Mediterranean to Asian cuisine in 6 restaurants
Kids’ and teens’ clubs
Spa, land and watersports
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EAST COAST

EAST COAST

ANAHITA GOLF & SPA RESORT

LUX* BELLE MARE

With two golf courses and beaches, beautiful villas and
exceptional leisure facilities, there is something for everyone
at this stylish east coast resort.

A chic and fashionable, 5 star, all-suite hotel set in tropical
gardens on a spectacular white sand beach overlooking a
lagoon on the east coast.

*
*
*
*
*

Suites and villas, most with plunge pool or pool
Complimentary golf on 2 18 hole golf courses
Exclusive beach and restaurant on Ile aux Cerfs
3 pools, 5 restaurants
Spa, kids’ club (from 8 months to 18 years), watersports

*
*
*
*
*

174 suites and 12 pool villas
Large swimming pool and spa
4 restaurants including Chinese and Indian
Rum shack, beer academy and gin bar
Kids’ club, bicycles, land and watersports

SOUTH WEST COAST

EAST COAST

LUX* LE MORNE

CONSTANCE PRINCE MAURICE

Sheltered from the trade winds by the Morne Mountain
and facing west for the sunset, this is a romantic resort on a
magnificent beach.

Tucked away between a lake and lagoon and surrounded by
nature, this 5 star hideaway is a blissfully peaceful retreat on
the north west coast.

*
*
*
*
*

149 rooms and suites
4 pools and a spa
600 metres of beach
3 restaurants, including a modern Thai Kitchen
Watersports, including kite surfing

*
*
*
*
*

89 suites and villas
Infinity pool and spa
Golf included at 2 18 hole courses
3 restaurants, including a unique floating seafood restaurant
Kids’ club and leisure activities
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SOUTH COAST

REUNION ISLAND

PALM HOTEL & SPA

A short 30 minute flight from Mauritius, Reunion offers
a very different Indian Ocean experience. Much of the
island is a UNESCO World Heritage Site, the remarkable
landscapes unchanged since the island’s inception and
dominated by volcanic peaks, cirques and craters. Active
pursuits include a hike to Piton de la Fournaise, an active
volcano, and beautiful mountain walks from Cirque de
Cilaos. Scenic day tours and helicopter rides are available.
Stay along the coast or in the mountains.

A chic, stylish 5 star hotel on the south coast, perched on the
cliffs above Grand Anse Bay with Créole villas surrounded
by tropical gardens.

CILAOS

WEST COAST

LE VIEUX CEP

BLUE MARGOUILLAT

A charming, 3 star mountain lodge in the heart of Cirque
de Cilaos, with spectacular mountain views and a warm
Créole ambience.

On the hill on the island’s west coast, this 4 star, Créole-style
boutique hotel has a reputation for fine dining and beautiful
views of the Indian Ocean.

*
*
*
*
*

45 mountain-style rooms
Swimming pool
Restaurant
Excellent base for mountain walks
Panoramic setting

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

65 rooms and suites; 3 lodges on the cliff
2 pools, spa and fitness room
3 restaurants and a lounge/bar
Pathway down to Grand Anse beach
Whale watching from the terrace (Jun-Oct)

14 rooms and suites with sea views
Candlelit dining by the pool or on the terrace
Gastronomic menu
Swimming pool
Views over the bay of St Leu
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SEYCHELLES

Lying over 1,600 kms off the shores of East Africa are the 115 islands that make up the
Seychelles archipelago. Visitors come here for the peace, tranquillity and beauty of the
pearl white beaches and to swim and enjoy watersports in the clear Indian Ocean. Nature
takes priority here: the inner islands are covered in lush, tropical vegetation, with granite
boulders; the outer coralline islands are flat with coastal vegetation and coral reefs.

HIGHLIGHTS
MAHÉ

Home to the country’s capital city,
Victoria, and main airport, Mahé is the
gateway to the islands and a destination
in its own right. There are over 60
beaches and coves to explore, the area
between Anse Royal in the south east
to Anse Louis in the south west being
particularly beautiful. For motorised
watersports, head to Beau Vallon beach.
Inland there are forests and mountains,
waterfalls and jungles.

shallow turquoise seas and incredible
beaches that frequently feature on ‘Top
10’ listings. It also has the only 18 hole
championship golf course.

around, though there are some steep
hills. There are of course stunning
beaches. It is possible to visit for
the day, however it is better to stay
and unwind.

LA DIGUE

Step back in time on this charming,
relaxed island, the smallest of the three
main islands. There is no airport, so
access is only by boat, and just a handful
of cars – bicycles are used to get

PRIVATE ISLANDS

For a true castaway experience,
consider a private island resort. Denis
and North Islands are world-renowned
for offering an amazing level of comfort,
quality and service. They are wonderful
destinations for a few days escapism, or
pair them with a stay on a larger island
such as Mahé or Praslin.

PRASLIN

The second largest island in the group,
Praslin is much less developed than
neighbouring Mahé. Famed for the
Coco de Mer plants, it is very natural,
with a sleepy, laid-back atmosphere,
PRASLIN
LA DIGUE

Climate
Bel Ombre

Île Ste Anne

Beau Vallon
VICTORIA

Île au Cerf

Morne Seychellois
National Park

Port Glaud
Grand’Anse
Île Thérèse

MAHÉ
Anse Boileau

Anse Royale
Baie Lazare

ºC
Rain

JAN
30
28

FEB
30
26

MAR
31
16.5

APR
31
17.5

MAY
30
12

JUN
29
6

ºC
Rain

JUL
28
8

AUG
28
9.5

SEP
29
12

OCT
30
20

NOV
30
21.5

DEC
30		
28

°C = Average daily maximum temperature in Celsius
R = Average monthly rainfall in centimetres

Essential Information
Visa – British Citizen Passport Holders do not require a visa
Time difference – GMT+4
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UNIQUE EXPERIENCES
SEYCHELLES & SAFARI

ISLAND HOPPING

DIVING

The bush and the beach is an appealing
combination. There are flights from
Nairobi to Mahé so an itinerary taking
in the dramatic arid landscapes of the
Samburu in northern Kenya, followed
by a Big 5 experience in the Masai
Mara and rounded off with a week on an
idyllic Seychelles beach is a possibility.
There are also direct flights from
Johannesburg and via Dubai or Abu
Dhabi, giving plenty of touring options.

If time permits, then a stay on more
than one island provides a contrast as
each has its own charm and character.
Mahé will usually be the starting point,
before continuing by boat, light aircraft
or helicopter to one of the other islands.
Take an island hopping day trip from
Praslin to see the seabirds on Cousin
Island, the giant tortoises on Curieuse
or to sample the divine beaches on St
Pierre and Sister Islands.

The waters around the Seychelles are
like a living aquarium, teeming with fish
and marine life. There are numerous dive
sites and diving is possible throughout
the year, though the best months are
usually March to May and September
to November when the waters are
calm, warm and clear, giving excellent
visibility. The underwater environment
is diverse and the diving considered to be
among the best in the Indian Ocean.
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MAHÉ

MAHÉ

CARANA BEACH HOTEL

LE MERIDIEN FISHERMAN’S COVE

Inspired by the blue sea and lush jungle, the cool, calm
décor of this boutique hotel on Mahé reflects its very natural
surroundings.

Set on Mahé’s Beau Vallon Bay with views across to North
Island, this hotel is a pleasant fusion of modern design and
Créole touches.

*
*
*
*
*

40 chalets, 12 with plunge pool
Restaurant and beach bar serving local cuisine
Pool with beach cabanas
Relaxed bar and lounge
Spa and wellness centre

*
*
*
*
*

66 rooms and suites
2 restaurants, fine dining and French cuisine
Rimflow pool, watersports
Zen fitness and spa
Guided snorkelling tours

MAHÉ

MAHÉ

KEMPINSKI SEYCHELLES RESORT

BANYAN TREE

Surrounded by tropical vegetation, granite rock formations
and the azure waters of Baie Lazare, the Kempinski’s
location epitomises the Seychelles.

Some high on the hill, others closer to the beach, these
exceptional villas blend beautifully into their natural,
tropical surroundings on Mahé’s Intendance Bay.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

149 rooms and suites with forest, lagoon or sea views
Olympic-length swimming pool
2 restaurants, casual and fine dining
Watersports pavilion
Fitness centre, tennis and spa

60 Créole-style villas with private pool
Infinity pool
Award-winning spa
3 restaurants and 2 bars
Tennis, gym, snorkelling and botanical garden
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PRASLIN

PRASLIN

L’ARCHIPEL

RAFFLES PRASLIN

This boutique hotel nestles in manicured gardens at the
end of Côte D’Or Bay, on its own private beach reserved
exclusively for guests.

A luxurious resort, chic and contemporary in style, stretching
along 500 metres of white sand and granite formations on
Praslin’s Anse Takamaka beach.

*
*
*
*
*

32 cottage-style rooms and suites
2 restaurants serving International and Créole cuisine
Manicured gardens with meandering pathways
Freshwater pool
Watersports centre

*
*
*
*
*

86 villas with plunge pool outdoor space and balcony
3 restaurants including Asian and a Sushi Room
2 bars and rooftop terrace
2 infinity pools
Kids’ club, watersports and activity programme

LA DIGUE

DENIS

LE DOMAINE DE L’ORANGERAIE

DENIS PRIVATE ISLAND

Chic, stylish and zen-like, this is a collection of beautiful
suites and villas built from wood and natural stone, set into
the hill above the resort on La Digue.

A tiny island surrounded by protected waters that teem with
tropical fish and beaches where sea turtles come to nest:
Denis is an escapist’s dream.

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

63 villas, some with outdoor hot tub
2 restaurants and 2 bars
Infinity pool
Spa with panoramic views
Complimentary snorkelling gear and bikes

25 cottages and villas, spaced out for privacy
Restaurant dining and beach BBQs
Guided island nature tours
Snorkelling and kayaking
PADI dive centre
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DUBAI, ABU DHABI
& OMAN
Offering an excellent standard of hotels and service, almost guaranteed
sunshine and superb shopping, Dubai and Abu Dhabi have become popular
locations for stopovers to and from Africa, as well as destinations in their own
right. Oman offers a different experience, an insight into a fascinating culture
with splendid history and scenery.

Ras Al-Khaimah

QATAR

Dubai
Abu Dhabi

Al Fujairah
Sohar

HIGHLIGHTS OF DUBAI

UNITED ARAB
EMIRATES

Muscat

Jabal Shams

Nizwa

Burj Khalifa – a masterpiece of modern engineering at 828
metres tall. Visit the observation deck on the 124th floor.

SAUDI ARABIA

Hayma
Ras ad Daqm

Malls and souks – the gold and perfume souks of the old
town offer a traditional experience while the modern malls
even have an aquarium and indoor ski slope.
Water and theme parks – family fun for all ages.

HIGHLIGHTS OF ABU DHABI
Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque – with 80 domes, gold
plated chandeliers and the world’s largest hand woven carpet.
Saadiyat Island – pristine beaches, golf and the Louvre
Museum.
F1 thrills – at the Ferrari World theme park.

Salalah

Mountains and canyons – Jabal Shams, Oman’s highest
peak and the Grand Canyon.
Nature – huge expanses of desert dunes and green wadi oases
with cooling pools.

Mirbaj

Climate Dubai & Abu Dhabi
ºC
Rain

JAN
23
1

FEB
24
4

MAR
27
1

APR
32
1

MAY
37
1

JUN
38
1

ºC
Rain

JUL
40
1

AUG
41
1

SEP
38
1

OCT
35
1

NOV
31
1

DEC
26
2

Climate Oman
ºC
Rain

JAN
25
1

FEB
26
3

MAR
30
1

APR
35
2

MAY
39
1

JUN
40		
1

ºC
Rain

JUL
38
1

AUG
35
1

SEP
36
1

OCT
35
1

NOV
31
1

DEC
27		
1

HIGHLIGHTS OF OMAN
History and heritage – visit the museums, 17th century forts
and castles.

Sur

Wahiba Desert

OMAN

Desert dune safari – a thrilling drive over the dunes,
followed by an Arabian meal and entertainment.

Scenic flights – by seaplane, a wonderful way to appreciate
Dubai’s ever-changing coast and skylines.

Ibra

Wadi Bani Khalid

°C = Average daily maximum temperature in Celsius
R = Average monthly rainfall in centimetres

Essential Information
Visa – British Citizen Passport Holders require a visa
Time difference – GMT+4
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Above left to right:
Burj Khalifa & Dubai skyline, Desert Sunset

DUBAI
Dubai is a convenient gateway to many African destinations in this brochure, offering regional
departures throughout the UK. Stop for a day or two en route to Africa or stay for a few nights
on the way home for post-safari beach relaxation. The hotel scene is ever evolving – choose your
area depending on what you want to do and see. We can arrange stopovers of any duration, city
tours and sightseeing activities.
Deira/The Creek
The city’s original centre of commerce,
near the airport and convenient for
short stays. It has an established and
traditional feel, with wooden dhows
offering dinner cruises on the creek and
abras (local water taxis) ferrying people
across. Recommended hotels: Rove,
Sheraton, Park Hyatt.
Jumeirah Beach
A popular beach area with wellestablished resorts, sandy beach,
watersports and a waterpark.
Recommended hotels: Jumeirah Beach
Hotel, Madinat Jumeirah, One&Only
Royal Mirage, Burj Al Arab.

Palm Jumeirah
An artificial archipelago with a
continually expanding selection of hotels
and a monorail service to the mainland.
Recommended hotels: Atlantis,
Anantara, One&Only The Palm.

new Dubai Water Canal with convenient
metro links to Downtown and the
marina, a well-designed promenade
and The Atrium restaurant and
entertainment hub. Recommended
hotels: W, The Westin, St Regis.

Downtown Dubai
The area around the Burj Khalifa and
the Dubai Mall has its appeal, especially
for shorter stopovers being close to key
sights and shops. Recommended hotels:
Rove Downtown, The Palace, The
Address Boulevard.

Marina and Jumeirah Beach
Residence (JBR)
A lively area with a relaxed ambience.
There are plenty of shops, craft stalls,
cafés and al fresco dining along The Walk
and a beach. Recommended hotels: JA
Ocean View, Le Royal Meridien Beach
Resort, The Ritz-Carlton.

Al Habtoor City
A developing area on the banks of the
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Clockwise from top:
Sheikh Zayed Mosque, Beach & Skyline

ABU DHABI

With more than 200 natural islands, tree-lined avenues and manicured gardens, Abu Dhabi
has a very different feel to Dubai. There are still towering sky scrapers and malls but not to the
same degree and the beauty here lies in the fabulous beaches and resorts on the islands. Visit as
a beach destination in its own right or finish an African holiday with a few days on one of the
beautiful beaches. There are convenient flight connections from London UK regional airports to
Abu Dhabi, or fly into Dubai and transfer by road.
Saadiyat Island
The island is fast becoming a world-class
leisure, residential and cultural hub with
the Louvre Abu Dhabi being the first of
three planned international museums to
open its doors. The magnificent beach
is home to nesting Hawksbill turtles.
Protected by a conservation order, there
are no motorised watersports, ensuring
that the beaches remain pristine,
with soft, white sand and turquoise
waters. The island also has an 18 hole
golf course designed by Gary Player.
Recommended hotels: Park Hyatt,
St Regis.
Yas Island
Home to the F1 Grand Prix Circuit
with an iconic hotel that overlooks the
tracks. Yas Island also has Abu Dhabi’s
largest mall, a marina, an 18-hole
links golf course, a large waterpark

and Ferrari World, a Ferrari-branded
theme park with restaurants and rides,
including the world’s fastest roller
coaster. Yas Island hotel guests are
provided with complimentary access to
Yas Beach where there are loungers and
watersports. A complimentary shuttle
service circulates around the island.
Recommended hotels: Crowne Plaza,
Viceroy.

Abu Dhabi Corniche
Eight kilometres of manicured
waterfront promenade with cafés,
restaurants, cycle paths, fountains,
children’s play areas and a beach.
Opposite the Corniche is the marina
with the Marina Mall and the Marina
Eye, a huge ferris wheel with unparalled
views. Recommended hotel: Emirates
Palace Hotel.
Sir Bani Yas Island
An off the beaten track destination with
wildlife, rugged landscapes, mangrove
lagoons and pristine beaches. Arabian
oryx, gazelles, cheetah and giraffe roam
freely in the Arabian Wildlife Park which
occupies more than half of the island.
Access is by road from Abu Dhabi to
the Jebel Dhanna jetty, followed by a
10-15 minute boat ride. Recommended
hotels: The Anantara Resort and Villas.
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CLASSIC OMAN
This leisurely tour takes in the attractions of the eclectic capital, Muscat, and the untouched
coastline, mountains, deserts and wadis that abound throughout the country. Visit striking
cultural landmarks and picturesque sites and spend a night in a typical desert camp.
TAILOR-MADE ITINERARY
DAY 1 – Daytime flight from London
Heathrow to Oman and transfer on
arrival to Muscat for an overnight stay.
DAY 2 – Meet your driver/guide and
begin the tour. Visit the Grand Mosque,
the biggest mosque in the country (open
Sat – Thur), the World Heritage Site at
Bahla Fort and 17th century Jabreen
Castle, Oman’s finest castle. Continue
on to Jabal Shams, the highest peak in
Oman, reaching 3,009 metres for an
overnight stay, with time for a walk to see
the Grand Canyon.
DAY 3 – Visit the Bait Al Safah Museum
for an authentic overview of Omani
culture and heritage en route to the oasis
city of Nizwa. Visit Nizwa Fort, where a
twisting staircase leads to the top of the
17th century tower for magnificent views,
and the souq. Overnight stay.

DAY 4 – See the old mud houses in Ibra
before reaching the Wahiba desert, or
Sea of Sand, for an overnight stay in a
desert camp. Experience the thrill of
dune driving and star gazing in the clear
night skies.

which was once governed by Oman’s
sultans. There are regular direct flights
from Muscat to the Spice Island.
There are 4 and 5 star accommodation options
depending on budget, we are happy to advise.

DAYS 5-6 – Drive through the scenic
mountains to Wadi Bani Khalid, a
striking contrast to the desert with date
and palm trees and clear pools of water
where you can swim. Continue on to
Wadi Shab, the ‘gorge between cliffs’ for
a walk before heading on to Muscat for a
2 night stay. A half day city tour to Bait Al
Zubair Museum and along the Corniche
to Mutrah Souq is included. An optional
dolphin watching cruise can be arranged.
DAY 7 – Transfer to the airport for the
daytime flight back to London. The tour
can be extended with a stay on Zanzibar,

Clockwise from top:
Omani Hospitality, Wadi Bani Khalid, Sultan
Qaboos Grand Mosque in Muscat
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USEFUL
INFORMATION
TRAVEL INSURANCE
It is essential that comprehensive travel
insurance is in place for all travellers
named on the booking from the date of
confirming your booking to the date of
return. The cover, terms and conditions
should match your travel and activities
for the whole duration of your trip. We
will require details of your insurance
provider and policy number.
QUOTES AND CONFIRMATIONS
These will be produced following
instructions and information received
from you or your travel agent and
will show the flight and ground
arrangements being provided or held on
your behalf. They will also include other
useful information such as advice on
local laws and customs, credit card and
currency use, driving advice, electricity
wattage and gratuities in addition to a
range of other useful advice. Please read
this information carefully.
SPECIAL REQUESTS
We will endeavour to assist and
accommodate any special request
you may have e.g. special dietary
requirements, airport assistance,
mobility restrictions etc. However,
nothing will be guaranteed unless
shown as part of our formal written
confirmation. Whenever possible,
providing we are advised of such
restrictions, we will endeavour to
provide information relating to
accessibility.
CHILDREN
We will be pleased to provide guidance
and advice on the suitability of
holiday types and accommodation for
children of all ages. This is particularly
important in game viewing areas and
our experience in putting together

family holidays will ensure that your
requirements are met.
PASSPORT AND VISA
REQUIREMENTS
Information relating to passport and
visa requirements will be included
in your quotation and confirmation
and based on British Citizens holding
a 10 year passport. Ensuring that
your passport and visas are valid are
your own responsibility and whilst
advice is provided we cannot be held
responsible if you not able to travel
as a result of failings in your passport
or visa. Be aware that some countries
require that two blank same facing
consecutive pages in your passport are
available. The UK Passport Service
may be contacted on www.passport.
gov.uk and links to various Embassies,
High Commissions and Consulates are
shown on our website www.africanpride.co.uk/useful-links
HEALTH REQUIREMENTS
The main health requirements for the
destinations we feature will be included
in your quotation and confirmation.
Such information is for your guidance
and you should consult with your GP
or other medical authority to ascertain
the latest requirements for each
destination you are visiting. Should
these arrangements change prior to
travel we will endeavour to advise you
or your travel agent but we cannot be
held responsible for any omission or
amendment to health requirements as
they can change without notice.
AIRLINE RESERVATIONS
AND TICKETS
Flight reservations are made in
compliance with the airlines schedules
at that time and are subject to change.

Should this occur we will make every
effort to contact you or your travel agent
and assist as per our booking conditions.
Specific seat requests may be made
on most airlines and usually attract a
payment. Some flights within Africa
and the Indian Ocean may be on light
aircraft and there are often personal
weight and/or baggage restrictions.
If a passenger does not comply with
these then permission to travel may
be withdrawn by the airline or charter
company.
AIRPORT TAXES AND ADDITIONAL
CHARGES
All airport taxes and additional
charges as known at the time of
booking are shown in the quotation
and confirmation. However, these can
change at any time and should this
happen we will endeavour to advise you
or your travel agent as soon as possible.
Some taxes and charges need to be
paid locally and are your responsibility.
We will endeavour to advise you of
these but cannot be held liable for any
omissions or changes.
BAGGAGE ALLOWANCE
Baggage allowance limits are usually
strictly enforced and differ between
airlines both internationally and
domestically and by class of travel.
Details of the latest information
relating to the limits allowed will be
supplied with your travel documents
but can be checked further on the
airline’s own website. Light aircraft
flights usually have lower limits in terms
of size, weight and type of bag and will
be advised with your documents.
FLIGHT DELAYS AND DENIED
BOARDING
Should a delay to your flight occur,
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then arrangements for meals,
accommodation etc. are usually met
by the airline, subject to their terms
and conditions, which may be found
on the airline’s own website. Under
the Denied Boarding, Cancellation
and Delay Regulations you may be
entitled to compensation from the
airline, refer to www.caa.co.uk for more
information.
DEPOSITS
The usual minimum deposit is £300 or
10% of the total per person, whichever
is the greater. However, certain
accommodation and other products
require a higher deposit to secure the
reservation. You or your travel agent
will be advised of the required deposit
at the time of booking. Deposits are
non-refundable and subject to our
booking conditions.
ACCOMMODATION
CHECK-IN
Check-in at your accommodation is
usually from 15:00 with check-out
between 10:00-12:00. For early arrivals
and late departures, it is recommended
that an earlier or later arrangement
be made, usually at a full night’s
charge, although this can sometimes
be arranged locally for an additional
charge.
SAFETY
We take the safety of our clients
very seriously. The Foreign &
Commonwealth Office (FCO) issues
travel advice on destinations, which
includes information on passports,
visas, health, safety and security. It is
important you to visit www.gov.uk/
foreign-travel-advice before deciding
to travel. In certain parts of Africa, wild
game roams freely. Every precaution

is taken by the lodges to ensure your
safety but you will usually be asked
to sign a disclaimer on checking in
and abide by their local rules and
regulations.
OVERSEAS ASSISTANCE
Should you need assistance whilst you
are overseas then details of our local
travel partners’ and our own emergency
UK contact numbers are included with
your travel documents, whereupon
efforts will be made to assist you as
necessary.
ACCURACY IN THIS
PORTFOLIO
Every effort is taken to ensure the
accuracy of the information in this
portfolio. However, changes to such
information can be made at any time
and we reserve the right to make
such changes after publication of
this portfolio. As far as possible, the
quotation and travel documents will
contain relevant information and
where we are notified of such changes
we will make every effort to advise you
or your travel agent. However, should
we not be able to do so we cannot be
held liable for such changes. We accept
no responsibility for information and
advice provided by any third party
websites or telephone numbers shown
herein.
PRICES
All prices shown on our quotations
are subject to change owing to airfare
and ground product increases and
currency rate fluctuations. We will
provide you with the best value prices
applicable at the time of booking.
Our booking conditions show further
information in this regard see
www.african-pride.co.uk
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